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<Abstract> 
This paper aims at fathoming the scalarity in gaps underlying meta-linguistic negation, semantic 
reversal and shared knowledge in English advertisements. The gaps in the shared knowledge are the 
main focus in the paper. There are gaps in proverbial expressions, metaphors, and novel expressions. 
There are gaps in non-verbal elements as well. Messages conveyed by an unusual media (i.e. paper 
cup), facial expressions and font designs are also factors used to emphasize the message in the 
advertisements. Advertisements skillfully use the gaps at various levels in order to convey their 
hidden message indirectly with sufficient influence. 

2 5  
 
 
1.  

Leech (1966) 

 (2012) 

P not P 

 
 
2.  
2.1.  

Leech (ibid.:110-111) “The very high frequency of imperatives in advertising is not a 
characteristic of other types of loaded language.” 

3  
 

(A) get, buy,  ask for, choose  
(B) have, try, use, enjoy  
(C) look, see, watch, remember, make sure, see  

 
Leech  

 
As might be expected, prohibitive warnings like “don’t let imagination spoil your day” are 
very infrequent beside positive exhortations. Only about one imperative in fifty is 
accompanied by a negative form. (ibid.:110-111) 

 
50 1 Givón (1979) 
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 (1995:39-48) 3  (2008) 
Ishimaru (2004) 

 
 
2.2.  

2004:241 Barthes (1985:75) 

1991:121

 
Product, Price, Place, Promotion

Promotion
Consumer value, Cost, Communication, Convenience

C Communication

 
 
2-2.  

 
 
(1) HELP HIM PUT HIS MOST KISSABLE FACE FORWARD. TOUCH AND BE TOUCHED. 

(Beiersdorf NIVEA ) 
(2) Erase odor from your vocabulary. (PURIMA TIDY CATS ) 
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(3) Okay, question. What’s the best part of the perfect Piña Colada? The pineapple or the coconut? 

Lucky for you, our cocktail mixologists have worked for decades, creating the perfect Frozen Piña 
Colada blend so you can enjoy tropical, coconutty, pineapply refreshment. What could be 
easier....just freeze, squeeze and enjoy!  (American Beverage Group, Daily’s Coctails Tropical 
Frozen Pouches Piña Colada ) 

(4) SIREN? VIXEN? TEMPTRESS? FLIRT? 64COLORS FOR EVERY SHADE OF YOU. (Revlon
Nail Enamel) 
 

 
 
(5) Ask for more. (Pepsco  
(6)  
 

 
 
3.  
3.1.  (meta-linguistic negation)  

(Horn 1985) 

 
 
(7) It’s not a car, it’s a Volkswagen. (VW commercial and advertisement) 
(8) a. 71 1993 10 8  
    b. 1993 10 15  
 
Volkswagen It’s not a car.

 
 
3.2.  

Jing-Schumidt (2007), Traugott (2006) negative 
evaluation (Horn 1989:334-337)  awfully, terribly, horribly

dead cold awfully, terribly, 
horribly

helluva hell of a )  (2013) 
A: It doesn’t mean anything. B: Like hell it doesn’t. (= It means a lot.) 

 
 
(9) a. Devilishly good brownies (Devilishly good brownies co. )  

b. “Devilishly handsome” mug The Oakroom  
(10) Heluva Good Sour Cream French Onion Dip (Heluva Good ) 
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4.  
4.1.  

 
 
4.2.  

Wake Up Make Up  
 

(11) Wake Up Your Make Up (RIMMEL ) 
(12) IT’S COOL. MAYBE TOO COOL. (Banana Boat Coolzone ) 
(13) Break Every Law of Lengthening with Illegal Length Mascara. Maybelline Illegal Length 

Fiber Extensions Mascara  
 

(12) COOL

 (13) 

Break Every 
Law illegal 

 
 
(14) You don’t need words to make a statement. (Sunglass Hut ) 
(15) Go ahead, judge it by its cover. (IKEA  IKEA-USA.com/kitchen) 
(16) Less is More     

Christmas can be a very wasteful time. So this year we’re reduced the amount of packaging on 
our Christmas range by over 100 tonnes. (Mars  www.mars.co.uk/raisingthebar) 

 
(14) 

The eye is the window of the mind. The eyes say more than the mouth.
(15) Don’t judge a book 

by its cover.  Don’t judge a person by their appearance.

(16) MORE IS GOOD. 
LESS IS BAD. MORE IS UP. LESS IS DOWN.  (Lakoff and Johnson 1980) 
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LESS IS MORE.  
 
4.3.  

 
 
(17) a. b. c. d.  

e.  
 

 

MY
AU AU docomo

12 22  
 

(18) It’s 7 Up, it’s Uncola. (1975)  (Dr Pepper Snapple Group ) 
(19) Undo it with 7 Up. (1977-78)  
 

undo (18) un- unhappy, unfold
uncola

cola Coca-Cola

un-X  
 

(20) Take a shave-cation. Go ahead, take a vacation from shaving.  (Schick uattro ) 
 
(20) Take a vacation. 

 
 
4.4.  

nico and…

DHC
nico and…
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nico and… 4 1

30 20 50  
nico and…

nico
and…

 A and B B and A 
Nico and Poco bread and 

butter black and white

 
nico nico

nico and…

 
 
(21)  

nico and …  
 [ ]  

http://www.nikoand.jp/concept/index.html  
 

nico and …
 [ ] 

nico and …
 

 
4.5.  
 

 
 

(22) Delicious? We have hotels for every taste. (HRS, The hotel portal) 
 

Delicious?  
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We have hotels for every taste. taste HRS, The 
hotel portal

 
 
4.6.  

Century arial

 
 

(23)  
(24)  

15 Bluem sarto  
(25)  

(26) www.annefontaine.com  

(27) Coca-Cola 
 

Lipton  NEW  
Bluem sarto

5 10 2

15 4

 

 
Anne Fontaine

 (24)  “a” 
“a” 
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Coca-Cola

JR

 
 
5.  
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1 
 

Abstract               
 

  ujiie@post.ndsu.ac.jp 
 
 

Japanese adverb yahari has the structure of word which enfolds a speaker’s mental 
processes (SEMP). Diachronic study based on descriptions in Japanese dictionaries 
(35 editions) has revealed the detail of process steps of extension/deviation in its use, 
starting from the original objectified expression towards the direct expression of a 
speaker’s epistemic content. Also contrastive study has shown that English has 
words/phrases only corresponding to limited process steps of extension/deviation of 
yahari. These results have indicated distinctive, multiple functions of SEMP words 
in Japanese.  

 
 
 

  ‘enfold’  

 

1974 Ujiie 1989 b

( )
the structure of word which enfolds a speaker’s mental  

processes SEMP Ujiie 1986

 
  

 
  

 

1989b
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2 
 

 
 

 

1999 2010
(1941)

(1941)

1956

1950

 

 
 

 a1   
b   

 
    a2   ---  

 a1  ---  
b  ---  

  a2   
 

2
a a

b b  

直接的認識表現ヤハリの生成過程：日本語の「含過程構造」のコード化
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3 
 

enfold

 
 

3   

35 22
2012  

 

 
 

A  
 

B  
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4 
 

 
 

 
 

C B  

 

D
D

[ ]  
[ A ] 

E  
 

 
 
 
 

 
[ ] 

 
 

F  
 

Ujiie 2012  
 

 
  [ ] 

 
C D

E
F B C D

D E F

直接的認識表現ヤハリの生成過程：日本語の「含過程構造」のコード化
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5 
 

B C D
F

 
 

 
E

 
B F

1979 3
2009 7

 

   

 
4   

B D E F
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6 
 

 

B~D
1867

B~D still 1937
Seidensticker Snow Country. 1957. p.11  

E F
E after all

1906 Yahari
 

 
3 After all, man is a selfish being. 

 

after all
10

3
E

after all after all

 
1957 Seidensticker p.113 1906

A. Turney 1985 Botchan p.13
Ujiie 2012 Botchan 2011  

after all Swan 
1988 Oxford English Dictionary 2 1989 perspective use  contrastive use

2 Ujiie 2012 perspective use E

直接的認識表現ヤハリの生成過程：日本語の「含過程構造」のコード化
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7 
 

E
F as I expected 1983

2011
 As I (we, you, people, ---) expected (thought) as expected

1989 a As expected F

Ujiie 2012  
Healey Introduction To Japanese, Volume III

Healey. 1975: 226  
He didn’t come after all (we thought he might not because of the weather). 
It did turn out to be too small in the end, did it? 

 We were too late in the end (although I thought we might just make it).  
F

after all after 
all perspective use  

 
 

after all
as expected

 
 

 

 

 
 

. 1999 --- --- 899. 83-101. : . 

G. H. Healey. 1975. Introduction To Japanese, Volume III, 246. Sheffield: University of Sheffield. 

. 2011. ‘after all’

 13. 1-14. 

.  2012.  

 14. 1-12. 
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8 
 

. 2010. iii-x : . 

Swan. 1984. Basic English Usage, Oxford: Oxford University Press. 

. 1941/2007. . : . 

. 1950.  . : . 

. 1953. .  :  

. 1974. . 99 .  

Ujiie, Y. 1986. “Utilisation of a Given Form in Natural Language-Developed use of the function of Japanese  

particle 'NO'-”, Travaux de Linguistique Japonaise, 8, 143-150. Paris: Institut des Hautes Etudes 

Japonaises, Universite de Paris 7. Ujiie, Y. 2010 . 

. 1989a. .  

   54:1. 85-88. 

. 1989b. 11: 4.  

   57-75. . 1996. : 

. 2007  

14 112-123. . 

Ujiie, Y. 2010 A Speaker’s Cognition Encoded in Japanese: Speech, Mind, and Society. . 

. 2011. .  

181-198. : . 

Ujiie, Y. 2012 . “The difference of epistemic contents of Japanese subjective word yappari and its English 

equivalents”, Paper prepared for NDLP 2012, University of Lotz, Poland, Book of Abstracts NDLP2012,  

6th Lodz Symposium: New Developments in Linguistic Pragmatics, 149-150.  

 

. 1906. . Oxford English Dictionary 2. 1989. Oxford 

University Press. , J. C. 1867. . . 1983.

3 . .   . 1979. 3 . . 

 

. 1937. [ 1947. ]. Seidensticker, E. G. 1957. Snow Country. C. E. Tuttle Publisher. 

. 1906.  [ 2004]. Turney, A. 1985. Botchan. 1985. Kodansha International. 

直接的認識表現ヤハリの生成過程：日本語の「含過程構造」のコード化
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Abstract  

The purpose of this paper is to examine how Japanese particle yone is used in casual conversation, 

analyzing data from the Ritsumeikan Japanese conversation corpus. Speakers often use yone when they seek a 

topic which they can share with their partners. Meanwhile hearers use yone when two participants of 

conversation collaboratively tell a story.  

 

 

 

 

 

.  

1

 

1980

2000

1988

 

 

.  

 

2000 2002 2002

2007 2009 2010  

2007
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4

 

2009

2 3 4 A

B C 3 C C-1

C-2  

2010

3

2010 2007

2009 B

 

Yes No

4  

 

 

  

 

 

.  

10 2010

2 3  

 

 

 

         

01 
20     1  30  1  

30     1  30  1  

談話における「よね」の機能
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02 
30     1  100  2,3  

30    1  100  2  

03 
20     1  1  2  

20     1  1  2  

04 
20     1  50  2  

20     1  50  2  

05 
20     6 5  2  

40     6 5  1  

 

.  

Yes No

67.9 3 2

51.8

48.2

 

 

 

 

   

 

  29  

51.8%  20 35.7%  9 16.1%  

 

 27  

48.2%  18 32.1%  9 16.1%  

 38 67.9%  18 32.1%  56  

 

 

.  

.   

 

 

(1) 

01 hh  
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02  

03                       

 

 

(2) 

01 

 

02  

03       

 

04  

05  

06  

07  

 

(1) 1 (2) 1

(1)  

(2)

(2) 1

4

5

 

(2)

 

 

.   

 

 

(3) 

01  

02  

03  
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04                             

05 XXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXX  

06                        h  

07  

08  

09  

10  

11  

12   

13  

 

(4) 

01  

02  

03  

04  

05 hh 

06                                           hh 

 

 (3) (4)

 

 

 

.   

 

 

(5) 

01  

02                                            

03  

04  

05                                        
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06                                                       

 

 

(6) 

01  

02                                    

03                                          

 

04   hh  hh   XX   

       

05     

 

 

(5)

3

4

 

(6) 4

5  

 

 

.   

 

 

(7) 

01  

02  

03 

 

04        

 

(8) 

01     hh 

02                            hh  

 

03  
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04 hh  

05 hh 

06   hh

 

07  

 

(9) 

01 

 

02  

03  

04  

05  

06  

07    

08   

09                                                        

 06  hh

10 hh           hh  

11  

12  hh 

13 hh hh

 

  

(7) 1

 

(8) (9)

 

 

.   

 

 

(10) a. 20
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b. 9

 

c. 9  

d. 18

 

 

a d

 

 

 

 

 

1. 

 

 

 

2007 3 13-26  

2000

7 44-69  

2009 28 17-32  

2002 4 

261-288   

1980 344 28-36  

1988 7: 13 4-11  

2000 106 7-16  

2002 4 203-227

  

2010

17 71-84  

談話における「よね」の機能
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 ONISHI, Miho  

Nagoya College  
 
 

Abstract  
Predicate noun sentences without a copula da ("N ") are often found in newspaper articles. In television news 
programs, in contrast, sentences which convey the same meaning as "N " take desu which is a variation of da. 
This suggests that da and desu has different functions. This paper first argues the multi-functionality of da and its 
variations, then discusses its motivation. It concludes that the key factors that motivate such multi-functionality are 
the genre-specific context, the style, and the speaker and the hearer. 
 
 

 
 
 
1.  

  
 

(1) 
2012-8-9 MSN   

(2) 2012-7-25  
 

2

 
 
2.  
2.1.  

 (1) (3)(a)
 

 
(3) a.   

b.  
 
2.2.  

(4)  
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(4) a.   
 b.  

c.   
d.   
e.  2008: . 89   

 
(4)(a) (b)

(c)
(d)

(c)  

2008: 4

 

 
 

2.2.1.  

 
 

(5)  
 a.  N  
 b.  N+  
 
(5)(a) (a)

(b)
(b) (a) (5)(b)

(6)  
 

(6) a.   
 b.    
 c.   
 
2.2.2. 4  

4  
i.   
ii.   
iii.   
iv.  

文末が名詞で終わる報告・引用表現
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3.  
3.1.  

 
 

(7) X  N  
(8) V  
(9) V  

 
(7) (1) (8) (1989) " " (2011) " "
(2)

(9)
(8) (9)  

 
3.1.1.   

(7)  
 

(10) a. =(1)   
 b.  

2012-7-31  
 c. MSN

 2012-8-9   
 d.  2012-7-25 
 e. MSN  2012-8-3  

 

(10)(b)
 

 
3.1.2.  

(8) (9) (8)
 2012: 3  

 
(11)  

 
(11)

 evidential
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(12) a. =(2)  
 b. *  
 c. 2011 58  
 d. 

3 2006-7-5  
 e. 2012: 8

 
 
(12)(a) (c) (c)

(b) (d)

(e) 2

2  

 
 

3.1.3.  
 

 
(13) 

2012-8-14   
(14) 

2012-8-13  
 
(13) (14)

(15)
 

 
(15) 

 2002: 60   
 

  

 
 

3.2.  

文末が名詞で終わる報告・引用表現
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(16) 2012-7-11 NHK   
(17) 2012-8-14 MSN  
 
(16) (17)

(16)
(17)

(18)(a) (b)
(16) (17)

 
 
(18) a. NEWS24 2012-11-9   
 b. 

NEWS 2010-9-27  
(19) a. 2012-11-16 
 b.  (2012-11-06 MSN )  
 c. ?? (  
 

(19)(a) (b)
(c) (b) (c)

(a)

(19)(b)  

 
 

3.2.1.  

 

 
 

3.2.1.1.  

1997: 30-46 + +N
N 1975-78 N
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(20) 1997: 41   
(21)  1997: 42  
 
(22)

(23)
 

 
(22) * 15 1997: 42 * *   
(23)   

 
3.2.1.2.  

BCCWJ

 
3176

1154
36

933

 
 

3.2.2.  
[A] Aichenvald 2006

 
[B] N

 
[C]  (24)

 
 
(24) BCCWJ  
 
3.3.   
3.3.1.  

 
 
(25) 2012-8-11   
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(26) …
2012-7-17 MSN   

 
(25) (26)

  
 
(27)  
 
(26)(27) (27)

(26)
 

 
3.3.2.  

(28)(a) (28)(a)
 (b)

(c)  
 
(28) a. =(3e)   

 b. ?   
 c.   

 
(29)

(30)(31)
 

 
(29) 3 =(4d))  
(30) (BCCWJ

)  
(31) 

100  
 

 
 
(32) /*  
 
4. 
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[1] N  

  
[2] N  

 
[3] N  

 
[4] *  

 
 
5.  

 

 

2012: 345-8 2012
 

 
 

Aikhenvald, Alexandra Y. (2006) Evidentiality. NY: Oxford University Press.  
1997 . 

K 2008 .  
1989 " " 159: 88-75,59-58. 
2012

84: 341-357.  
2012 10
NHK . 
1992 . 
2002)

1(1), 57-78.  
2011  1: 53-75. 

 
BCCWJ . 

 100 CD-ROM 1995 . 
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1 
 

 

onodera@cl.aoyama.ac.jp 

<Abstract> 

Periphery is a recent topic and concept, which has drawn interest for the last several years. Tentatively, 

periphery refers to “utterance-initial and utterance-final positions (Left Periphery; LP, and Right Periphery; 

RP). One primary focus seems to be “form-function-periphery” mapping, which considers “what linguistic 

forms appear and what functions are served at the LP and RP”. From the observation of Japanese discourse, 

this paper suggests a mapping where both LP and RP show both subjectivity and intersubjectivity, in 

contrast to some European languages, for which a different mapping of “LP—subjectivity, RP—

intersubjectivity” has been put forward. This paper also shows that the former type of mapping indeed 

accords with the layered structure model of utterance (4). 

 

(LP) (RP)  

(periphery)

(Beeching and Detges forthcoming, Onodera forthcoming

)  (utterance) (spoken language) 

(written language) (sentence)

30 1980

 

; LP RP

2011

Beeching 2011 2013

form-

function-periphery (LP/RP) mapping

non-usable
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2 
 

 

 

 

Beeching 2011, Beeching 

and Detges forthcoming

(clause) (turn)

 Sandra A. Thompson

interactional linguistics

 (social action) cf. Thompson and Couper-Kuhlen 2005

pre-action (interactional)

 

utterance

Beeching 

and Detges (forthcoming)  “… what happens on the left and right 

periphery of the utterance (LP and RP, respectively). …” 

Ohori (1998) 

   

(pragmatic elaboration)

Suzuki (1998) utterance-final pragmatic particle

2012

; insubordination

right periphery

pragmaticization S OV

 

layered structure model

1974 1971 1978 Shinzato (2007)
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3 
 

4.  

 

 

1 1 Beeching 2011

2 2 1  

3.1. 2 2

(3.2.)  

 

  Traugott (2010: 60)

VO OV

indeed, in fact, actually (discourse 

markers) (Traugott and Dasher 2002)

(Adamson 2000)   

  LP-- 

Adamson 

(2000)  Ghesquière (2010)  

nice large soft green cushions (Adamson 2000: 43)

nice large soft green

1

Adamson

 

(1) 1.

7.  (head noun)

1.-7. Adamson 2000: 43) Whorf (1956: 93)  
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4 
 

(1) (Adamson 2000: 43) 
2  

1. VALUE – good, nice, excellent, horrible, delicious … 

  2. DIMENSION – small, long, thin, large, wide …  

  3. PHISICAL PROPERTY-- crisp, hard, soft, heavy, smooth … 

  4. SPEED – fast, quick, slow … 

  5. HUMAN PROPENSITY—gracious, kind, proud, generous … 

  6. AGE – new, young, old … 

  7. COLOUR – black, green, red … 

 

head noun nice 

large soft green cushions nice(1.) large (2.)

soft (3.) green (7.)  

Adamson

Lovely 

intensifier (2)

 

 Stage 1                Stage 2           Stage 3  

(2)   lovely  (5.)  >  (3.)  >  (1.) 

             1500 – 1700            1700 – 1800      1850 1900      

 

Lovely Stage 1 (amiable, loving)

Stage 2 Stage 3

a lovely little example Good, nice, jolly, pretty, lovely

cline (Adamson 2000: 55)

ibid.  

Adamson

(3)  

LP RP Nice little John

Adamson(2000)

LP RP
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5 
 

(3)  

 

 

 

LP RP  

 

 

 

 

4.  

 

  3.1. -- LP-- RP--

--  

LP

RP

(4) LP (5) RP  

 

(4) LP  

 

 

 

 

( ) 

 

(5) RP  

 

 

 

  ( ) 

       ) 

(   

             

  ( / )  
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6 
 

(4) LP

(5)  

RP

 

(4)(5)

 

  

 

 

(6) Shinzato 2007: 177 1974 3 

D ( communication = )    
 C ( judgment = )    
  B ( events)    
   A ( )    

      

 
    

     =  =  
‘It seems that Yukiko didn’t send a reply, (I tell you)’ 

 
AB Shinzato (2007) C

D

LP pre-action

(RP)

 

Schiffrin (1987) discourse

(i)

participation framework (ii) ideational structure (iii) 

 (act social action) action structure (iv) (turn

exchange structure) (v) information state
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7 
 

father, Miss, 

( ) turn-yielding device

act, action turn-taking system

Schiffrin (1987)  

Schiffrin

(6) D C

LP (action)

(Beeching and Detges forthcoming)

RP

LP well

 “didn’t you?” ”… n’est ce pas?” 

 

 

2012 LP

(marking the upcoming action)

 

  LP =

non-

linguistic  (social actions turn-taking social actions)
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* 

 
 
 

 
< Abstract >   

This paper considers left-dislocation in English and Japanese where a subject NP is left-dislocated in discourse level.  
I wish to make the following points: ( ) Left-dislocation can be categorized into a hearer-oriented type and a 
speaker-oriented type.  ( ) While the use of a sentence with canonical word order I-implicates a continuity in the flow of 
discourse, the use of the former type M-implicates a discontinuity in the flow of discourse.  ( ) The word order of the 
latter variety directly reflects the speaker’s thought process. 
 

L M I  
 
11.  

(1b)(2b)(2d) L 
L (1a)(2a)(2c)

(1b)(2b)(2d)  
 

(1)  a.  That shameless fellow beat his wife again.    
      b.  That shameless fellowi, hei beat his wife again.                        (  1978: 78)  

(2)  a.   
      b.  i i                                         (  1978: 78)1) 

c.   
      d.  i i 2) 

 
L

3) 

Levinson (2000)  (generalized conversational implicature)
 

 
22. L  
2.1.  

Rodman (1974) Rodman

(3B1) A John John
(3B2) Bill

 
 

(3)  A: What can you tell me about John? 
      B1: *John, Mary kissed him.4) 

    B2: Nothing.  But Bill, Mary kissed him.                                                     (Rodman 1974) 
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(3B1) (3B2)  

L  
 
(4)  Once there was a wizard.  ?Now the wizard, he lived in Africa.                               (Givón 1976: 153) 

  (5)  Once there was a wizard.  He was very wise, rich, and was married to a beautiful witch.  They had two sons.  
The first was tall and brooding, he spent his days in the forest hunting snails, and his mother was afraid of him.  
The second was short and vivacious, a bit crazy but always game.  Now the wizard, he lived in Africa.  

                                                           (Givón 1976: 153) 
 

(4) a wizard L

(5) L
L

 
Rodman Givón (1976)

(4) (5) Reinhart (1982)
Carlson (1983) dialogue subject

Carlson dialogue subject what a sentence intuitively is about Carlson (1983) dialogue 
subject Lambrecht (1994) topic Lambrecht topic (6)  
 

(6)  TOPIC: A referent is interpreted as the topic of a proposition if in a given situation the proposition is construed as 
being about this referent, i.e. as expressing  information which is relevant to and which increases the 
addressee’s knowledge of this referent.                                               (Lambrecht 1994: 131) 

 
Lambrecht topic Lambrecht topic  (sentence topic)  

 
 

(7)  A: Who is Goofy’s oldest friend? 
       B: Goofy’s oldest friend is Mickey Mouse.  Mickey is Disney’s oldest character.              (Carlson 1983: 263) 
  (8)  A: Who is Goofy’s oldest friend? 
      B: Goofy’s oldest friend is Mickey Mouse.  Mickey, he is Disney’s oldest character.            (Carlson 1983: 263)                  

(9)  Mickey’s identity is kept in low profile [in (7)], as it is only a subordinate matter.  In [(8)], in contrast, Mickey 
 seems to become a main character: the speaker drops Goofy as the subject of the dialogue and takes up Mickey.                    

(Carlson 1983: 263) 
(10)  A left dislocated phrase is indeed apt to indicate what is foremost on the mind of the author – viz. the dialogue 

subject  he is speaking about in the sentence following.                                  (Carlson 1983: 262)                   
 
(7B) Goofy Mickey (9) Carlson
Mickey (7B)

Goofy Mickey (7B)
(8B) L (9) 2 Carlson Mickey

Goofy dialogue subject Mickey dialogue subject
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Carlson (10)
dialogue subject (7) (8)

L
 

 (discourse topic) 
(11) Giora (1997)  

 
(11)  The discourse-topic is a generalization, preferably made explicit, and placed in the beginning of the discourse.  

It functions as a reference point relevant to which all incoming propositions are assessed and stored.  
(Giora 1997)    

  (12)  Once there was a wizard.  He was very wise, rich, and was married to a beautiful witch.  He lived in a 
magnificent mansion by the lake, had forty-nine servants, and owned an impressive collection of rare books.  
Now the wizard, he was very ambitious.  He had been planning for years to conquer the world and finally he 
was ready.                                                                                   (Enç 1986) 

 
(12) L

(12)
(4) L

L  
 
22.2. L M  

L
L

 (1981: 301-302) L

L
(13) M Levinson (2000: 141) M (14) I

(15)  
 

(13)  The M-Principle 
        Speaker’s maxim: Indicate an abnormal, nonstereotypical situation by using marked expressions that contrast 

with those you would use to describe the corresponding normal, stereotypical situation. 
Recipient’s corollary: What is said in abnormal way indicates an abnormal situation, or marked messages 
indicate marked situations….                                                        (Levinson 2000: 136) 

(14)  I-Principle 
        Speaker’s maxim: the maxim of Minimalization.  “Say as little as necessary”; that is, produce the minimal 

linguistic information sufficient to achieve your communicational ends (bearing Q in mind). 
Recipient corollary: the Enrichment Rule.  Amplify the informational content of the speaker’s utterance, by  
finding the most specific interpretation, up to what you judge to be the speaker’s m-intended point, unless the 

   speaker has broken the maxim of Minimalization by using a marked or prolix expression.5)  
 (Levinson 2000: 114) 

(15)  a.  Sue moved the car. 
           I ++> Sue moved the car by driving it, by using the engine. 
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        b.  Sue made the car move. 
           M++> Sue moved the car in some abnormal way, e.g., by pushing it.                   (Levinson 2000: 141) 
 

(15a) (15b)

(15b) Sue
M (15a) Sue

(14) I I  
M I L L

L
(7)

Goofy I

(8) L

by the way
 

L
(8) L (16)

6) 

 
(16)  Goofy has a lot of friends because he is generous. 

 
L Mickey

7)  (2008)
(particularized conversational implicature) (8)

L (16) Mickey (16)
A Goofy

(8) L
(16)  (coherence)

 
 
22.3. L  

L
 

 
(17)  "The Democratic Party is just a party of slogans: they only call for freedom," says Muath Karra, an eyeglass 

salesman. "But George W. Bush, he is brave, and he is a man of action. I hope he wins this election, because he 
is a genius - and brave."                           (http://www.csmonitor.com/2004/0723/p04s01-woiq.html) 

 
(17) L L
L W L George W. Bush

(18)
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L  

 
(18)  And then I think about Michelle’s mom, and the fact that 1Michelle’s mom and dad, they didn’t come from a 

wealthy family.  2Michelle’s dad, he worked a blue-collar job at the sanitary plant in Chicago.  And 3my 
mother-in-law, she stayed at home until the kids got older. And she ended up becoming a secretary, and that's 
where she worked at most of her life, as a secretary at a bank. 

(http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2012/07/06/remarks-president-campaign-event-0) 
 

1 1
2 3 2

L Michelle’s dad
3 3

2

I think about Michelle’s mom

3

3 L
 

L  
 

(19)     
 

 
   

 

 
  UNHCR 

NGO IOM  

 
       ( )                   

 
(19) L

L L
L

(20) L  
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33. L  

L
L L

(21)-(23)  
 
  (21)  A: What did the Bishop do in the actress’ boudoir? 
       B: The Bishop, he admonished the actress.                                               (Carlson 1983: 264) 
  (22)  A: Tell him about Bingo.  Tell him about your iguana? 
       B:  My iguana Bingo, he almost bit my finger off.                                            (Manetta 2007) 
  (23)  A:  
       B:                                                               (  1980: 140) 
 
(21)-(23) L A B (21) A B

(22) A B B (23) A B
(21)-(23) L

L  (comment)
(21)-(23) L

(21)-(23) L
 

L
(24)

 
 
(24)   

                                         ( ) 
 

(25) 
well, you know  
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(25)  The girl, the other girl, well, you know, she was just gorgeous.                              (Acuña Fariña 1995) 
 
(21)-(23) L (26) (28) L well

 
 

(26)  A: What did the Bishop do in the actress’ boudoir? 
       B: The Bishop, well, he admonished the actress. 
  (27)  A: Tell him about Bingo.  Tell him about your iguana? 
       B:  My iguana Bingo, well, he almost bit my finger off. 
  (28)  A:  
        B:  
 
(29) Keenan and Schieffelin (1976) L

L L
 

 
(29)  A: What happened to Tom? 

       B: ?Tom, he left.                                                             (Keenan and Schieffelin 1976) 
 

L (30)(31) L A B
 

 
(30)  A:  Who is Ichiro’s mother? 

        B:  Yamada Hanako, SHE is his mother.                                                (Yamaizumi 2011) 
  (31)  A:   
        B:                                                       (Yamaizumi 2011) 
 
(30)(31) A B (30)(31) L

(30)(31)
L (32)(33)

 
 

(32)  A:  Who is Ichiro’s mother? 
B:  Yamada Hanako.  Correction, Yamada Yoko, she is his mother. 

  (33)  A:  
         B:  
 
44.  

L L 
M
L
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on the contrary  

  

 

 

 

<Abstract> This paper discusses the one-speaker and two-speaker cases of on the contrary. In both cases, it is used as the 

sequence “S1. On the contrary, S2.” — more precisely, “S1.” “On the contrary, S2.” in the two-speaker case. The aim of this 

paper is to propose the encoded meaning of on the contrary (i.e. OPPOSITION (S1, S2)), which semantically requires the hearer 

to recognise an opposition between S1 (its affirmative counterpart in some cases) and S2. I will provide a unified account of 

the sequence “S1. On the contrary, S2.” in terms of the distinction of attributors to S1 and S2. 

 

 

 

1.  

on the contrary OTC (1)(2)

 

 

(1) Mary didn’t make a trivial mistake. On the contrary, she made a horrendous error. (Fraser 2009: 90) 

(2) A: I suppose the job was boring? 

B: On the contrary, it was really exciting. (Swan 2005) 

 

Fraser (1998, 2009) OTC (1)(2)

OTC S1. OTC, S2.

OTC 1  

Quirk et al. (1985) OTC S1 S2

(2) S1 the job was boring S2 it was really exciting

(1) a trivial mistake a horrendous error (2)

S1 S2 (1) S2 S1 S1

S1 not (1) (2) S2 S1

OTC  

S1. OTC, S2. OTC OTC

S1 S2

attribution  
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2. Fraser (1998, 2009) 

Fraser OTC S2 S1

2 S2 S1 S2

OTC Fraser

 

OTC S1 (3)-(6)

S1  

 

(3) A: Jack is in Boston today.     (Fraser 2009: 89) 

B: On the contrary, he is in New York. 

(4) A: He hasn’t arrived. 

B: On the contrary, he got here 15 minutes ago. 

(5) A: Did you say that Mary made a trivial mistake? 

B: On the contrary, I said she made a horrendous error. 

(6) A: Let him go. 

B: On the contrary, shoot him. 

 

OTC S1 S1 S2

(7) S1 B S1

S1 He is over 7 feet. S1

S1 (8)  

 

(7) A: Harry is not tall.     (Fraser 1998: 321) 

B: On the contrary, (he is tall). He is over 7 feet.    

(8) A: Harry is tall. 

B: On the contrary, (he is not tall). He is quite short. 

 

OTC Fraser self-attribution other-attribution

self-attribution S1 S2

other-attribution (9a) S1 S2

S1 S2 (9b) S1 S2

Fraser (2009) (9b) self-attribution S1 not

S2 3 (9a) other-attribution

S2 S1  

on the contraryの意味と対立関係
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(9) a. (You think) She is gorgeous. On the contrary, I find her rather ordinary looking.   (Fraser 2009: 90) 

b. Mary didn’t make a trivial mistake. On the contrary, she made a horrendous error. (=(1)) 

 

self-attribution S1 S2

OTC S1 S2 OTC S2 S1

(9b) S1 S2

 

Fraser OTC Fraser

S1 S1 (9a) other-attribution

S1 S1

Fraser self-attribution S1

(10) S1  

 

(10) Fortunately, he won five million dollars in the lottery. On the contrary, he, unfortunately, lost his close friends. 

 

S1 S2 Fraser (10)

(10) S1 S2  

S1 S1

(11) S1

 

 

(11) I didn’t take the letter. *On the contrary, I left it lying on the table.   (Fraser 2009: 94) 

 

Fraser Fraser OTC

self-attribution other-attribution

S1 S2 self-attribution other-attribution

 

Fraser S1 S2

OTC

S1. OTC, S2.  

 

3. on the contrary  
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3.1  

Lyons (1977: 286)

 

 

(12) When we compare and contrast two objects with respect to their possession or lack of one or more properties, we do so 

generally on the basis of their similarity in other respects. … Oppositions are drawn along some dimension of 

similarity. (Lyons 1977: 286) ( ) 

 

Murphy (2003: 44) minimal 

difference Murphy OTC

opposition (13)  

 

(13) Opposition is an opposite relation which holds between S1 and S2 if they have all the same contextually relevant 

properties but one (along a cline or dimension). 

 

S1. OTC, S2. OTC

S1 S2 OTC S1 S2

(9b) trivial horrendous

S1 S2

Mary made a trivial mistake Mary made a horrendous error S1 S2  

 

3.2 on the contrary  

OTC Quirk et al. (1985) OTC S1 S2

OTC contrary

OTC (14)  

 

(14) on the contrary: OPPOSITION (S1, S2) 4 

 

OTC OPPOSITION S1 S2

(14) S1 S2

S1 S2

S1. OTC, S2.  

on the contraryの意味と対立関係
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(14) Fraser OTC S2 S1

(9b) S2 S1 (15) OTC

S2 S1  

 

(15) Mary didn’t make a trivial mistake. She made a horrendous error. 

 

S2 S1 S1 S2 OTC

OTC S1 S2 (9b)

S1 S2 (16) S2 S1

S1 S2  

 

(16) If you don’t take this medicine, you won’t feel better. On the contrary, if you take it, you will get better soon. 

 

OPPOSITION (S1, S2) S1 S2 5 self-attribution

S1 (10) S1

(14) (11) S1 S2

(11) OTC

 

(14) OTC S1

OTC  

(14) OTC S1 S2

 

 

3.3  

OTC S1 S2 (14) S1 S2

S1 S2

(9b) (17) S1 S2

(18) S1 S2 (19a) S1 (19b)

(19c) (19c) S2 (18)

 

 

(17) Mary didn’t make a trivial mistake. On the contrary, she made a horrendous error. 

(18) When you do have an allergic reaction to individual food groups, you may feel that you have had a setback. On the 

contrary, any reaction should be regarded as a positive step. (BNC) 
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(19) a. ... the hearer may feel that he has had a setback 

b. If people feel that they have had a setback, they would (normally) regard reactions like a setback as a negative step. 

c. Reactions like as a setback would be regarded as a negative step. 

 

(10) (20) (21a) S1

(21b) S2  

 

(20) Fortunately, he won five million dollars in the lottery. On the contrary, he, unfortunately, lost his close friends. 

(21) a. The speakeri believes it is fortunate that hej won five million dollars in the lottery. 

b. The speakeri believes it is unfortunate that hej lost his close friends. 

(22) He won five million dollars in the lottery. *On the contrary, he lost his close friends. 

 

(20)

(20) (22) (22)

OTC  

OTC (17) S1 S2 (23)

(23)

(24) (23) S1 S2 (24)  

 

(23) Mary made a trivial mistake. *On the contrary, she made a horrendous error. 

(24) A: Mary made a trivial mistake. 

B: On the contrary, she made a horrendous error. 

 

S1 S2 S1 S2

 

 

4. S1 S2  

3.3 (23) S1 S2

(24)

(9a) S1 you think S1

you  

(24) (24) S1 A S2 B

on the contraryの意味と対立関係
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S1 S2 A B

A B  

(23) S1 S2 S1 S2

S1 S2

(23)

(24) (23)

(24)  

(17) (17) not

not S1 S2

S1

S2 S2 S1 S1 S2

not not

S1 S2

S1

S1 S2

(24) (17) not S1

S2 OTC

(17)  

S1 S2 S1 S1

S1 not S1 S2

 

(17) (24) (23)

S1. OTC, S2. OTC

S1 S2 S1 S2  

 

5.  

OTC (14) S1. OTC, S2. S1 S2

S1 S2  

 

* 15 2012 12 1
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1. OTC

COCA 2009 2011 OTC 165 138 83.6%  

2. Fraser (2009)

 

3. S1 unhappy disagree

(i)  

 (i) Harry is unhappy. *On the contrary, he is extremely depressed.   (Fraser 1998: 322) 

4. (14) OTC

OPPOSITION S2  

5. Fraser (2009) S2

(6) S2 S2
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be lined with  

 

 

kuromiya@ogu.ac.jp 

 

 

<Abstract> 

This article is concerned with a phrase be lined with NP, which has mainly three senses: 

1. some objects (=NP) are arranged into a line; 2. the inside of something is covered with 

something (=NP); and 3. a line is drawn with something (=NP). Based on the analysis of 

corpus data, it argues that the verb line in sense 1 and 2 is usually used in the passive 

form. It also argues that how we disambiguate the sense in which an instance is used 

depends on the context where it occurs, and proposes some factors for the 

disambiguation. 

 

be lined with  

 

 

 

(1)  

 

(1) a. [B]ut on the valley side the water is lined with trees[.]1 

    b. She leaned against the wooden table that was sprinkled with flour[.]2 

 

(1a) water (trees)

water trees with

(1b) (flour)

the wooden table flour

with  

be lined with

be lined with

be lined 

with

be lined with
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(1) Clark and Clark 

(1979) Levin (1993) <LOCATUM>

 

 

(2)  <LOCATION> is V-en with <LOCATUM>. 

 

V with <LOCATUM>

 

Rowlands (2002)

(locative alternation)

with

 

 

(3) a. Irv loaded hay into the wagon. 

    b. Irv loaded the wagon with hay.                                 (Pinker 1989: 49) 

 

(3b) with

Pinker (1989) Jackendoff (1990) with

<LOCATION>

 

be lined with

 

 

 

 

 

[1] line lined British National Corpus (BNC)

lined with 600

 

[2] 600 line

a b  

a) NP1 lined NP2 with NP3 NP1 NP2 NP3

NP2 <LOCATION> NP3 <LOCATUM>  

b) NP1 is lined with NP2 NP1  NP2 

NP1 <LOCATION> NP2 <LOCATUM>  

a b

a

be lined withについて
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a b

 

 

be lined with  

“NP1 is lined with NP2”

 

 

(4) a. NP1 NP2  

    b. NP1 NP2  

    c. NP1 NP2 NP1 NP2  

 

(5a, b) (4b) (5c) (4c) (4a) (1a)

 

 

(5) a. It is assumed that the interior of the cap was lined with soft leather.  (BNC: CFK) 

    b. A basket must first be lined with polythene to make it waterproof.   (BNC: A70) 

    c. Fergie’s title has been casually lined through with a ballpoint pen.   (BNC: CH2) 

 

 Sinclair (1991) 

3

 

 

 

 

 

5.1  

(4) NP1 is lined with NP2 3 (4a) (4b)

(2) (4c) NP2 <LOCATUM> (4c)

(4a, b)

 

 

(6) a. NP1 is lined with NP2 386 4 

    b. NP1 lined NP2 with NP3 13  

 

96.7

96.7 line

5 

 

5.2  
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(4a) (4b)

 

(4a) 191 (7)

(4a) (4b)  

 

(7) To lay the ground for his plan Mr Clinton has tarred opponents in advance as 

‘defenders of decline’ who have ‘already lined the corridors of power with high-priced 

lobbyists’ to prevent the changes he wants.                                  (BNC: K5D) 

 

(4b) 195 12 (7) (4b)

13 (4a) (7)

 

(4a) (4b)

6 (4a)

Rowlands (2002) (8)

 

 

(8) The town planner lined the street with trees.                   (Rowlands 2002: 46) 

 

(8)

“the town planner”

(4a)  

 

5.3  

(4a) (4b)

 

 

5.3.1  

NP1 is lined with NP2 (4a) NP1  NP2 

 

 

(9) a. NP1 street road river  

    b. NP2  

    c. NP2

 

    d. NP2 15 191

 

be lined withについて
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    e. NP2 NP1  

    f. with NP2 lined lined with NP2

191 on both sides on either side on one side 

 

 

5.3.2 lined up  

(9f) NP1 is lined up with NP2

lined with NP2 up

 

 

(10) a. NP1  

     b.  

     c. with NP2 with NP2

NP2 NP2 <LOCATUM>

 

 

up  

 

5.3.3  

NP1 is lined with NP2 (4b) NP1 NP2

 

 

(11) a. NP1

 

     b. NP2 NP2

51 195 NP1

7  

     c. NP2 NP1  

     d. (9f) with NP2 lined lined with NP2

195  

 

5.3.3  

NP1 is lined with NP2 (4c) NP1 NP2

NP1 NP2 15

be lined with NP2

 

 

(12) a. NP1

(5c)
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    b. NP2 lined

NP2 age years

 

 

 

5.1 with NP line

with NP

 

line lined BNC “be 

lining” 47 39

up 5.3.2

“to line one’s pocket [handbag]”

“<LOCATUM> is lining <LOCATION>”  

 

(13) a. [M]en, women and children are lining the main route through the town[.] 

(BNC: A61) 

     b. Thousands of fans are lining the streets[.]                            (BNC: K1P) 

 

line (8) (14a)

(14b) with

8  

 

(14) a. <AGENT> lines <LOCATION> with <LOCATUM>. 

     b. <LOCATUM> lines <LOCATION>. 

 

“lined the street” “lined the road” BNC

(14b)

 

“lined the street”

“lined the streets” 11 “lined the streets” 11

crowds “a crowd of 2,000” (15)

 

 

(15) a. lined the street 1 (flags) 

     a’. lined the streets 11 (crowds 5; a crowd of 2,000 1; people 3; troops 1) 

     b. lined the road 3 (houses 2; buildings 1) 

     b’. lined the roads 3 (crowds 1; that number9 1) 

     c. lined the path 0 

be lined withについて
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     c’. lined the paths 1 (children) 

     d. lined the river bank 0 

     d’. lined the river banks 1 (crowds) 

 

to line 

NPplural

(7)

 

(15) “lined the street”

lined the street

 

 

 

BNC be lined with

 

“NP1 is lined with NP2” “NP1 lined NP2 with NP3”

line

 

“NP1 lined NP2 with NP3” line

line  

line <LOCATUM> lines <LOCATION>

with

 

“NP1 is lined with NP2”

a) NP2 b) NP1  NP2

c) line d) with NP2 e) lined  with NP2

up  

 

 

15 2012 12

 

1) John Steinbeck, Of Mice and Men/Cannery Row, London/New York: Penguin Books, 1978, p.1. 

2) Raymond Carver, Where I’m Calling From, New York: Vintage Contemporaries, 1989, p.403. 

3) Sinclair (1991: 53) “[T]here is a close correlation between the different 

senses of a word and the structures in which it occurs.” Sinclair (1996) Hunston and Francis

(2000) Stubbs (2002) Gries (2006)  

4) 386 NP1 be lined with NP2 149 38.6
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be lined with NP lined

 

5) lined

5.2 (1)

line litter

lined

 

6) BNC Who Is Coming to Our House? Joseph Slate Ashley Wolff Putnam 1988

“I will line the crib with eider.”

 

7) Salkoff (1983) swarm with NP swarm

with

 

8) (14) a b Levin (1993: 81-2)  Locatum Subject Alternation

line (7)

(14a) 13  

9) “that number” “that number of people”  

 

 

British National Corpus (see the following web site: http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/) 

Clark, Eve V. and Herbert H. Clark. 1979. “When Nouns Surface as Verbs.” Language 55, 767-811. 
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sarcasm  

 
 
 

 

 

<Abstract> 

The aim of this paper is to investigate the rhetorical uses of complex questions, especially the understanding 

process by which the cognition of sarcasm in loaded language reflects the rhetorical readings. In traditional 

logico-linguistics, a complex question is a question that has multiple presuppositions. Although complex 

questions can be understood as either ‘seeking information’ or ‘rhetorical’, some cases that include loaded 

language, such as trashy (novel) and terrible (film), are somehow sarcastic and therefore rhetorical. The 

speaker of a complex question containing such loaded language expresses a certain attitude to the 

presupposition or the propositional content, rather than their confirmatory intention. 

 

 

complex questions

Wilson and Sperber 2012; Sperber and Wilson 1990, 19952; Wilson 2000

loaded language 2011

sarcasm sarcasm loaded language

 

Walton 1989 Manor (1979)

 

 

(1) Did you drive your car to the office today?         (Manor 1979: 16) 

Presupposition: You have a car. 

(2) a. answer1: I did drive my car today, or 

b. answer2: I did not drive my car today. 

c. retort1: I don’t have a car. 

d. retort2: I drove Sam’s VW.    (ibid.) 
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Manor (1979) (1) response answer retort 2 (2a)

(2b) answer

(2c) (2d) you have a car. retort

(1)

(1)

 

 

fallacious  

 

(3) a. Who is the king of Spain? 

b. Who is the king of France? 

 

(3a) 2

(3b)

(4)

 

 

(4) Have you stopped beating your spouse? 

Presupposition: You have beaten your spouse.            (Walton 1989: 197-8) 

 

(4) Walton 

1989 yes no you have beaten your spouse

the hearer never beat his spouse.

(4) fallacious

the hearer has beaten his spouse.

(4)

 

(1)
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3  

(5)  

 

(5) a. [Watching a news story about a child who had been murdered, the speaker utters to her husband] 

What monster would dare to harm a sleeping child? (Sperber and Wilson 19952: 247) 

Presupposition: The murderer is a monster (i.e. monstrous person). 

b. [ ] 

 1991: 263  

1:  

2:  

 

(5a) (5b) (5a) (5b)

 

 

(6)  

 

a.  

b.  

 

(5a) (5b) X X X

(6b) (6b)

(6b) Sperber and Wilson 19952, Blakemore 1992

Speculative questions (5a)

(5b) (6b)

 

(5a) (5b) (5a)

X (5b) X
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(7) Speaker believes that P.    [P = presupposition] 

 

(5a) (5b)

 

 

(8a) (8b)

 

 

(8) a. Have you read that trashy novel? 

Presupposition: The novel is trashy.  

b.  

 

 

[A B C 3 A B ] 

(9a) A: It was disappointing. 

B: Yeah. It really was. [ B C ] John, have you read that trashy novel? 

(9b) A:  

B: [ B C ] C  

sarcasm  

[A B B ] 

(10a) B: Only an idiot would read that book. John, have YOU read that trashy novel? 

(10b) B: C  

 
(8a) (8b) [(9a)(9b)] [(10a)(10b)]

(9a-B) (10a-B)

(9) A B C 3 A B A

B B C

C (9a-B) 2 [=(8a)]

(10a) A B B 1 Only an idiot would read 

that novel. 2 [=(8a)] you you

1 idiot idiot

you read
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(9a) (10a) (9b) (10b) (9b)

B 2 [=(8b)] trashy

implicature

 

2011  

 

loaded language  emotionally charged words

 
 

loaded language

(9b-B) (10b-B)

(8b) (9b)

(10b) (8b)

(11)  

 

(11) a.  [=(8b)] 

b. : The speaker is asking whether . 

c. : The speaker wants to confirm that 

. 

d. : . 

e. (11d)  

f. sarcastic  

g.  

i) (11d) (11f)  (11c)  (10b-B)  

ii) (11d)  (11c)  (9b-B)  

 

(11b)

(11c)
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sarcasm (11d) (11f)

(11d) (11f)

[(g-i)]

(11c) (11f) sarcasm

 

(8a) (9a-B) (10a-B) 2

(10a) sarcasm

(9b)

(8a) sarcasm (9a-B)

 

sarcasm

loaded language

 

2011

loaded language trashy sarcasm

loaded language sarcasm

sarcasm
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15

 

 

 

 

1. mutual manifestness  (Sperber and Wilson 19952: 39): 

a. A fact is manifest to an individual at a given time if and only if he is capable at that time of 

representing it mentally and accepting its representation as true or probably true. 

b. A cognitive environment of an individual is a set of facts that are manifest to him. 

2. Manor(1979) retort corrective  

3. 

Goto2012 (6a)

Rohde 2006 (6b) Driver (1988: 

247-50) 3  

(i) e.g. How many drops of water are there in the ocean? 

(ii) e.g. Are the edges of this piece of paper incommensurable? 

(iii) 2 e.g. Does body exist? 

Driver vain questions

 

4. sarcasm Gibbs and Colston (2001) Brown and 

Levinson (1987) Fowler (1965) Barbe (1995) sarcasm victim

sarcasm

dissociative attitude Wilson 2006, Sperber and Wilson 19952

sarcasm irony

 

5. Mark Donnellan Leila Kardan ALT
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 1

 
 

 
 

 

komatsubara@hi.h.kyoto-u.ac.jp 

 

<Abstract> 

The purpose of this research is to show how people interpret and evaluate puns from the 

viewpoint of Cognitive Linguistics. My analysis indicates that an ineffective pun has three 

characteristics. First, it directs the attention of the listener on the speaker's intention for 

making a pun, whereas an effective pun allows the listener to notice the speaker's intention 

indirectly. Second, an ineffective pun focuses on sound similarity, whereas an effective pun 

takes advantage of sound similarity to create ambiguity. Third, although some ambiguity is 

necessary when making a pun, an ineffective pun focuses too much attention on its ambiguity.  

 

 

 

 

1.  

 (wordplay) 

 (pun) 

 

 2009: 61-62  

2

3

4  

 

2.  
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 2

" "  

 

 

(1) a.  

 

: 36  

b. 
 

 

(1a)  

" "

(1b) 

 

 

3.  

3.1

3.2

3.3

 

 

3.1.

 

 (conversational implicature) 

 (Grice 1975: 57-58)  (conventional implicature) 

言葉遊びから生じる発話の力―洒落が駄洒落となる場合の文法的及び語用論的条件―
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 3

 (Levinson 1983: 128)  

 (non-detachable) 

(1a)  (1b) (1a) 

 

 (cancellable) 

 

 

(2)  a.  

b.   

 

( )  

: 235  

 

 

 

(3)  ? 
 

 

(1a) 

 

(2a) 

(1a) 

 

 

3.2.

 (effect) 

 (force) Austin 

(1962: 98-107) 
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 4

 (illocutionary) 

 (in saying something) e.g. 

I order you to leave. (1a) 

 (perlocutionary) 

 (by saying something) 

e.g. There is a snake behind you. 

(2a) 
 

(2a) (1a) 

 (P) 
 

 

 (P)  

 

3.3.  

 (P)  (P) 

 (P)  

 (P)  

 

(P-1)  

 

 (P-1)  

 

(4)  

 

: 13  

 

(4) 
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 5

 (P-1)  

 (P) 

 (1a) 1

 

 (phonological space) 

R T  (Langacker 1993) 

 (semantic space) 

 

 

 
1  

 

1

 (P) 

 

 

(P-2)  

 

 (P-2)  

 

 (5)  
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 6

 

(5) 

 ( 1959: 900) 

 (P-2)  

(1a) 

 (P)  

 

(P-3)  

 

  (P-3)  

 

(6) 
 

 

(6) NP + VP =VP 

 (P-3)  

 

4.

 

" " "

"

3.1
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 7

3.2

 1980[1933]: 100

 

 

1. 

 1959, 1979, 

 1988,  1991,  2009  

2. " "  

3. 

 (Levinson 1983: 127-128)  

4. 

" "
 

5.  (conventional) 

 (Austin 1962: 103)

 

6. Langacker (1987: 76-81)  

 

 

 . 1974a. 232-235 : 

 

 . 1974b. :   

 . 1981. :   

 

 

 . 1988. :   

Austin, John L. 1962. How to Do Things with Words. London: Oxford University Press. 

Grice, H. Pall. 1975[1967]. "Logic and Conversation." In Cole, P. and J. L. Morgan (eds.) 

Syntax and Semantics 3: Speech Acts, 41-58. New York: Academic Press.  
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 8

 . 1980[1933]. 11 1-186 :  

Langacker, Ronald W. 1987. Foundations of Cognitive Grammar: Volume I Theoretical 

Prerequisites. Stanford: Stanford University Press. 

Langacker, Ronald W. 1993. "Reference-point Constructions." Cognitive Linguistics 4: 1,  

1-38. 

Levinson, Stephan C. 1983. Pragmatics. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.  

 . 1991. 

:   

 1959. :  

 . 1979. :   

 . 2009. 74: 12

139-145   

 . 2009. 11 61-97. 
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Abstract  

This paper focuses on the English distal demonstrative that (and there) which deictically refers to the 
things (or places) that the speaker is touching or holding, as in: “Look at that!” He held out his hand. On the 
palm were three little pyramids of black, doughy clay. (Arthur Conan Doyle, ‘The Adventure of the Three 
Students’). I argue that the use of this kind of that (there) reflects the perspective shift from the speaker to the 
hearer. By taking the hearer’s perspective the speaker can strongly attract the hearer’s attention to the thing (or 
place). The data this paper focuses on shed a new light on the ‘indexical shifting’ in the Kaplanian context. 

 

this
this  

 
1 “There isn’t a cat in it, for example?”  

         “No. What a strange idea!”  

         “Well, look at this!” He took up a small saucer of milk which stood on the top of it. 
Arthur Conan Doyle, ‘The Adventure of the Speckled Band’ 268  

 

this that  
 

2 “But what fresh evidence could you have got?” 

“Aha! It is not for nothing that I have turned myself out of bed at the untimely hour of six. I 
have put in two hours’ hard work and covered at least five miles, with something to show for 
it. Look at that!” He held out his hand. On the palm were three little pyramids of black, 
doughy clay.

 

      Arthur Conan Doyle, ‘The Adventure of the Three Students’ 604  

 

2
2
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Charade

that  
 

3 BARTHOLOMEW: Mrs. Lampert, would you look at that photograph and tell me if you 
recognize anyone, please. Just a moment, have a good look.

that  

REGGIE: It's Charles!       Charade  
 
 
 
 

               
 

Charade that  
 

that
1

that
that that

1 that

3  
1 that

2  
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz

that  
 

4 The Wicked Witch moves toward a big hourglass. 2  

She picks up the hourglass, turning it upside down and pointing to it.  
WICKED WITCH: Do you see that? That's how much longer you've got to be alive! And 
it isn't long, my pretty! It isn't long! I can't wait forever to get those shoes!  

 

2 The Wonderful Wizard of Oz  

視点、文脈と指標性―英語指示詞における聞き手への視点移動の現象を中心に―
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The Wonderful Wizard of Oz  
 

10
 

  

viewpoint/vantage point

come/go  
 

5 I {went/came over} to your place last night, but you weren’t home. Fillmore 1997: 90  
 

this/that
2 - 4 that

this
that

that
that  

2 - 4 that Look at that!
Would you look at that NP Do you see that?
1 that

performative utterance 2 that
3

 
 

 
6

 
 

1 2
this that
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this
that  

 
7  

How about {this/that} one?   Huddleston and Pullum 2002: 1505  
 

Huddleston and Pullum 2002: 1505
this that

this that

this that
that

 
 

 

8  
It’s {this/that} one.     Fillmore 1997: 123  

 
Fillmore 1997: 123 that

8

6
that  

Fillmore 1997: 123 8 proximal/distal
get ‘neutralized’

that

that
 

ná
 

 

there
Roman Holiday
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9 MARIO: What a wonderful er, hair you have! Messa in piega? 

PRINCESS: Just cut, thank you.  

MARIO: Just cut? Well—then—(pointing with the scissors) cut, uh, so?  

PRINCESS: Higher. 
MARIO: Higher? (Putting his fingers a little bit higher) Here?  

PRINCESS: More. 
MARIO: (A little bit higher) Here! 
PRINCESS: Even more. 
MARIO: (Giving up) Where? 

PRINCESS: (Holding her hair at chin length) There.  

 there  

MARIO: There. Are you sure, Miss? 

PRINCESS: (Clearly) I'm quite sure, thank you.               Roman Holiday  

 

Roman Holiday there  
 

there
there

there there  
 

10 B  
A (rubbing B’s stiff shoulder): Where does it hurt? 

    B: Right {there/*here}.             cf. Tanz 1980: 71  
 

10 there

there here
there there here

 
9 there 9 there here

there
9 there
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there

here
here there

9 there Where?
there

 
 

11 there there
here  

 
there there  

 
12 4  

  Sign {there/here} please.  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Sign {there/here} please 1 
 

12 there
there here

there

*

there there here
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13

attention
 

 
that/there

 

look at see

 

that there

that/there
4 that

that there
 

 

Kaplan 1989: 490 demonstratives
pure indexicals indexicals

now Kaplan 1989 1

Kaplan 1989: 511

monster
Schlenker 2003

Schlenker 2003
attitude verbs

 
 

14 on   gna   n -ññ      y l-all 
        John  hero   be.PF-1sO   3M.say-AUX. 3M 
        ‘(lit.): Johni says that Ii am a hero.’              Schlenker 2003: 31, 68  
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Schlenker 2003 Kaplan 1989
Schlenker

2003 Zazaki Slave Uyghur
 

that/there

that/there

 
 

that/there

 
 

1. URL http://www.flickr.com/photos/femkepemke/2894313051/in/photostream 
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<Abstract> 

The present study focuses on Japanese Geminate Compound Verbs (GCV), such as hik-kaesu (pull-return) 

‘turn back’ or tup-pasiru (thrust-run) ‘dash’. In contrast to the input-oriented approaches in previous studies, 

we claim it is necessary to adopt the framework of Construction Morphology, which takes an output-oriented 

viewpoint, when examining the word formation and the particular stylistic features of GCV. On a 

constructional approach, GCV is captured as a lexical construction, which can be represented as a 

form/property pairing:[[(C)VQ]V1[CV]*V2]V <stylistic feature informal/crude speaking style>. 

Furthermore, based on the degree of semantic bleaching in their V1s’ meanings, the meanings of GCV can 

be accounted for by three meaning schemas: < V1V2 , <V1(bleached) V2>, and < V2>. 

:  

 

 

1.  

V1

 

V1

 

 

2.  

 (1986, 1992) 

 (1986, 1992) 1

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 (  1992: 235) 

 
 

1 ( ) 
a b . hikikaesu 

a’b . hiQkaesu 
A   B   A B  

.HIKU   KAESU    HIKU KAESU 
 

2 ( ) 
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) A B HIKU

KAESU AB AB 1

2

) A B

1

) A B 2

 

1  (input) A B

 

 (1986, 1992) 

 (input-oriented)  (Booij 2010) 

 (output-oriented) 

3.2

 (input)  (output) 

3.3

 

 

3.  

3.1.  

Goldberg (1995: 4) 

/  (pairing) Booij (2010) 

 (construction morphology) 

 

2

 

 

3.2.  

V1 2

 

2  (  1986 )

(1)  

日本語の促音形複合動詞の構成と意味形成
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(1)  

a.     cf. /owiharau/     d.    cf. /tatakikomu/ 

b.     cf. /ositukeru/     e.    cf. /torikaeru/ 

c.     cf. /hikikaesu/     f.    cf. /butikorosu/ 

 

142 1) 46 96  

V1 96 V1  

( ) 2  

V1 3

3  ( ) V1

2 V1

V1 2  

 (  

1940:111,  1998: 117 ) 46  (1) 

 (2) 

 

 

(2) V1 /i/ /s, k, t, w, r/ V2 /p, t, k, h/

 

 

(2) 

2 V1

/hikikaesu/ /owikakeru/

/nakikuzureru/ * /torikakomu *  

3  ( ) V1 V1

(3) (2) 

3  ( ) V1  

 

(3)  

 

(3) 

2 V1 994 46
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3  ( ) V1 424 3  ( 2=12.542; 

df=1; p .0001)  

V1 2

 

2

V1

2  

[[(C)VQ]V1[CV]*V2]V

[(C)VQ]V1 V1 CVQ V1  CV 2) 1

Q 2 V1

V1 (C) [CV] V2* V2 * CV

V2 2 CV 2 3 3  

 

3.3.  

 (1993)  (1986, 1992) 

Akita (2011) / (informal / rude discourse)

Akita (2011) 

/

 

V1  

/

BCCWJ 3) 

 

Backhouse (1983)  (4) 
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(4) Backhouse (1983) 4) 

a. : , ,  

b.  ( / ):  (cf. ),  (cf. ),  

c. :  (cf. ),  (cf. ),  

d. : , ,  

 

 

Backhouse (1983) 

/

 

 (1993) 

 

5)  

/

[[(C)VQ]V1[CV]*V2]V  

 

4.  

3

4

 

 ( 2003, 

2008) (5) 
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(5) a. /itipaasento/   /iQpaasento/ 

   b.  /sugokukanjita/   /sugoQkanjita/ 

 c. /kakukoto/   /kaQkoto/ 

   d.  /surutokiha/   /suQtokiha/ 

   e.  /sitemiruka/   /sitemiQka/ 

 

 (2003)  (2008) 

3.2  

(1)  (

) 

 

(6) 

 (  2003, 2008)  

 

(6)  

 

/

/  

/

[[(C)V]V1[CV]*V2]V  

Croft (2000: 126) hypoanalysis Hypoanalysis

/

/  

/

[[(C)V]V1[CV]*V2]V

[[(C)V]V1[CV]*V2]V /

(

)  
 
(7) : 

[[(C)V]V1[CV]*V2]V  /  
 

[[(C)V]V1[CV]*V2]V

日本語の促音形複合動詞の構成と意味形成
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/

 

 

5. V1  

V1  (bleaching) 

V1  (  

2012 )  

1 V1 V1 V1

V2 V1V2

 

2

V1(bleached) V2

( ) ( ) V1

V1

V2

V1 V1 V2  

3 1

2 V1

V1

V1 V2

V2  

 

6.  

 

) 

[[(C)V]V1[CV]*V2]V

 

) 

 

) V1 V1

 

 

: 14
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: 
1) BCCWJ 2009

(DVD) BCCWJ 2  
2) C V Consonant Vowel  
3) 3 58 12  
4 ) Backhouse (1983) 

 
5)

( ) 4  

 

 

Akita, K. 2011. Register-specific Morphophonological Constructions: The Case of Motherese Verbs and 

Heavy-prefix Verbs in Japanese. In The Japanese Society for Language Sciences (JSLS) 2011 

Conference Handbook. pp. 61-64. 

 . 1940. : . 

Backhouse, A. E. 1983. The Expressive Stratum in Modern Japanese. In GengoKenkyu. 83: 61-78. 

Booij, G. 2010. Construction Morphology. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 

Croft, W. 2000. Explaining language change: An evolutionary approach. London: Longman. 

  . 2003.

NLC2003-82: 193-198. 

 . 1993. , , 
22: 1-17. 

Goldberg, A. E. 1995. Construction: A Construction Grammar Approach to Argument Structure. Chicago: 

Chicago University Press. 

 . 1998. : . 

 . 2008.  : 105-124 

 . 1986. 

16: 49-60. 

 . 1992. : . 

. 2013.  

13: 272-284. 

 . 1993. 

 18: 62-68. 
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<Abstract> 
This paper investigates, from a pragmatic and semantic point of view, in what situation the 
subjective ellipsis occurs. It is analyzed using the corpus taking into account factors like verbs, 
subjects, spoken English, written English and fixed expressions. The verbs of perception, 
which are the subcategory of the stative verbs, are divided into three groups and analyzed 
concerning the relationship between the ellipsis and those verbs. In the later chapters some 
perception verbs are further examined as to how they are used in the phrases in order to figure 
out another condition for the ellipsis.  
[keywords] : 

 
 
 
1.  

spoken/written English
 

 
 

2.1  
Quirk et al. (1985) ellipsis situational ellipsis, textual ellipsis, structural ellipsis 3

situational ellipsis Quirk et al. 
(1985) Carter & McCarthy (1995) situational ellipsis
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experience percept 

Quirk et al. 
(1985) Carter & McCarthy (1995) 

 
(Research Questions)  

 
2.2 Research Questions 
 

 
 spoken English written English

 
 fixed expressions 

 
 

 
2.3  

 
 (e.g. shovel up, kick the bucket) 
 e.g. carry the can  
 e.g. take a chance I took the first chance I got.  
 (e.g. Thank you.  
 Collocation (e.g. Doubt it.) 

 
3  
3.1  

4 5 spoken/written English The Corpus of 
Contemporary American English (COCA) 

spoken English, written English 200
 

COCA 1990 2012 spoken English CNN, 
ABC, FOX, NBC, CBS written English 
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3.2  
 (e.g. take, pick, drive, give, 

make, put, eat, get)  (e.g. get away from, pick up, drive you 
home, eat out) 

Carter & McCarthy (2006) I mental verbs (e.g. think, 
reckon, guess, hope, like, love, wonder, suppose) 

Table 1. Table 3.
e.g. feel, hear, smell, see, 

sound Table 4.
percept verbs Looks good, Sounds good, Smells good, Tastes good, 

Feels good It  
 

 
4.1.  

spoken written
hope 8 3
like 0 0
dislike 1 0
suppose 4 2
think 0 0
love 1 0
hate 3 1
wonder 1 1
reckon 1 0
believe 1 0
assume 1 0
guess 0 0
doubt 0 1
expect 2 0
have 4 0
want 79 2
possess 0 0
desire 1 0
Total 1107 10  

 
Table 1. spoken English want 

spoken written English spoken English 
spoken English 

dislike, Love, wonder, reckon, believe, assume 
expect, desire 
spoken English written English 
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want 
Kuno (1973) Kuno (1973: 83) want  

“internal feeling”  “internal feeling” 
 “internal feeling”  “internal feeling” 

want 
spoken English written English 

spoken English written English 

Zipf 
(1949: 7)  “The Principle of Least Effort” Grice (1975

 

I we you He/she it they

hope 8 0 0 0 0 0
like 0 0 0 0 0 0
dislike 0 0 0 0 0 1
suppose 3 0 1 0 0 0
think 0 0 0 0 0 0
love 0 0 1 0 0 0
hate 3 0 0 0 0 0
wonder 0 0 1 0 0 0
reckon 1 0 0 0 0 0
believe 1 0 0 0 0 0
assume 1 0 0 0 0 0
guess 0 0 0 0 0 0
doubt 0 0 0 0 0 0
expect 1 0 1 0 0 0
have 0 0 4 0 0 0
want 25 0 53 0 0 1
possess 0 0 0 0 0 0
desire 1 0 0 0 0 0
Total 44 0 61 0 0 2  

 
Table 2. spoken English 

 you I Carter & McCarthy (2006: 183) 
I

They 2 1
1  

Table 3. Table 1.
Table 1. spoken 

written English 
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wonder Table 1. spoken/written English 1
Table 3. wonder why, wonder how doubt, think, 

guess spoken English  
 

spoken written

Hope for the best 6 0

Love it 6 4

Hate it 7 1(con.2)

Wonder why 4 8

Wonder how 6 5

Believe in 1 0

Doubt it 2 1

Think twice 2 0

Guess so 1 0(con.3)

Guess what 82 60(con.45)

(Thank you) (198) (193)

Have back 1 0

Want some 14 4 (con.8)

Total 132(198) 83(193) (con.58)

 
 

Carter & McCarthy (2006: 187)

spoken English  
 
(1) a. A: This is a technical question, but it interests me, hope it interests some of the viewers. 

(corpus.bui.edu/coca)               
(2) b. A: It’s still United States that plays the chief role. And…and hope for the best in that 

situation,…                            (corpus.bui.edu/coca) 
 

spoken/written English Grice (1975) Sperber & Wilson 
(1986) (1) a. 

hope me hope
I A
B

 (1) b. hope for the best 
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4.2  

Table 4. spoken written English 
spoken English 254 written English 83 spoken English 

Experience (E) Activity (A) Percept (P) 3  
(Ibarretxe-Antunano 1996, Gisborne 1996, and Viberg 1984) Activity (A) 

0 E P
(A) look at, listen to, feel, smell, taste  

 

I you we He/she it they

See + nouns        (E)        0 1 0 0 0 0

(See you)            (E)        (20) 0 0 0 0 0

Hear you             (E)        2 0 0 0 0 0

Feel + nouns      (E) 2 0 0 0 0 0

Feel  it                (E)         0 1 0 0 0 0

Smell + nouns    (E)         0 0 0 0 0 0

Smell it               (E)        1 0 0 0 0 0

Look adj.            (P)         0 2 0 0 0 2

Looks good        (P)         0 0 0 4 52 0

Sound adj.          (P)         0 0 0 0 16 0

Sound good (P)         0 0 0 0 3 0

Sounds good      (P)         0 0 0 0 84 0

Feel adj. (P)         2 8 0 0 0 0

Feel good          (P) 3 1 0 0 0 0

Feels good          (P)        0 0 0 0 23 0

Smell adj.           (P)         0 0 0 0 20 0

Smell good (P)         0 0 0 0 1 1

Smells good       (P)         0 0 0 0 17 0

Tastes good       (P)          0 0 0 0 8 0

Total 10 (20) 13 0 4 225 3  
 
Table 4. I, you, it I, you 

Chafe (1974: 123) 

 
 
4.3  

 
(A) (E) (P) 

(E) (e.g. see, hear, feel/touch, smell, taste) 
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(3) a. (I) smell it. 
b. (I) hear you. 
 

(E) (Lehrer, 1990: 223), 
(Ibarretxe-Antunano, 1996: 43) 

 (A)  (look at, listen to, feel, smell, taste) 
 

 
(4) a. Peter looked at the birds. (Viberg, 1984: 125) 

b. Peter listened to the birds.  (Viberg, 1984: 125) 
  
(A) (Lehrer, 1990: 223), 

(Viber, 1984: 123) 

(P) e.g. look, sound, feel, smell, 
taste  

 
(5) a. (It) tastes good. 

b. (It) sounds good. 
 
(P) (Lehrer, 1990: 223) 

(Ibarretxe-Antunano, 1999: 44-45) 
 

 
4.4. it   
 looks good, sounds good, smells good, tastes good, feels good it 

feels good 
feel 

 
 
5.  

I, you 
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I, you 3

 
 

15
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    This paper deals with linguistic phenomena called “Middle Construction” and “Transitive Verb-ABLE Construction” in 

English, and “Active Potential Construction” and “Passive Potential Construction” in Japanese from the perspective of 

Japanese-English Contrastive Linguistics.  The paper adopts the framework of Cognitive Linguistics; especially, “plane 

model” in Cognitive Grammar (Langacker 1999a, b), “mode of cognition ” (Nakamura 2009), and “intersubjectivity”.  It 

reveals that the cognitive mechanisms of the four constructions are motivated by de-subjectitification, actuality/vitality and 

intersubjectivity, and further that the category of the constructions form a “constructional ecology” in terms of linguistic 

typology.

  , , , ,  
 

 

 
  (2009

) (mode of cognition) Langacker 

(1999a, b ) (plane)

(intersubjectivity)

1 

 

(1)  The sentence reads clearly. (Middle 

Construction, MC)  
(2)  His handwriting is readable. -able

(Transitive Verb-ABLE Construction, TVAC)  

(3)  (cf.  

1982)(Active Potential Construction, APC)  

(4)  (cf. 

ibid.)(Passive Potential Construction, PPC)  

 
MC TVAC PPC

 

 

  

MC PPC (1993), (1995)  

TVAC PPC (1982)  

MC TVAC PPC (1991), (2004, 2009)

 

APC

MC TVAC

 (2004, 2009)

 

 

(5) a.  
    b. *This barbell won’t lift up. 

  c.   
  d.  This garage door won’t lift up. 

(6) a. 3  
    a’. 3  
(7)     These curtains are washable.   

((5)= 2004: 384)((6), (7)=  2008: 364) 
 

(5b) MC

(5d)

(5a, c)

(7) TVAC
(6a, a’)

(6a’)
(6a)
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(ibid.)

I(nteractional)

D(isplaced)

 

 

 

(8) a.  
 b. *This mushroom eats well. 
 c.  This mushroom is eatable. 
 

(8a)

PPC

APC
2 (8b) MC

(8c) TVAC

1

(8a)

APC PPC

MC TVAC

PPC

(8b, c)

MC, TVAC, APC, PPC (constructional 

ecology)  

4

2 MC, TVAC
APC, PPC

3
4 4

5  
 

 
 

 MC, TVAC APC, PPC
 

MC
Jespersen (1927) MC

 
 

(9) The sentence (=MC) is therefore is descriptive of 
something that is felt as characteristic of the subject, and 
therefore the verb generally requires some descriptive 
adjective or adverb […].  

( ) (Jespersen 1927: 351) 
 

MC

(10)  
 
(10) (Middle Construction, MC)  

: [NP1 V Adjunct] 
 X     

: [X (in virtue of Property) ENABLES WHAT IS 
DENOTED BY THE PREDICATE] 

(Yoshimura 1998, ) 
 

Fellbaum (1985), Yoshimura (1998)
MC (unspecified)

(unexpressed)
(11a) MC

by
(e.g. *This car handles 

smoothly by John / by any drivers / by people in general)

(11a) (11b-d)
“can” “people, in general” “one”

by “people, in general”

(cf. Fellbaum ibid.)  
 
(11)  a.   This car handles smoothly. 

        b.  People, in general, can handle this car smoothly. 
     c.  One can handle this car smoothly. 

d.  This car can be handled smoothly by people, in 
general. 

(Fellbaum 1985: 21-22) 
 

MC
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(adjunct) (e.g. *This 
car handles.) (cf. Fellbaum 1985)  

TVAC Lakoff (1970) (12)
“can”

TVAC “ABLE 
Substitution”  
 
(12)  a.  His handwriting can be read  

            His handwriting is readable 
   b.   The present can be returned  
            The present is returnable 

        (Lakoff 1970: 32) 

TVAC “-able” Quirk et al. (1985: 155)
of the kind that can be V-ed” Huddleston 

& Pullum (2002: 1707) capable of being ~ -ed”
TVAC

(13)  

(13) -able (Transitive Verb-ABLE 

Construction, TVAC)  
: [NP1 be V-able]  

        X      

: [X CAN BE V-ED]  

TVAC MC (1982: 261)

(13)
MC

Quirk et al. 
by

 

(14)  a.   The comet was observable by anyone owning a 
powerful telescope. 

   b.  ?The comet was observable by John. 
(Quirk et al. 1985: 1555) 

Quirk et al. by
(“chiefly 

general agent rather than a specific one” (Quirk et al. ibid.))
 

 

 
APC PPC

(15) APC  
 
(15)  a.   

   b.  { / } ( ) 
( 1982: 257-259) 

APC

 
 

(16) (Active Potential Construction, 
APC)  

: a. X { } Y      
     b. X    Y         V- (V- /- 
     c. X                        /- ) 

: X (Y )V-
X V-  

(ibid.: 258, )        

MC
TVAC PPC APC

(eventitive)
 

PPC  
 

(17)  a.   
    b.   

  (ibid.: 259) 

(1989: 242) PPC

(1982) PPC

( )

PPC
APC

(18)  
 
(18)  a.  X    Y V-ru  
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                          [ ] 
b.         X   Y   V-e/rare-ru  

                       (X )  
                    [[ ] ] 

c.             Y   V-e/rare-ru  
                         [  ] 

d.          Y  V-e/rare-ru  
                        [ ] 

(  (1993: 138) ) ( 1982:258) 

a b X

Y
b c

c d
PPC  

PPC (19)
 

(19) (Passive Potential Construction, 
PPC) 

: Y    V-  
: Y V-  

(  1982: 259-260, )              

4 4
 

 
 

4
1 (plane)

 

 
(Langacker 1999b: 79) 

 

(actual plane, AP) (virtual plane, 
VP) (structural plane, ST)
(Langacker 1999a, b)  

(generalization)

2  

(図: Langacker 1999a: 275, 例: ibid.: 276) 

2 (a)
AP

(b) AP

(c)
VP(ST)
3 

 
(prominence)

2
4 tr/lm

(trajector, tr)
(landmark, lm)

tr lm
3

a. A messenger just 
delivered a package. 
 
b. A messenger will 
deliver a package this 
afternoon. 
 
c. A messenger always 
delivers a package on 
time

Instantiation

Type
Plane

Structural
Plane

Actual
Plane

Arbitrary
Instance

Real
Instance

Actual
Instance

Generalization Extrapolation

Reality Potentiality

G
t

t
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(maximal 
scope, MS) (V)(

)
(immediate scope, IS)

IS ( )
tr (AG) lm

(PAT)
 

    
(Langacker 2008: 357)          (ibid.: 84) 

4
R/T

tr/lm
(C)

(Reference-point, R)
(D)

(target, T)  

(2009 ) 2
(mode of cognition)

I (Interactional mode of cognition)
D (Displaced mode of cognition)

2  
 
(20) a. 

 
        b.  I D  

(  2009: 358) 
 

I
5

(C)
( )

 

             (ibid.: 359)                (ibid.: 363) 
 

(20) I
(displaced)

(de-subjectification)
D

6

 

(2009) I
D

tr/lm D
R/T I

 

(intersubjectivity)
Traugott 

(2010: 29)
(“speaker-hearer negotiation of meaning”)

 
 

 

4 4

 
APC 2

APC
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2
(21)  

 
(21)  APC1:  

a.    (=3) 
b.    3 (=6a’) 

 

APC1
APC1

(21a)

AP

VP
(21b)

AP
VP APC1 AP

VP
 

 
 

 
7

(C) ( )
( )

R
T

R
T

 
(22)  

 
(22) APC2:  

   a.      
     b.    { / } ( )  
     c.     

(a, b  1982: 257, 259) 
 

APC1
APC2 (22a, b)

(22c)

VP
(22c)

APC1 AP
VP

APC2 VP
 

8
(C)

R
T  

PPC  
 

(23)  a.   (=17a) 
     b.  (=17b)  
     c.  3 (=6a)  

 
APC2

AP
VP

(23)
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9

R
T

 

 

 

(23) APC1

(23) PPC
APC1 (

)
(constructional ambiguity)  

 

 

10 (S) (H)

PPC

APC1
1 (8a)

 
PPC APC

APC PPC

AP VP

 
MC  

 
(24)  a.   The car drives well. 
     b.   This cheese slices, dices, and grates easily. 

 (Yoshimura 1998: 171) 
 
2 MC

by

PPC

MC
(8b) “eat”

MC
 

MC 11 D
( )

PPC
AP VP

MC

( )
D tr/lm

tr  

 
  
 

TVAC  
 
(25)  a.   His handwriting is readable. (=12a) 
     b.   The present is returnable. (=12b) 
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TVAC MC D tr
VP

MC by
(cf. (14)) MC

(8c)
“eat”

 
TVAC 12

( )
 

 

 4

AP/VP

13

AP/VP
4  

 

APC, PPC, MC, TVAC

APC 2 APC1 PPC

4  (
)  

 

24

1

(2008)  
2 APC

APC PPC
4  
3  VP ST

 
4 Langacker (2008) tr/lm

(prominence) R/T
(perspective)
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JJohn looks happy. / I saw John happy. 

2  
 

 
  
 

Abstract  
In this paper I will examine perception verb sentences such as (a) John looks happy, and (b) I saw 
John happy. Although (b) is not totally accepted in the simple present tense: I see John happy which is 
the most basic sentence level, it is completely embraced in certain cases as it can be found frequently 
in corpora. One of the aims of this paper is to demonstrate the characteristics and the situation in the 
actual use of expressions like (b). To be specific, they are quite natural only when they describe 
temporary states of the perceptual object. By contrasting (a) and (b) with regard to the perceptual 
process, the degree of subjectivity, and immediacy/displacement, I also elucidate that the difference in 
construal of the same event is reflected in the difference of linguistic facts.  
[Keywords]  (CPV ), (TPV ), , , 

. 
 
 

(1) (1a) (1b)
100%

 
(1) a. John looks happy. 

b. ?I see John happy. 
 

I see John happy.

( )
( )

(1a)(1b) 1  
 

 
  (1a) (Copulative Perception Verb Construction = CPV )

Taniguchi(1997) (2005) (2005) Nakamura(2013) (2006, 2010)
(1b) 2  

 
  (1b) Carlson(1980)

perception reports Jäger(1999, 2001)
(2009)  

(1b) I see John happy.” 100%
(2) 100%  
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(2) “The only time I saw him happy was when he was singing and the happiest was when he 
was singing gospels,” said Earl Douglas Dodge. 

Why Elvis Left the Building by Heart Lanier Shapre (2011:219) 
 

3 (1a) (copulative)
(1b)(2) (Transitive Perception Verb 

Construction = TPV )4  

 

 
  10 5 see

6 A happy, sad, relaxed, miserable, scared, alive, naked, drunk B
beautiful, tall, handsome, intelligent 190

CPV I (3) A (
) happy 6  

 
(3) a. I see you happy.         / 10 0  

b. I see him happy.         / 10 0  
c. I saw you happy.        / 10 3  
d. I saw him happy.        / 10 9  
e. I’ve seen you happy.     / 10 10  
f. I’ve seen him happy.     / 10 10  

 
A naked (3a)-(3f) 10

10 7 B (3a)-(3f)
100%  

a pre-present domain 
(Declerck 1991:97) Quirk.et al(1985:190)

(3c)-(3f)  
  (3) (

)

100%  
 

COCA Google TPV 14
100% (4)-(7)

4
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(4) STACEY CASTOR I backed out of the bedroom and closed the door behind me. 
DAVID MUIR (Voiceover) She says it was the last time she saw him alive. This was the first time 

Stacey Castor was offering any details about that final weekend. 
ABC 20/20 (2010) 

 
(5) Much of the early and middle nineteenth century readers’ affiliation imagery, though widely 

scattered, was quite unsophisticated as shown by the following (Parker and Watson 1857) example: 
“I love my dear little brother and I am pleased when I see him happy.  I did not intend to disobey 
you, dear father, and I hope you will not be displeased with me for what I have done” (p75).  The 
discussion of the joys of giving to others continued unabated for the next page and a half.  

The Textbook as Discourse: Sociocultural Dimensions of American Schoolbooks 
by Provenzo, JR.,Eugene F. Provenzo, Jr.,Annis N. Shaver,Manuel Bello (2010:30) 

 
(6) PRIEST We are gathered here today to celebrate the marriage of Marie and Jess, and to consecrate 

their vows of matrimony. The vows they take join their lives, the wine their will share 
winds all their hopes together, and by the rings their will wear, they will be known to all as 
husband and wife. 

SALLY I've never seen her so happy, she's a totally different person. 
ALICE Oh yeah, she is, well... is great, so, what are you going to do about you? 

When Harry Met Sally 
 
(7) "Now open your eyes." Such scenes warm Young's colleagues. "It's good to see him happy again," 

says his longtime secretary, Maggie Womack. "He was down for so long." Jean Young's illness 
devastated her husband.                             Atlanta Games by Jim Auchmutey (1996) 

 
 

  3 (2) (4)(5) TPV the only 
time the last time when

(6)
(7) it’s good to see want to would like to be glad 

to be pleased to 
 

  COCA
1 ( him) alive see him alive

7 saw him alive seen him alive 45  
  

[ 1]        him see vs. saw/seen  
   

alive 7 45 
naked 8 22 
angry 2 16 
better 1 11 
happy 1 6 
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COCA 100 541 (him:261, her:280)
 

COCA 8  
  

211 / 641 
211 20  

naked (118), alive (111), dead (60), happy (49), better (26), angry (24), drunk (16), safe (15), 
alone (9), dressed (7), undressed (7), asleep (7), hurt (7), afraid (7), upset (7), healthy (5), sick 
(5), mad (5), sad (5), scared (5) 
 

(8)(9) skinny, unkind, foolish, tall 9 15
 

 
(8) Instead, I saw him skinny in some hospital bed. 
 
(9) “Shut up and get out,” he snapped. It was the first time I’d seen him unkind. “What’s the matter, 

honey?” I asked him, … 
 
(8) (9)

100%
 

 
 

  (TPV )  
 

He looks drunk. I saw him drunk. 3.3
I want to see I’m glad to see

TPV

TPV
CPV TPV

2 (1a)(1b)
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(1) a. John looks happy. 

      b  I saw John happy.9 
 

(1a) CPV look John looks intelligent.
(1b ) TPV

see
2

 

 
  2  

look to direct one’s sight; to apply one’s power of vision. (OED) 
to turn your eyes in a particular direction; to try to find sb/sth (OALD) 

CPV look
(Rogers(1971: 260) (1981: 31) ) (1a)

CPV
*John 

is happy to me. CPV John looks happy to me.
look

 
TPV see  

see experience or witness an event or situation. (ODE) 
to notice someone or something using your eyes. (MED 2nd) 

see
(Rogers(1971: 260) (1981: 31) ) see (2012: 203)

(a momentary perception)
Seeing is not a process … but a kind of achievement or success.(Vendler1967: 113)

see TPV CPV

achievement see
Gruber(1967: 937) look see look agentive see

non-agentive  
 

 
  3 TPV
CPV TPV CPV

good ( He looks good. ) 2108 983
sad miserable

 
 

 
  Chafe (1994: 195)
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  TPV

TPV
 

  CPV
That looks great.

Looks great!
CPV

 
  2 Chafe immediacy displacement  
 

4.1 4.2 CPV look

TPV

CPV
TPV CPV

TPV  

 
  CPV (10a) 11

12 (10b) ( 2005: 90)  
 

(10) a. This car handles smoothly. ( ) 
b. We can handle this car smoothly. 

 
CPV (11a) I (11b) (10a)-(10b)

(11a) (11c) CPV
(12) TPV  

 
(11) a. John looked happy. 

b. I looked (at) John.  
c. *I looked (at) John happy. 

(12) I saw John happy. 

4.5 4.6 2 CPV TPV
TPV CPV

13

(1a)(1b)
2 2
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2
 (CPV)  (TPV)  

 
 

S  
V look 
C ( ) 

S  
V see 
O  
C  ( ) 

   
   ( ) 

( )    ( ) 
   
   

   

 
  TPV

(1a) John looks happy. (1b ) I saw John happy.  CPV TPV

 
  CPV TPV

see
TPV find (I found him alive.)

TPV  
 

 

 
 
                                                 
1 (1a) like / as if (1b) I saw him 
cross / crossing the street. do / doing  
2 CPV John looks happy. John appears happy. (1b) see

John looks happy.  
3  ( 2009: 32)  
4 Jäger(1999) (Perception Reports Construction)

(Copulative Perception Verb Construction = CPV )
(Transitive Perception Verb Construction = TPV )  

5 10 2 3 2 2
1 20 50  

6 (1987) (2012) Carlson(1980: 106)
stage-level predicate

individual-level predicate  
7 naked  
8 I saw him smiling / sleeping / struggling. 44  / 121

 
9 (1b) I see John happy.  
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10 / 4

(Langacker 2008, 2008: 43)  
11 CPV (2005) (2005) ( )  
12 

2005: 56  
13 (Langacker 1990 )  
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アメリカ英語における定形節補部を伴う連結詞的知覚動詞の使用の発達について:
The Corpus of Historical American Englishの調査に基づいて

中村文紀（北里大学）
fumi3648@gmail.com

〈 Abstract 〉
This corpus-based paper aims to investigate the diachronic development of Copulative Perception Verbs

(CPVs) with clausal complements in Modern American English. Data are collected from Corpus of His-

torical American English, which covers from 1810 to 2009. First, following Taniguchi (1997, 2005),

who argues that the clausal complementation stems from that of seem via their semantic similarity, the

quantitative survey is made, comparing with seem. The results suggest that CPVs with clausal comple-

ments are now replacing seem. Second, each of the examples is manually tagged with grammatical and

semantic tags and analysed qualitatively. The findings of the survey shows that CPVs have developed

from perception to more grammaticalized, and abstract inferential meaning.

【キーワード】：知覚動詞、証拠性、推論、文法化

1 本稿の目的
現代英語には、主語に知覚者ではなく知覚対象を選択する連結的知覚動詞 (Copulative Perception

Verbs、以下 CPVs)と呼ばれる動詞群が存在する。この動詞は、現在定型節を補部としてとることが
でき、意味の側面でも seemとの類似していることが明らかになっている。しかしどのように発達し
たのかに関して、その生起数が少なかったこともあり通時的な調査はあまりなされていない。
本稿の目的は、seem との類似性を考慮しながら、現代アメリカ英語における定型節をとる CPVs

の通時的な発達を調べることである。データは、1810 年から 2009 年までをカバーする大規模通時
コーパスである Corpus of Historical American English から収集した。その結果、CPVs はその生起
数を伸ばしており、それに対して seemは大きくその生起を減らしていた。次に、一例一例タグ付け
した上で質的に調査した。その結果、元々知覚を表していた動詞が、より抽象化されて推論を表す用
法を獲得したことが明らかとなった。これは、知覚対象と評価対象の二つの意味役割を持っていた主
語が、次第にその役割を失い、最終的に仮主語や主語のない例が散見される形で表れる。
本稿の構成は以下のようになる。次の第 2節では、研究の背景と先行研究を概観する。第 3節では

データと手順を説明する。第 4節で量的な調査の結果を報告し、第 5節で例文による質的な分析を行
う。第 6節は結論と今後の展望である。

2 研究の背景と先行研究

2.1 連結詞的知覚動詞と定型節補部

知覚事態では、知覚を用いて外界の情報を得る知覚者と外界の情報としての知覚対象を参与者とし
て存在していると考えられる。この事態が言語化される場合、どちらの参与者が主語になるのかに関
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して二つの選択肢が考えられるが、ほとんどの場合一つの動詞が両方の参与者を選択的に主語にとる
ということはできない。また、たとえ情報構造やその他談話構造の要請を受けて、任意の知覚動詞が
典型例とは異なる主語を選択することが好ましい時でも、通常受動化等のなんらかの形態的・統語的
操作が行われる。
しかし、現代英語には、知覚者を統語的に主語としない知覚動詞があることが知られている。これ

らは、知覚者を主語に、知覚対象を目的語（あるいは目的語的な要素）にとる他動詞的な用法を持っ
ているにも関わらず、同時に動詞の形態的な変化を伴わず、知覚対象を主語に、知覚者を随意的要素
である前置詞句としてとる自動詞的な用法も同時に有しているという点において特異的である1。本
稿では、Taniguchi (1997)に倣い、このタイプの知覚動詞を連結的知覚動詞 (Copulative Perception
Verbs、以下 CPVs)と呼ぶ。典型的な例は以下のものである (谷口 2005:213)。

(1) a. John looks happy.

b. It sounds reasonable.

c. The flower smells sweet.

d. This cake tastes good.

e. The cloth feels soft.

例えば、(1a)では、主語である Johnは知覚者ではなく、話者が知覚する対象を表す。CPVsは、文全
体では、動詞の表す知覚を用いて得た情報によって、主語で指示される対象が補部の性質を持ってい
ることを話者が推論したことを意味する。そのため、Taniguchi (1997:272)や Huddleston and Pullum

(2002:261)が指摘するように、CPVsは自動詞ではあるが、補部は義務的であり、これを削除してし
まうと自動詞用法としての容認性が落ちることが確認できる。

(2) a. * John looks.

b. * It sounds.

それゆえ、補部は、話者が知覚した証拠をもとに推論した結果を表しており、CPVsが持つ意味機能
において重要な役割を果たしている。
現代英語において、CPVsは、統語的に様々な補部パターンをとることが報告されている (Gisborne

2010:243)。

(3) a. Jane sounds nice.

b. Jane sounds a nice girl.2

c. Jane sounds like a nice girl.

d. Jane sounds like/as if she is a nice girl.

特に、(3d)で見られるように補部に定型節が生起できるようになったことは、重要な意味を持つ。な
ぜならば、このことによって補部はそれ自体で命題的に完全となるためであり、特に形式的な側面に
目を当てると、主節の主語と独立して主語を持つことが可能となるからである。
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2.2 先行研究

谷口 (2005:245)は、連結詞的知覚動詞の補部分布の一部（e.g. to-infinitiveと定形節補部）は seem

との意味的類似性から生じていると論じている。

... 本来ある種の知覚様式を通じての推論を表す CPVs（特に、推論に中心的な知覚である視
覚・聴覚の場合）に seemとの類推が起こり、その影響で共に類似した統語的振る舞いを示す
傾向があると言える。

また、小西 (1990:1349)も同様に、seemが「appear、lookなどと同じく、人や物事についての話し手
の見方・判断を述べる基本的な語で「... であると思われる」という推定の意味を表す」と述べている。
このような類似性の結果、現在では以下の例文のように現在では、形式的・意味的な類似性を示す。

(4) a. John {seems/looks/sounds} as if he’s seen a ghost. (谷口 2005:245)

b. Jane {seems/sounds} {like/as if/as though} she won. (Gisborne 2010:269)

この二つの動詞群が類似していることは、類語辞典でも同様に見いだせる。以下のように、seemの
見出しにおいて、look や sound が見つけることができる。(5a)は、特に本稿で扱うアメリカ英語に
関係するため重要である。

(5) a. they seem friendly: appear (to be), have the appearance/air of being, give the impression

of being, look, look as though one is, show signs of being, look to be; come across as,

strike someone as, sound.

(Oxford American Writer’s Thsaurus, s.v. seem)

b. she seemed annoyed at this: appear, appear to be, have the appearance/air of being, give

the impression of being, look, look like, look as though one is, look to be, have the look

of, show signs of; come across as, strike someone as, give someone the feeling that one

is, sound.

(Oxford Thsaurus of English, s.v. seem)

このような seemとの類似性をもととする定型節の獲得については、多くの文献で言及されているが、
その後の定型節を伴う CPVsがどのように発達したのかについての研究は必ずしも多くない。本稿で
は、このギャップを埋めるために、アメリカ英語の大規模コーパスを使いた実例をベースに、主語に
特に注目しながらこの問題を解決する為に調査を行った。

3 データと手順
本稿では、Corpus of Historical American English (以下、COHA)を調査する (Davies 2010–)。COHA

は、1810年から 2009年までの 200年間の近代アメリカ英語を収集した 4億語レベルの書き言葉均
衡コーパスである。その構成は、小説 Fiction、雑誌 Popular magazine、新聞 Newspaper、ノンフィク
ション Non fiction bookの 4つのジャンルである。すべての年代において、約半数が小説である。新
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聞は、1810年から 1850年の間はコーパスに含まれておらず、それ以降は組み込まれるものの量的に
安定するのは 1920年代からである。
調査対象は、CPVs の中でも視覚を表す look と聴覚を表す sound と比較対照のための seem と

appear に限定した。これは、CPVs の中でもこの二つの知覚様態が特に推論の為に使われる為で
あり、seem との類推が起こりやすいと考えられるからである。また、定型節を導く接続詞は as if

(though)と likeをそれぞれ別個に収集した。調査では、まず、200年を 10年ごとに区切った上でそ
れぞれの時代で実例を収集した。次の節で量的に出しているグラフは、収集した実例すべてを考慮し
たものである。収集後、質的に分析するためにそれぞれに実例に対して主語の性質、助動詞、定型節
などのタグを一例ずつ付与した。タグ付けの時、分析をそれぞれの年代で実例数が大きく異なること
から、100例を超える場合には 100例を無作為に収集した。以下の表が、質的に分析を行った実例の
数である。

look sound seem appear

as if (though) 1,860 993 1,913 318

like 1,264 342 655 8

表 1 収集しタグ付けした実例数

4 量的な調査結果
まず、量的な調査結果を述べる。図 1は、as if (though)節を伴うそれぞれの動詞の歴史的な変遷

を見たものである。as if (though)節を取る CPVsは、19世紀の間に数を増やし、20世紀には安定し
ている。look が最も頻度の高い動詞であり、sound の生起は多くない。興味深いのは、seemの変化
である。19世紀には、調査対象の中でも最も生起数の多い動詞であったが、その後大きくその数を
減らし、lookとその順位を逆転している。
図 2は、like節をとる場合の変遷をまとめたものである。likeが導く補部節の場合には、もともと

look likeが最も多い頻度であり、seem likeや他の表現はそれに続く形になっている。このような接続
節ごとの発達の違いを分析することは、興味深いことではあるが、本稿の調査範囲を超えるため扱わ
ない。

5 主語についての質的分析
本節は、文法化 Grammaticalization (cf. Hopper and Traugott 2003)の観点から定型節をとる CPVs

の発達を考察する。より具体的な知覚事態をその意味に含んでいた CPVsが、より抽象的な推論に近
い用法を発達させてていることを明らかにする。そのときに一つの指標となるのが主語が担う役割で
あり、週消化されていく中で希薄化していく様子を明らかにする。

CPVsは、原初的には知覚そのものと、それに基づいた評価という二つの行為が意味される。Rogers

(1971:214)から引いた以下の例文のように、CPVsの行為は、その前提として Reubenを実際に話者
が見たと言うことをその前提として意味に含んでいる。
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図 1 as if (though)を節を伴う動詞の頻度変遷 (100万語あたり)

図 2 likeを節を伴う動詞の頻度変遷 (100万語あたり)
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(6) a. Reuben looked stoned to me.

b. I saw Reuben.

そのため、(6a)において主語の対象は、知覚事態における知覚対象と評価行う際の評価対象の二つを
同時に担っていると考えられる。例えば、上記の例文は、特に文脈による補正がないとすれば、話者
は実際に Reubenを目にしており、そのときの表情や動作などの視覚的な情報から stonedで表される
状態であると判断したという意味を持つと解釈される。定型節以外の補部の場合には、補部が独自の
主語を持たないため、必ず補部の意味上の主語は、文全体の主語と一致する。定型節が補部として生
起した場合でも、主節と従属節の主語はその指示対象において一致することが多い。
しかし、as if (though)や likeに導かれる従属節が主節の主語とは独立して形式的な主語を持つた

め、この一致の制約から除外される可能性を持つに至ったのである。
まず、主節の主語と従属節の主語がずれる例を考えてみよう。以下の例を参考にされたい。

(7) a. Everything looked as if the Republican party would prove itself the Democratic Party after

all. (COHA)

b. His voice sounded as if the matter worried him. (COHA)

c. This passage sounds as if the Commissioners had made certain very great discoveries.

(COHA)

(7a)の場合には、「状況すべてとしての」everythingが主節の主語になっており、これは意味役割と
しては知覚対象であると考えられる。ただし、この場合は、視覚的な情報と言うよりはやや抽象化さ
れた情報源へのアクセス程度の意味で知覚であると言う必要がある。それに対して、話者が話題とし
て取り上げたい、つまり評価の対象となっているのは、この everythingではなく、従属節の主語であ
る the Republican partyである。(7b)では、さらに特定されている、主節の主語である his voiceは、
情報源の役割しか持っていない。そして、声を証拠として、問題が彼を悩ませているという命題を推
論して導き出したことを意味している。(7c)では、これらの例で共通しているのは、主節の主語が情
報源としての知覚対象であり、従属節の内容が話者が推論した結果導き出されたものである。
次に見るのは、実例ではなく定型節が補部でもないが、主語が知覚対象ではなく評価対象であると

いう点で前段落で見た例文と好対照をなすので触れておきたい。

(8) (I’ve heard/seen the forecast and) tomorrow’s weather sounds/looks fine. (Gisborne 2010:245)

この文の主語は tomorrow’s weather であるが、これは知覚対象でない為推論の為の証拠になり得な
い。次の日の天候は、発話時点では話者が知覚できたいためである。むしろ、この主語が担ってい
るのは、評価対象のみであり、証拠自体は発話の外に置かれていると考えられる。この場合は (I’ve

{heard/seen} the forecast and)の部分が知覚された内容である。
今まで見た 2 つのパターンは、もともと定型節を取らなかったときには、主語が担っていた二

つの役割のどちらかが失われたパターンであるということもできる。次に見る例は、主語が仮主語
dummy subjectの itになった例であり、この主語はもはや知覚対象も評価対象も明確に指示しないと
考えられる。

(9) a. It looked as if he had lived a pretty narrow life.（COHA）
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b. It looked as if they were having a good day.（COHA）

c. They’re closed, and it looks like they won’t reopen for several days. (COHA)

最後に、主語が形式的にも明示されていない例を取り上げる。

(10) a. “Wow, doesn’t look like you’ve gotten much done. ” (COHA)

この例では、特定の視覚的な情報が like節の内容を推論するための証拠として機能しているわけで
はない。むしろ、ここでは、「何からの根拠があって、それをもとに推論した」という意味を言うし
ており、話者の推論であるということがより前景化されていると考えられる。
全体として、元々知覚事態とそこで得られた情報を元に話者が推論する評価という二つの事柄を意

味していたのが、知覚の意味が次第に希薄化し、話者の推論の側面が焦点となってきている。つま
り、従属節の内容に対する話者の態度を示す標識としての役割になりつつあることが示唆される。

6 結論と今後の展望
本稿では、COHAを使った調査によって、以下のことに明らかにした。

1. as if (though)および likeを導かれる定型節補部をとる連結詞的知覚動詞は、この 200年で米
語において増加しており、それとは対照的に同じ文型パターンをとる seemは大きく減少して
いる。

2. もともと知覚と評価の二つを表すため、主語には知覚対象と評価対象の二つの意味役割が割り
振られていたが、段階が明らかになった。現在では、仮主語や非明示的な主語を取ることがで
きるようになっている。

3. 特に仮主語や非明示的な主語の場合には、知覚動詞を含む主節は話者の心的態度を表し、従属
節の方が話者が主張したい命題になっている。

全体として、より具体的な知覚の意味を希薄化させることによってより推論に特化した用法を発達
させたことが明らかとなった。この推論ベースの用法は、視覚や聴覚といった特定の知覚様態に限定
されることがないため、幅広い文脈で用いることができる。また、知覚の意味が意味の焦点から外れ
たため、seemと近い意味と用法を獲得した。その推論は、話者の意見を述べるために使われること
になり、従属節の内容が重要であり、主節はその内容を事実と断定しないための緩衝材として作用し
ている用法もある。
今後の展望であるが、まずこの度はアメリカ英語のみを対象としたが、本論の結論がイギリス英語

や他の英語でも同様なのかということはまだ分かってはいない。そのため、それぞれの英語に対して
同様の結論が出るかどうかさらに調査する必要がある。仮に異なるのであれば、その要因は何である
のかということも分析する予定である。
最後に、補部を導く節によって発達の経路が異なっていることが図 1と図 2の対比によって明らか

となった。この違いの要因が何であるのか分かってはいないため、今後の課題としたい。
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註
1聴覚を表す sound だけは、連結詞的知覚動詞としての自動詞的な用法しかなく、知覚者を主語に選択する用法は存在しな

い。しかし、Oxford English Dictionaryによると、lookに対応する listenには、連結詞的知覚動詞としての用法が存在する。

(11) How does it listen to you? (s.v. listen)

ただしこの用法は、極めて少数であり、ここには soundと listenとの競合関係があると考えられる。
2この名詞句を補部としてとる用法は、イギリス英語の用法であることが安藤 (2005:51)で言及されている。

(12) That sounds a great idea.

同様のことは、小西 (1990:893)でも指摘されており、補部に名詞を取るのは英国用法であり、通例は look likeを用い、さらに
通常性質・状態・程度を表す形容詞が共に表れるのが普通だとしている。

(13) a. He looks [looks like] a perfect fool [a clever fellow, an honest man].

b. He looks like a gentleman.
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Abstract  
This article discusses person shift in Japanese first-person terms like watasi ‘I,’ which 
typically occurs in advertisement copies and magazine article titles.  It is argued that such 
person shift is motivated by the consumer’s self-realization via consumption, which parallels 
the speaker’s self-reference in the first-person.  The advertisement copies whose watasi 
stands for the consumer selectively deal with the goods and services with which she chooses 
the life style she prefers and becomes a message source, because these contexts are made to 
propose that to buy for oneself is to express oneself and model the consumer who buys these 
things from providers as the speaker who talks about herself to the addressee in dialogue. 
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Abstract  Using decision tree analysis the present study investigated the rank order of significance between 

the five factors (i.e., power, distance, situational factor, culture/language and type of refusal strategy) when 

predicting the choice of refusal strategies in request situations. Cultural and language differences were not the 

strongest factor, so we can conclude that the results of our analysis provide support for the universality of Brown 

and Levinson’s politeness formula.  
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Abstract  

The purpose of this study is to investigate the differences of complaining between Japanese native speakers (JNS) and 
Chinese native speakers (CNS) with a focus on gender difference and the seriousness of complaint. The relationship between 
speaker and addressee was controlled as “same grade acquaintance”. Using the discourse completion task (DCT), a survey was 
conducted among 100 native speakers of each language (50 male and 50 female). The study revealed that differences have 
been seen from the seriousness of complaint, gender difference, and the use of the opening as well as the adjunct of 
complaining. 

 1  2 3 4  
 

1.  

(JNS) (CNS)
 

 

2. (complaining)  

(indirect complaining)
(direct complaining) 2 (Boxer 1993: 280)

 
(1996: 130) S H

 
(1) S H  
(2) S  
(3) S H  
(4) S H H

 
 (1996: 130) 2  

(1) S  1 S  H  H S 
 

(2) H S S  H 
H S

S  H  
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Holmes (1995: 167)
(offence) 1 (space)1 2 (talk) 3 (time) 4 (possession)
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5.1  
 
5.1.1 JNS CNS  

1 2 3 4
4 1  

1 JNS CNS  
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1 2
3

3
2 3  

2 JNS CNS 3 JNS CNS   
      JNS     

1J 26.9 (161) 25.3 (156) 48.3 (296) 100(613) 1J 26.9 (161) 25.3 (156) 48.3 (296) 100(613) 

1C 15.3 (119) 13.9 (108) 70.8 (551) 100(778) 2J 15.2 (100) 29.1 (192) 55.7 (367) 100(659) 

2J 15.2 (100) 29.1 (192) 55.7 (367) 100(659) 3J 9.3 (85) 23.3 (212) 67.4 (614) 100(911) 

2C 10.3 (79) 12.8 (98) 76.8 (587) 100(764) CNS     

3J 9.3 (85) 23.3 (212) 67.4 (614) 100(911) 1C 15.3 (119) 13.9 (108) 70.8 (551) 100(778) 

3C 9.8 (60) 15.0 (92) 75.2 (462) 100(614) 2C 10.3 (79) 12.8 (98) 76.8 (587) 100(764) 

JNS  15.8 (346) 25.7 (560)  58.5 (1277) 100(2183) 3C 9.8 (60) 15.0 (92) 75.2 (462) 100(614) 

CNS  12.0 (258) 13.8 (298) 74.2 (1600) 100(2156)  

  2  
1 JNS CNS U=2261893.000, p<0.05

JNS CNS U=2074861.000, p<00.5 U=1983480.000, 
p<0.05  

2 1 JNS CNS U=212301.500, p<0.05 U=210875.000 p<0.05
CNS JNS (U=184719.500, p<0.05)  

3 2 JNS CNS U=239568.500, p<0.5 U=210685.000 p<0.05
CNS JNS (U=198515.500, p<0.05)  

4 3 JNS CNS U=256499.000, p<0.05 CNS JNS (U=257734.000, 
p<0.05)  

3  
5 JNS 1 ( 2(2)=79.069, p<0.05) 2 ( 2(2)=6.0910 p<0.05)

3 ( 2(2)=58.164, p<0.05)  
6 CNS 1 ( 2(2)=12.904, p<0.05) 2 ( 2(2)=7.750, p<0.05)

JNS  
 
5.1.2 JNS CNS  
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4 5  
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U=956630.000, P<0.05 U=892528.000, P<0.05  
2 1 JNS CNS U=66982.500, p<0.05 CNS JNS (U=75427.500, 

p<0.05) (U=72872.000, p<0.05)  
3 2 JNS CNS U=85062.000, p<0.05 CNS JNS (U=101766.500, 

p<0.05) (U=91010.000, p<0.05)  
4 3 JNS CNS U=117990.000, p<0.05 CNS JNS (U=132885.500, 

p<0.05) (U=126939.000, p<0.05)  
5 JNS CNS
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6 JNS CNS  (%) 

       

JNS 0 (0) 4.0 (10) 26.6 (67) 68.7 (173) 0.8 (2) 100(252) 

CNS 69.1 (520) 7.2 (54) 5.6 (42) 17.6 (132) 0.5 (4) 100(752) 
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Abstract  
The purpose of this paper is to examine the pragmatic functions of the degree adverb motto in 
comparative constructions such as (Tai-ryori-yori) Indo-ryori-no-hoo-ga motto karai-yo [Indian food 
is even spicier (than Thai food)] used as a reply to the statement Tai-ryori-tte karai-yo-ne [Tai food is 
spicy, isn’t it?]. On the basis of the results of several questionnaire surveys, it is claimed that motto has 
the following two functions: one is to inform the hearer that the speaker accepts the view of the hearer 
to some extent, which is regarded as one of the positive politeness strategies, and the other is to 
emphasize that the view of the hearer should be replaced by that of the speaker, which facilitates joint 
attention.  
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(1) A   
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          (b)  
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(6) A  
B  (a)  

(b)  
 

(7) A   
B  (a)  

(b)  
 

2 B  
 (6a) (6b)  

(7a) 67 (39.6%) 40 (23.7%) 107 (63.3%) 
(7b) 33 (19.5%) 29 (17.2%) 62 (36.7%) 

 100 (59.2%) 69 (40.8%) 169 (100%) 
 
(6) (7) (6) B A
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(12) A   
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(b)  

 
(13) A   
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(b)  

 
3 C  

 (12a) (12b)  
(13a) 81 (46.3%) 9 (5.1%) 90 (51.4%) 
(13b) 68 (38.9%) 17 (9.7%) 85 (48.6%) 

 149 (85.1%) 26 (14.9%) 175 (100%) 
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<Abstract> 
This study examines the compliment responses (CRs) of Japanese learners of English to 
understand how skills relevant to the sequential organization of CRs develop. Non-elicited 
conversation between native speakers of English and Japanese college students (N=27) who 
enrolled in a six-week study-abroad program were used as data. Discourse analysis of 
naturally occurring CRs suggests that (1) the learners’ CRs tended to be nonverbal (i.e., 
laughter and pauses) rather than verbal (e.g., Thank you or No); (2) the native speakers took 
the initiative in closing CR sequences; (3) learners began to close CR sequences by imitating 
the native speakers’ pattern after studying abroad. 
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 Brian:  Wow that is cool.  
 :  (( ))  

 Brian:  That is cool.  
  (2)  

 Brian:  Did you want to study Karate or did your mom or dad say do you want to study? 
or  

 :  Uhm  
 Brian:  Why did you start.  
 :  First mom  
 Brian:  Yeah  
 :  Mom  
 Brian:  Yeah  
 :  Suggested me  
 Brain:  Mm hm. Wow. They would’ve been very proud of you when you got the black belt. 

  (1)  
 Brian:  Yeah?  

  (2)  
 Brian:  Wow that is good. I I only have one friend who who got the black belt so, that’s 

like wow. Very good. [Good.]  
 :    [(( ))] 
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 Brian:  Excellent. 
 

 George:  Well I think your English is quite good.  
 :  (( ))  :  

 George:  Yeah [yeah]  
 :        [ : :] Really? Thank you.  

 George:  This is very natural, normal conversation. So.  
 :  : Thank you.  

 

 George: You are you are doing well.  

  (1)  

 George:  Yeah  
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 :    

 George:  You You’re getting at that.  

 :  . [ : ]  

 George:        [Yeah.] Good for you.  

 George:  Yeah and uh well how how long will you stay in uh New Zealand this summer? 

 :  : six weeks.  
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 Chuck:  Your English improved. 

 :  Yeah. English. : I don’t think my English is improved (( ))  

    

 Chuck:  I’m sure it ((studying abroad)) helped.

 
 

:  (( )) : :: 
So, in New Zealand, I had a : : much time to think about myself, about 
Japan.  

 Chuck:  Mm  

 :  So mm I love I love Japan now (( )) 

 

 

 David:  You’re good at languages.

 :  (( )) No no (( )) 

 David:  Well I mean you learn quickly Laos and your English is, you speak English. 

 :  Yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah. 

 David:  So wonderful. [Wonderful.]

 :               [ :]  

 David:  Laos. [I have never been]

 :        [So] I’m  I’m interested in South East Asia. 
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<Abstract> 

This paper firstly introduces Bowdle & Ward (1995)’s findings. Secondly, based on Bowdle & 

Ward’s achievements, this paper will investigate the use of Chinese demonstrative NPs in generic 

contexts. Thirdly, this paper focuses on Chinese demonstrative plural and singular pronouns, and 

examines whether they can receive a generic interpretation. 

 

<Keywords> 

 

 

Bowdle & Ward (1995)

 

 

 (Carlson 1977, Declerck1991 ) 3

 

 

I.  

Dogs are loyal companions. 

II. +  

The whale is no more a fish than a horse is. 

III. +  
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A whale is no more a fish than a horse is. 

 

Bowdle & Ward (1995) +

 (1) Bowdle & Ward (1995)

B Those Labradors +

 

 

(1) A: My roommate just bought a Labrador. 

B: Those Labradors make great pets. Bowdle & Ward (1995): 32  

 

Bowdle & Ward (1995)

 

 (2) B1 B

extremely loyal

B2 first bred in Newfoundland

B3  

 

(2) A: My cousin just returned from Canada with an adorable Labrador retriever 

puppy. 

B1: Those Labradors are extremely loyal, you know. 

B2: #Those Labradors were first bred in Newfoundland, you know. 

B3: Labradors were first bred in Newfoundland, you know. (Bowdle & Ward (1995): 

34) 

 

 (kind)

 (3) those small cars  (hearer-old Prince 1992)

those red cars

Bowdle & Ward (1995)  

 

(3)  A: My brother just bought a small car. 

B1: Those small cars are dangerous! 
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B2: Small cars are dangerous! Bowdle & Ward (1995): 34  

(4)  A: My brother just bought a red car. 

B1: #Those red cars are so garish! 

B2: Red cars are so garish! Bowdle & Ward (1995): 34  

 

 (kind) Bowdle & 

Ward (1995)

 

3 (the basic level of categorization, Rosch et al. 

(1976)) (the subordinate level of categorization)

 (6) Labradors

dogs

 (5) B2  (6) B2  

 

(5) A: My roommate just bought a dog. 

B1: Dogs make great pets. 

B2: #Those dogs make great pets. Bowdle & Ward (1995): 34  

(6) A: My roommate just bought a Labrador. 

B1: Labradors make great pets. 

B2: Those Labradors make great pets. Bowdle & Ward (1995): 35  

 

Bowdle & Ward (1995)

 

 

 

 

 

(7) A:  

  

B1:  
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B2:  

 

 

(7) B1 B2

B1 B2

 

 

 

(8) A:  

 

B:  

 

(9) A:  

 

B: #  

 

 

(8)B iPhone

(9)B

 

(10)

(11)  

 

(10) A:  

 

B: #  

 

(11) A:  
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B:  

 

 

Bowdle & Ward (1995) that

those (12)

+ +

(13) those that

 

 

(12) A: My roommate owns an IBM ThinkPad. 

B1: Those IBM ThinkPads are quite popular. 

B2: That IBM ThinkPad is quite popular. Bowdle & Ward (1995): 33  

(13) A: iPad  

iPad  

B1: iPad  

iPad  

B2: # iPad  

iPad  

B3: iPad  

iPad  

 

(13) iPad

 

 

 

Bowdle & Ward (1995)  (14)  

 

(14) A: My sister owns a Honda Civic. 
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B1: Those are great cars. 

B2: That's a great car. 

 

 

 

(15) A:  

 

B1: #  

 

B2: #  

 

B3:  

 

 

a Honda Civic Those

(13)

 

 

 

3

I. 

2

 

II. 
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Concession in the academic context:  
power and expertise factors 
 
1. Introduction 

Over the past three decades we have witnessed an unprecedented 
progress in the research in the area of academic communication, 
especially English academic communication, with the majority of the 
studies having concentrated on written academic discourse. As has been 
indicated earlier, there has been considerably less attention given to the 
analysis of spoken academic discourse, the study of which might 
contribute to our understanding of such practices of scholarly 
communication as exchanging views and arguing one's position. One 
such area in which discourse relation that has received almost no interest 
in previous research is the relation of Concession understood here after 
Couper-Kuhlen and Thompson's (1999, 2000), Barth-Weingarten (2000, 
2003) and yda (2007), serving here as a point of reference, as a tripartite 
relation involving simultaneous agreement/acknowledgement and 
disagreement with a previous claim. The relation, as might be expected, 
seems to be fundamental in the academia with its quest for truth. The 
present study, whose title alludes to Holtgraves’ (1997) study on 
politeness in conversation arguments, focuses on the realisation of the 
agreement/acknowledgement move in English spoken academic 
discourse in a variety of spoken discourse events such as lectures, 
seminars, defences, group meetings, etc. More specifically, it attempts to 
establish whether the academic status of the speaker (academic position 
and indirectly age) affects the lexical realisation of the move of 
Acknowledgement, thus being a contextual determinant of the discourse-
pragmatic relation of Concession. 
 
1.1. Linguistic choices and power 

Academic discourse realised by means of its specific genres can be 
regarded as a form of “truth-seeking-through-argumentation”, which 
necessarily involves not only compromise but also competition and 
conflict resulting from the unavoidable need to challenge the once 
accepted views and propose new solutions (Allwood, 1993). Warcha  
(2010: 140) recognises the two forces of consensus and disagreement as 
factors shaping a rhetorical profile of academic communication, when she 
claims:  
 

On the one hand, academic authors must win recognition as 
scholars and thus seek acceptance for their claims by the rest of the 
academic discourse community – they search for consensus. On 
the other hand, to make their research results public they must 
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create a research space [...] by posing a potential challenge to the 
existing paradigm through academic criticism or, at least, by 
offering some so far unconsidered data or a new perspective 
setting themselves apart from other researchers engaged in the 
same field.  

 
The two goals of any scholarly activity necessarily entail a kind of 
dialogic perspective on academic communication in which the authors 
have to take a position in favour of or against an idea or methodological 
practices in accordance with the shared system of values in the academic 
world. They have to inescapably orient themselves “with respect to 
previous performances in the same sphere ... thus the printed verbal 
performance engages, as it were, in ideological colloquy of a large scale: 
it responds to something, affirms something, anticipates possible 
responses and objections, seeks support, and so on” (Voloshinov 1995: 
139). Actually, not only with respect to “printed verbal performances”, 
but in all likelihood, more frequently with respect to spoken 
performances in lecture-halls, university laboratories and conference-
rooms. In all these settings academic communication involves forging the 
background of consensus, against which a differing, yet not necessarily 
incompatible, view can be presented and acknowledged in the common 
process of constructing meanings and knowledge.  
 The relation of Concession analysed here belongs to the 
dialogistic resources that not only recognise the fact that any proposition 
is only one of many propositions available in the current context, but 
invite a variety of seemingly incompatible views. This is accomplished in 
a number of ways, some of which – such as frequency of occurrence and 
the modes of realisation related to the configuration of roles of interacting 
speakers – are characteristic of academic discourse. In yda (2007) and 

yda and Warcha  (2009) a claim has been advanced that the fact that 
academic discourse is shaped both by experts and novices aspiring to 
become regular members of the academic community leads to specific 
configuration and distribution of forms and functions.  
 This corroborates the view that institutions, including the 
academia, are social constructions resulting from a meaningful interaction 
(Kress, 1995; Parker, 1992). In other words, they are social constructions 
constituted through discourse and its restrictive power As Fairclough 
1995: 38) notes: 
 

Each institution has its own set of speech events, its own 
differentiated settings and scenes, its cast of participants, and its 
own norms for their combination ... It is, I suggest, necessary to 
see the institution as simultaneously facilitating and constraining 
the social action of its members: it provides them with a frame for 
action, without which they could not act, but it thereby constrains 
them to act within that frame  

 
Also Bastow (2008:138) writes that in order to guard their interests and 
retain the power they hold institutions construct a representation of the 
world and “draw upon an established repertoire of linguistic patterns and 
phrases which their consumers will expect, but which others may seek to 
resist”.  
 The relation of Concession, as shown in previous studies, can be 
conceived of as an element of such a linguistic repertoire of preferred 
expressions of the academic community. This mainly due to the fact that 
it creates dialogistic opportunities because it invites a variety of views 
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and indicates through its tripartite structure that the speaker recognises 
that a claim made is but one among a number of claims available in the 
current communicative context. While admitting conflict it seeks 
compromise or, just the opposite, developing consensus it provides other 
– seemingly incompatible – views 
 One way to think about academic discourse is to see it as a form 
of institutionalised discourse reflecting a specific distribution of power 
understood after van Dijk (1996: 84) as: 

 
the control exercised by one group or organisation (or its 
members) over the actions and/or the minds of (the members of) 
another group, thus limiting the freedom of action of the others, or 
influencing their knowledge, attitudes or ideologies. 

Power and its distribution become most clearly visible in the situation of 
conflict and the discourse conventions to which the speakers get access. 
In some settings with institutionalised power more powerful participants 
are likely to use direct forms of disagreement whereas less powerful 
participants resort to alignment and mitigation 
 Reese-Miller (2000:1095) predicts that the same might be hold 
true in the university setting because of the power in possession of 
university professors over students in virtue of their greater knowledge, 
academic status, and age, as well as of the fact that professors are 
responsible for assigning grades.  In the context of the present study what 
is most relevant in her assessment of power in the university is her 
observation relating to the right to disagree. As she claims, “by virtue of 
greater knowledge and skill, the professor has an institutionalised right to 
disagree with students [...] whereas in contrast, students do not have an 
institutionalised right to disagree since they do not possess the same 
knowledge or skill as a professor.” If they endeavour to disagree, this 
verbal behaviour can be often treated as a face-threatening act. 
  Within the Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) framework it is 
assumed that power is based on privileged access to valued social 
resources, such as wealth, jobs, status (van Dijk 1996: 84). In the 
academic community the valued social resources include among others 
access to discourse and communication, yet as might be expected the 
ways of exercising the right of access will differ according to the degree 
of power held. This, as I believe, is reproduced discursively in the 
relation of Concession acting as an indicator of power. 
 
 
1.2. Concessive Relation 
 
Concession has been traditionally defined as the subordinate relation of 
contrast identified mainly due to the presence of certain conjunctions like 
although or even though (for a list of such markers see e.g. Knott, 1996 
and Rudolph, 1996). In this study Concession is understood as one of 
numerous rhetorical relations identified by Mann and Thompson within a 
framework of Rhetorical Structure Theory (Mann and Thompson 1985, 
1986, 1987; Mann, Matthiessen and Thompson 1992; Matthiessen and 
Thompson 1989). The major tenet of the theory is that alongside the 
syntactic structure of text there can be identified another structure, a 
functional- organizational one, responsible for the impression of the 
wholeness of the text. Since the two structures, namely the syntactic and 
functional, do not map uniquely, the type of relation does not follow from 
the form of the text, i.e. specific conjunctions or particular words. For this 
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reason the RST structures are structures of functions rather than 
structures of forms.  
 RST as a theory of text organisation attempts to identify relations 
between “minimally two parts of uninterrupted linear interval[s] of text” 
(Mann and Thompson 1987:4). The size of the spans may range from a 
clause to units above the clause level such as groups and paragraphs. It is 
also assumed that patterns of text organisation are independent of the 
level and the size of text units, which is tantamount to stating that the 
patterns are genre-non-specific. The two spans are linked together by a 
set of relations, most of which are asymmetrical nucleus-satellite ones. 
The relations are defined in terms of their function, the function 
following from purposes of the text author or intended effects on the text 
recipients. Finally, the relations are defined in terms of the constraints 
imposed on the text spans (nucleus and satellite) as well as a statement on 
the expected effect as intended by the writer.  
 Concession, as one of over twenty relations identified in RST, is 
a nucleus-satellite relation between two spans of texts and its essence lies 
in the speaker’s acknowledgement of information in the nucleus and 
satellite situations, regarded as apparently incompatible but actually 
compatible:  
 

CONCESSION  
constraints on N: W has positive regard for the situation presented in 
  N  
constraints on S: W is not claiming that the situation presented in S 
  doesn’t  hold  
constraints on the N + S combination:  
  W acknowledges a potential or apparent incompatibility  
  between the situations presented in N and S; W regards 
  the situations presented in N and S as compatible;  
  recognizing the compatibility between the situations  
  presented in N and S increases R’s positive regard for 
  the situation presented in N  
the effect: R’s positive regard for the situation presented in N is  
  increased  
locus of the effect: N and S  
 

These initial proposals concerning Concession were developed within the 
framework of interactional linguistics by Couper-Kuhlen and Thompson 
(1998, 1999), Barth-Weingarten (2003) and yda (2007), where it is 
claimed that the relation of Concession can be understood as a recurring 
action realised through a dyadic structural pattern or rather a number of 
such patterns, consisting of the initial claim (X) by speaker A, followed 
by an acknowledgement (X’) and a counterclaim (Y) produced by 
speaker B.  
 For a pair of speakers engaged in an interaction, the first of these 
moves X realised by speaker A counts as making a claim. Its validity is 
acknowledged in the second move X’ by speaker B. The third move Y, 
also performed by the second speaker, counters this validity by asserting 
that another claim, incompatible with X, can hold ( yda 2007: 101). This 
most common pattern of realisation of Concession, referred to by Couper-
Kuhlen and Thompson (1998, 1999) as the Cardinal Concessive Scheme, 
is shown below:  
 

A:  X  
B:  X’ Y  
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and exemplified by the following exchange from the MICASE: 
 
 

S1: X: you're sticking to this interpretation  

S2: X’: yes  

Y: but uh uh but i'm also saying that he's not uh he never 
consciously tried to do that. i uh he he never came out and said 
i'm using alap structures uh to apply uh, uh in in my solo concerts 
in fact i i i i doubt that he would have, ever conceptualized it on 
that level so therefore what i'm saying [S1: uhuh ] is there is a 
similar need, in uh, in improvised languages, that so heavily rely  

 
The degree of incompatibility between two propositions is difficult to 
assess a priori, as the contrast can hold between the propositions, their 
entailments and even implicatures.  
 The Cardinal Concessive Scheme puts no constraints on the size 
of the moves, which may range from single words to whole chunks of 
discourse. However, as shown in yda (2007) and yda and Warcha  
(2008), the most common realisation of the second move is Yes, but..., 
accounting for more than 90% of all concessive patterns in the academic 
speech corpus, with very infrequent occurrences of linkage between X’ 
and Y by means of although, though, if, even if and even though. In 
addition to these syndetic means the scheme allows for asyndetic 
constructions ( yda 2007).  
 As concerns the number of pattern types, six individual patterns 
can be identified with a different combination of (1) X, X’, Y (Cardinal 
Concessive); (2): X, Y, X’ (Reversed Cardinal); (3): X’, X, Y; (4): X’, Y, 
X (5): Y, X’, X; (6): Y, X, X’. The frequencies of occurrence of the 
patterns vary, with the Cardinal and the Reversed Cardinal ranking 
highest. The Cardinal type is shown below: 
 

 
The Cardinal Concessive Scheme: Academic Advising  
ADV700JU047: 

S2: no to get an L-S-and-A degree [S1: okay ] to graduate from 
this school, right? so how you want to fill  

S1: yeah but what about getting the double degree?  

 
One crucial characteristic to note is that although the relation of 
Concession involves the presence of two interacting speakers, the 
Cardinal Concessive schema can be enacted monologically in a pseudo-
dyadic and monadic patterns.  
 The pseudo-dyadic sequence of moves is identical with that of 
the dyadic Cardinal Concessive schema. What makes them different, 
however, is the fact of the production of the moves by a single speaker. In 
the monadic type, also enacted by a single speaker, the pattern is reduced 
and lacks an explicitly marked X move.  
 Despite the variety of realisation of Concession involving the 
number of speakers and the sequencing of moves, one element remains 
constant: the presence (at least implicated) of the acknowledging move, 
which distinguishes Concession from Contrast and Antithesis relations. 
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The missing acknowledgement move disqualifies a sequence of moves as 
Concession. This once more highlights the importance of the 
Acknowledgement in the concessive pattern.  
 
1.3. Acknowledgement 
 
If we accept Leung’s (2005: 3) definition of conflict talk as an activity in 
which alternative positions, reconcilable or not, on the same issue are 
taken by the participants, it can be argued that the Concessive pattern, 
integrating contrasting but not necessarily incompatible claims, can be 
seen as one of the minimal instantiations of conflict talk. However, the 
presence of the Acknowledgement move enables speakers to affect the 
management of disagreement. The Acknowledgement is defined as a 
claim that is compatible with a previous claim. As such it is a useful 
rhetorical devices for the construction of consensus on the ideational and 
interpersonal levels in the sense of Halliday (1985, 1994). This 
consensus-oriented function of the Acknowledgement in the Concessive 
pattern makes it possible for speakers to achieve a number of “local” 
goals related to the preparation of ground for the oncoming counterclaim 
or – in the Reversed Scheme – to the attempt to weaken the face-
threatening force of the preceding counterclaim.  
 In yda (2007) the Acknowledgement is defined in terms of its 
relation to the initial claim on the basis of its formal and functional 
characteristics, as shown in Figure 1.1. 
 

 
Figure 1.1. Forms of realisation of the Acknowledgement move 

This classification assumes that the acknowledging move can be realised 
explicitly or implicitly, i.e. contextually or prosodically. Explicit 
acknowledgements may take two forms. First, the Acknowledgement 
may be expressed strongly by means of linguistic forms that mark the 
speaker’s non-negative attitude to the claim (e.g. Yes; I agree, etc.). 
Alternatively, weaker forms can be employed such as non-linguistic 
gestures (e.g. nodding one’s head) and correlative conjuncts like well:  

Example 1  

Artificial Intelligence Research Group Meeting MTG 270SG049  

S1: so look at it this way, suppose that, uh, Dave and i are sellers 
and you're a buyer. we know that there you you've offered to buy 
at ten. and it costs me, three. [S2: right ] so i say, i know, i'm 
gonna offer to sell at nine, let's try to get more than (almost in) 
surplus. Dave comes in and offers to sell at eight, and i can't lower 
the price because it's an ascending, auction. [SU-2: (okay) ] i'm, 
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i'm screwed... so, that's one reason why, i shouldn't have gone right 
to nine i should have stayed at, three, and raise it to nine later 
maybe.  

S2: but if you were the only, supplier  

S1: well, but i have no way of knowing that.  
 

or clause final-though considered by Quirk et al. (1986) and Backlund 
(1984) equivalent to an abbreviated clause with the conjunction though, 
as in the following extract from MICASE.  

Example 2  

Community Change Student Presentations STP560JG118 
 
S1: you have thirty s- thirty seconds to see what you can do collaborating 
with your, (xx)  

S4: i like mine though  
 
The model proposed above recognises that the strong explicit 
acknowledging move can be performed in four different ways and the 
four subcategories comprise: 

1) agreement phrases used to express agreement or willingness to agree 
such as the answering particle yes and its variant forms yeah and yep, 
and also okay, no, I agree, agree, couldn’t agree more, that’s it, uh-
huh, mhm and even point taken, as in: 

Example 3  

Graduate Public Policy Seminar SEM340JG072 

S11 um, the potency of crack cocaine is that it gets into your system just 
as if you were using it but a lot of them don't actually use it it's just in 
their system because, as a dealer or whatever they have to go through that 
process and that, so i don't know (just get tested as kinda)  

S1: mhm. so that some of the people that s- purportedly have it in them 
they weren't actually using it but, it doesn't exactly paint a picture that 
they're not culpable, i mean they were cooking it and, <SS: LAUGH> and 
that to me doesn't suggest that <LAUGH> but, point taken. um, i i think 
this is a lit- a little bit related to some of what we were just talking about. 

2) Assessments, which signal agreement by means of a a comment on the 
truth value of the initial claim. As truth-evaluators they correspond to 
the traditional class of content disjuncts, such as certainly, evidently, 
indeed, obviously, surely, etc. Other items included here function as 
value judgments, e.g. correctly or rightly. Also miscellaneous 
expressions of similar function belong to this category: absolutely, 
exactly, fine, of course, right, sure, true, I see your point, etc. 

Example 4  

Technical Communications Tutorial OFC578SG037 

S1: so, [S2: so ] the the the [S2: this research (xx) oh, okay, the 
objective of this ] objective is, to address, [S2: got it ] some of the 
more significant, [S2: deficiencies ] deficiency in the Kovacs. 
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that's what your research objective is and i feel like it's again, it's 
b- a little bit buried, in the last paragraph  

S2: [...] basically what i did is i do a quick description of the 
Parker-Kovacs model here [S1: right ] based on these two 
paragraphs, and then say okay, this is [S1: right ] what's, where it's 
lacking this is what i'm gonna do [S1: right ] um, i see your p- i see 
your point exactly obviously but um i could put a small 
paragraph in here saying, um, the goal of this research is to, um, 
make some of the, well i was wondering about s-  

3) Repetitions are defined as propositional forms that represent fully or 
partially the proposition asserted in the initial claim. Partial repetitions 
are particularly common whenever the initial claim is complex and 
consists of two or more propositions. In such cases the other speaker 
may take a stance on only one of the claims and acknowledge its 
validity by partitioning the complex claim. 

Example 5  

Behavior Theory Management Lecture LEL185SU066  

S26: so basically (then) it's a commission.  

S28: yeah it is a commission but it's, yeah. but it's based on their profits 
instead of  

4) Reformulations are restatements of the original claim by significant 
changes which, nevertheless, keep the claim intact.  

 
Example 6 

Sex, Gender, and the Body Lecture LES565SU137  

S1: oh but you would think of that as being erotica rather than 
pornography.  

S13: yeah definitely.  

S1: yeah okay. okay there's somebody over here yes.  

S14: yeah i agree with, Debbie and Mustafa that it's, it may be more 
kinky but just [S1: huh ] involving more elements in one way you 
know [S1: okay ] whereas pornography's maybe just focused on like, 
the sexual act like intercourse [S1: mhm ] and stuff and then there's_ 
can be many other ways to see things sexually,  

 

This model with a few minor modifications described below will serve 
for the analysis undertaken in this study. 

 

1.4. The Study 

1.4.1. Objectives 

As indicated above, the acknowledging move in the Concessive rhetorical 
scheme is the defining element of the Concessive relation, by means of 
which this discourse-pragmatic relation contrasts sharply with Contrast 
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and Antithesis. In this study I will take a look at some data from the 
MICASE corpus and investigate the ways in which the 
Acknowledgement is realised in a number of speech events of 
interactional nature with the view to establishing whether the speakers’ 
status – measured in terms of academic position– correlates with a 
preferred pattern of acknowledging.  

1.4.2. Materials and methods 

The analysis is based on the data gathered from the MICASE corpus at 
the University of Michigan, in Ann Arbor in a variety of academic 
settings ranging from lectures to tours. 
 The system of classification of speech events (genres) in the 
MICASE rests on four primary discourse modes distinguished on the 
basis of two characteristics: monologue vs. polylogue and the degree of 
monopolisation of the floor by a single speaker, which are correlated with 
the binary criterion of classroom and non-class events. The primary 
modes include monologic events, panels, mixed, and interactive events.  
 In yda (2007) the relation of Concession was analysed in the 
corpus of interactive events. Considering the high number of concessive 
patterns identified in his study, which precludes the possibility of in-
depth examinations within the confines of this article, the present analysis 
is restricted to the highly interactive events. In addition, since the analysis 
focuses on the direct interaction of two speakers, there have been 
excluded monadic and pseudo-dyadic concessive patterns, which are 
realised by the same speaker. No consideration has been given also to 
implicit acknowledgements because in many cases this would require 
access to sound and video recordings. 
 Among 30 speech events in which the mode is predominant, there 
are Advising Sessions, Discussions Sections, Interviews, Labs, Small 
Lectures, Meetings, Office Hours, Seminars, Study Groups, Students 
Presentations, Service Encounters, Tutorials and one Tour. In the whole 
MICASE these speech events amount to about 30% of the total number 
of the events. In terms of wordcount the figure is higher and amounts to 
about 40%. 
 The MICASE corpus offers a very useful search interface, by 
means of which it is possible to select search criteria including speakers’ 
attributes such as gender, age, academic position/role, native speaker 
status and the first language as well as transcript attributes: speech event 
type, academic division, academic discipline, participant level and 
interactivity rating, shown in Figure 1.2. It also provides descriptive 
statistics for the search terms. 
 The criteria according to which the search was performed include 
gender, age, academic position/role as well as interactivity rating. No 
account was made of disciplinary variation and academic discipline factor. 
For the initial search of Concessive patterns a database obtained by yda 
(2007) was used. From the database the cases of Concessive sequences 
that did not meet the set criteria were eliminated. 

1.4.3. Results and discussion  

The statistics presented below show that 707 Concessive patterns 
containing the Acknowledgement move were identified in the relevant 
part of the corpus. From the figures shown in Table 1.1. it can be noticed 
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that students produced 366 acknowledging moves, which is 
insignificantly more than 341 Acknowledgements occurring in faculty 
members’ speech.  
 
 

 no. of 
occurrences 

% of 
the 

total 
Students’ Acknowledgements  366 51.77 

Faculty Members’ Acknowledgements 341 48.23 

Total: 707  

 
Table 1.1. The frequency of the Acknowledgement move in the Faculty members  

and Students groups 
 
The data obtained from the count are actually difficult to interpret. In 
absolute terms, the scores could indicate that acknowledgements are to 
some extent more common in students’ oral production. As the number of 
the acknowledging moves implies the same number of preceding claims 
the data could be analysed in terms of the total number of claims in the 
relevant part of the corpus, which is, however, practically unfeasible 
considering the size of the corpus. What can be done is to relativise the 
score to the total volume of students’ and faculty members’ speech in 
order to gain further insights into the frequency of Acknowledgements. 
The total length of recordings for the analysed part of the corpus is about 
2, 700 minutes (~ 45 hours), while the total number of Concessive 
constructions in the corpus amounts to 707. This means that the speakers 
produced on the average about 15.71 concessive patterns an hour. This 
mean value is important for two reasons. First, it can be used as a 
reference value for the study of variation in the frequency of occurrence 
of Concession in the two groups of speakers. Secondly, it can be used in 
assessing “the degree of concessivity” in academic spoken American, 
when the value is compared with the mean value obtained in previous 
studies on Concession in other spoken genres. As regards the latter point, 
the value is lower than the one obtained in yda (2007) and Barth-
Weingarten (2003), yet it should be remembered that monadic and 
pseudo-dyadic patterns are excluded from the present study. In 
addressing the first issue, it can be noted that the frequencies of 
occurrence of acknowledging move in students’ group and the faculty 
members’ group amount to 16.26 and 15.16, respectively. However, if we 
consider the factor of the volume of speech produced by students and 
non-students in the whole MICASE, the figures will be different. Since 
the students’ share in the corpus amounts to almost 59% of the total, this 
would indicate that the expected value for the frequency of 
acknowledgements would be 417, with the remaining 290 produced by 
faculty members. The value is actually lower by almost 13%, which 
demonstrates effectively that Acknowledgements (and Counterclaims) 
are more frequently found in professors’ s turns than in students’ ones. 
 Next the acknowledging moves were examined in terms of the 
speakers’ status. They were divided into four groups on the basis of the 
category of the interacting participants: student – faculty member; faculty 
member – student; student – student, and faculty member – faculty 
member, as shown in Figure 1.2. The order in which the participants 
appear corresponds to the order of the Claim (X) – Acknowledgement 
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(X’) moves, e.g. student – faculty member refers to a situation in which 
the claim was made by a student and acknowledged by a faculty member. 
 

 

Figure 1.2. The Acknowledgement move in four configurations of interacting  
speakers.  

 

The figure illustrates that the occurrence of the acknowledging moves in 
the student – faculty member is much more frequent than their occurrence 
in the faculty member – student pair. In other words, it is the faculty 
members who acknowledge claims and produce counters rather than 
students. It is interesting to note that the frequency of Acknowledgements 
increases in the student group when the interaction takes place among 
peers. This would suggest that students are more likely to acknowledge 
and counter in the situation of relatively equal power. By contrast, the 
number of the acknowledging moves drops when the interaction takes 
place among faculty staff, yet the reservation must be made that these 
speech events are not represented quantitatively to the same extent as 
other ones.  
 The next search focused in on the four types of major categories 
of the Acknowledgement move in the corpus. It was found that the most 
frequently represented category was the combined category of agreement 
and assessment phrases. This is consistent with previous findings (Barth-
Weingarten 2003; yda, 2007), although the percentages differ 
insignificantly from the figures for the whole interactive component of 
the MICASE. 

 
Acknowledgement 

type 
no. of 

occurrences 
% of 

the total 
Repetition 99 14.00 

Reformulation 72 10.19 

Agreement/Assessment 367 51.91 

Correlative conjunct 169 23.90 

Total:       707 100% 
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Table 1.2. The frequency of four major categories of the Acknowledgement 
move 

The category of agreement and assessment phrases stands out in 
particular due to the high frequency of Acknowledgements realised by 
means of yeah, yes, no (for confirming a negative statement) and okay in 
the agreement group and right in the assessment group:  

Example 7  

Computer Science Office Hours OFC270MG048  

S1: well that's (what) i'm saying and since i've showed that, when i 
broke it here, and then i've showed that these are all conditionally 
dependent.  

S2: right right right, but but the point is if you're, actually physic- 
if if you're making these one node, then that means that the arrows 
into this one, combined node include this one this one that one that 
one and that one. [S1: mhm ] whereas if you leave them as 
separate nodes then you only have these two arrows, and these 
going in.  

Example 8  

Computer Science Office Hours OFC270MG048 

S1: okay. i still couldn't, prove, that, that they were, for part B 
doing this one, [S2: mhm ] i still can't, i still say it's insufficient. 
[S2: kay ] cuz no matter how i, do it, i always come up with, things 
i can prove over P-one_ P of E-one and P of E-two.  

S2: okay, but can you get P of E-one can you get P of E-two?  

Another most common category is the category of correlative conjuncts, 
whose major lexical marker of the acknowledging move is well, followed 
by though.  

Example 9  

Math Study Group SGR385SU057  

S2: no because if you put infinity over here, then it's gonna be, 
bigger than zero... that's the idea.  

S1: well, but infinity's over here to start with [S2: yeah but if you 
move it ] so oh you're subtracting X minus F-of-infinity, not X 
minus infinity. [S2: yeah. ] oh okay. alright.  
 

Well is classified as a weak acknowledgement marker because of its less 
clear acknowledging status. Well appears in various functions, yet as a 
discourse marker well is used to convey the information that the speaker 
is going to perform a dispreferred move (Pomerantz 1984). Since the 
dispreferred move for claims is disagreement, it is justified to treat well as 
a marker of an oncoming explicit counter. 
 From the table above it can be seen that two poorly represented 
categories were repetitions, comprising both partial and complete 
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repetitions, and claim reformulations, whose percentage is as low as 
about 10%. This coincides with the results obtained in previous studies 
on the relation of Concession in academic speech.  
 If the frequencies of the acknowledgement types are examined 
across the students and faculty members groups, we notice evidence of 
much variational distribution as can be seen in Figure 1.4. Here the figure 
shows that that certain types are used overwhelmingly by students and 
others by faculty members.  
 With regard to agreement and assessment phrases, there are 
relatively fewer occurrences of this type of the acknowledging move in 
faculty member speech. Figure 1.3. shows also that in comparison to 
faculty members, students used more correlative conjuncts than the latter 
did. 
 The opposite tendency is revealed in the case of reformulations 
and repetitions, which require greater cognitive effort consisting in 
verbatim repetitions or syntactic and/or lexical paraphrases. In the two 
categories it was faculty members who were found to be more frequent 
users of these lexical markers of the Acknowledgement.  
 

 
 
Figure 1.3. The frequency of four major categories of the Acknowledgement 

move in the Faculty members and Students groups 

In order to find whether the type and direction of the interaction played a 
role in the use of a particular Acknowledgement category, the data were 
analysed for each of the categories of the acknowledging move. The 
comparative statistics are shown in Table 1.3. 

Acknowledgement 
type 

student-
faculty 

faculty-
student

student-
student 

faculty-
faculty 

 Repetition 43 23 15 18 

Reformulation 31 17 11 13 

Agreement/Assessment 99 75 137 56 
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Correlative conjunct 46 54 45 24 

Total: 219 169 208 111 

Table 1.3. The frequency of four major categories of the Acknowledgement 
move in the four configurations of interaction between speakers. 

From the overall examination of the table, it follows that the direction of 
the talk exchange and the status of both the producer of the initial claim 
and the acknowledging speaker are an important factor of variation.  

 

Figure 1.4. The distribution (%) of four major categories of the 
Acknowledgement move in four configurations of interaction 
between speakers 

An objection may be raised that the data shown in Table 1.3. represent 
the total scores ignoring the fact that the volume of verbal production by 
the two groups of speakers was not taken into consideration. For this 
reason a distributional approach was taken and the scores for each type of 
Acknowledgement were represented in terms of their individual share. 
This quantitative breakdown in Figure 1.4. indicates that generally 
repetitions and reformulations will be more common among faculty 
members acknowledging the claims made by students than vice versa. 
There are a few possible reasons why this type of the acknowledging 
move is relatively more frequent in the group of faculty members. First, 
reformulation and also repetitions, especially repetitions of longer claims, 
are more demanding cognitively than simple one-word agreements 
because they require not only advanced vocabulary but also sufficient 
expertise enabling the speaker to highlight certain semantic nuances, as in 
Example 6 above. Secondly, reformulation and repetition give the 
speaker additional time needed to prepare a counter. Thirdly, as argued in 

yda and Warcha  (2009), while shorter acknowledgements are most 
often an indicator of a longer counter, longer acknowledgements do not 
necessarily indicate shorter counters. As such, they are rhetorically 
unmarked in an argumentation. In the fourth place, partial repetitions 
allow the speaker to acknowledge only a part of the original claim, which 
again calls for relevant expertise. Finally, repetitions being echoic 
utterances can be interpreted as ironic (see, e.g., Sperber and Wilson, 
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1981), which may explain why they are less common in faculty member 
– student interaction.  
 With regard to other types of the acknowledging move in the 
interaction between speakers of unequal academic status, while the shares 
of agreement/assessment phrases are almost identical for student-faculty 
and faculty-student pairs, the category of correlative conjuncts is better 
represented in the interaction between faculty members and students.  
 When the interaction involving the Concessive relation takes 
place among peers the distribution patterns look quite different. In student 
– student Concessive patterns, the acknowledging move in as many as 
65.86% takes the form of agreement/assessment phrases, often single 
word yeah or a correlative conjunct well (21.63%). By contrast, even if 
agreement/assessment phrases are the most common form of 
acknowledging in faculty-faculty concessive interaction, the share of 
repetitions and reformulations is of notable statistical importance. 
Although not as common as in student-faculty exchanges, repetitions 
amount to 16.21% and 11.71%, respectively, which may be interpreted as 
a sign of close attention paid by interacting faculty members to the 
formulation of the initial claim. These figures, once again, strongly 
suggest that the realisation of Concession is linked to the factor of power. 

 

1.5. Concluding Remarks 

This study focused on examining the influence of power measured in 
terms of the interlocutors’ status on the lexico-syntactic realisation of the 
acknowledging move in the discourse-pragmatic relation of Concession. 
The main research question driving the examination asked how the right 
to agree (Acknowledgement) with a claim only to present a different view 
(Counterclaim) is exercised by speakers in the university setting in a 
variety of highly interactive events such as meetings, student 
presentations, seminars, etc. Using a corpus-based methodology allowed 
for a number of contextual elements to be explored in detail. In response 
to the question posed the answer, still tentative due to a number of 
reservations listed below, is that with regard to the frequency and patterns 
the acknowledging move is realised differently both in quantitative and 
qualitative terms by faculty members and students.The realisation is 
largely influenced by the academic status of the acknowledging speaker. 
 However, much remains to be done. The present study 
concentrated only on a handful of factors that were hypothesised to 
influence the distribution of Acknowledgement types. No account was 
taken of the Concessive scheme type, i.e. whether the scheme was 
Cardinal or Reversed Cardinal with the counter preceding the 
acknowledgement. Neither was there examined the dynamics of the 
speech events measured in terms of the number of participants and speech 
event type. In spite of the limitations I hope that the study should shed 
some light on the relation between power in the academia and on uttering 
Yes, that’s definitely true, but...  
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A Quantitative Analysis of Noncanonical Though Clauses in Naturally Occurring Discourse 
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Abstract
Though clauses sometimes have unusual word order in which a certain constituent appears in the position 
immediately before though. Though clauses in usual word order (e.g. Though it might be unfair, Cecilia 
couldn't forgive him.) is called “canonical though clauses” and though clauses in unusual word order (e.g.
Unfair though it might be, Cecilia couldn't forgive him.) is called “noncanonical though clauses.”  The 
goal of this paper is to examine what kinds of constituents occur before though in natural texts and how 
frequently each type occurs, and to clarify the commonalities and differences between canonical and 
noncanonical though clauses in terms of their distribution and usages. 

Keywords : noncanonical word order, adverbial clause, concessive, quantitative analysis 
 
 
 1. Introduction 

Though clauses sometimes have unusual word order in which a certain constituent appears in the 
position immediately before though, as shown in (1b): 

(1) a. Though it might be unfair, Cecilia couldn't forgive him. 
 b. Unfair though it might be, Cecilia couldn't forgive him. 

This phenomenon has been given different labels by different linguists: Though Inversion (Emonds 1976),
Though Movement (Radford 1981, Andrews 1982, Ichikawa 1984), Though-Preposing (Baltin 1982, Ross 
1986, McCawley 1988), and Though-Attraction (Culicover 1982, Koizumi 1985, Nakajima 1999).  For 
convenience’ sake, however, I will call though clauses in usual word order as in (1a) “canonical though
clauses” and though clauses in unusual word order as in (1b) “noncanonical though clauses” (cf. Birner and 
Ward 1998).  Like canonical though clauses, noncanonical though clauses may occur in sentence-initial, 
medial, or final positions, as illustrated in examples in (1b) above, (2), and (3) below, respectively: 

(2) That job, grotesque though it was, was the cleanest part of the work. 
(3) She would miss him, crazy though he was.

     Previous studies have presented many grammatical features of noncanonical though clauses.  For 
example, not only an adjective, as in (1b), (2), and (3) above, but also a noun, a verb, an adverb, and a 
prepositional phrase may occur before though, as illustrated in (4): 

(4) a. Genius though she was, she was quite unassuming. (noun)  (Quirk et al. 1985: 1097) 
 b. Fail though I did, I would not abandon my goal.  (verb)        (ibid.: 1098) 
 c. Carefully though he drives, he often suffers an accident.  (adverb)   (Nakajima 1999: 520) 
 d. In trouble though John is, he still smiles bravely.  (prepositional phrase)  (Ichikawa 1984: 38) 

It has also been pointed out that when a noun occurs before though, the article must be omitted, as can be 
seen in (5a) below.  The sentence in (5a) becomes ungrammatical if the article appears in the noun phrase 
before though, as illustrated in (5b). 

(5) a.  Genius though John is, he can’t tie his shoe laces.      (Culicover 1982: 1) 
 b. *A genius though John is, he can’t tie his shoe laces.              (ibid.: 2) 

Because of their interesting behavior, noncanonical though clauses have been analyzed by a number of 
studies.  Syntactic analyses were proposed by Emonds (1976), Culicover (1982), Andrews (1982), Baltin 
(1982), Ichikawa (1984), Koizumi (1985), Ross (1986), and Nakajima (1999), and a semantic analysis by 
Hirota (1993), among others.   
    However, previous research is insufficient in at least two respects.  First, most of the previous studies 
have been restricted to constructed examples.  As a result, it has not been revealed what kinds of 
constituents actually occur before though in natural data and how frequently each type occurs.  Second, 
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not much consideration has been given to the commonalities and differences between canonical and 
noncanonical though clauses.  Biber et al. (1999: 909) point out that noncanonical though clauses, but not 
canonical though clauses, emphasize the elements before though.  However, almost no study has closely 
compared the two types of though clauses with respect to the following two respects: 

(A) How frequently they occur in sentence-initial, medial, and final positions. 
(B) What kinds of usages they have in natural texts and how frequently each type occurs. 

    The goals of this paper are twofold: to examine what kinds of constituents occur before though in 
naturally occurring discourse and how frequently each type occurs, and to clarify the commonalities and 
differences between canonical and noncanonical though clauses with respect to the two points in (A) and 
(B) above.  In order to compare the two types of though clauses, I will use the analysis of canonical 
though clauses made in Mizuno (2010).  Mizuno (2010) analyzed a total of 194 examples of canonical 
though clauses taken from the juvenile fictions compiled in The Corpus of Contemporary American 
English from 2004 to 2007, and found the following two points.  First, final though clauses are more 
frequent than initial though clauses, which are in turn more frequent than medial though clauses.  Second, 
canonical though clauses express five types of relations, that is, standard concessive, rhetorical concessive, 
rectifying concessive, speech-act, and contrast. 
     
2. Five Types of Relations Expressed by Canonical Though Clauses  
    This section explains the five types of relations expressed by canonical though clauses identified by 
Mizuno (2010), i.e., standard concessive, rhetorical concessive, rectifying concessive, speech-act, and 
contrast.  First, standard concessive is exemplified in (6) below.  

(6) Though their meal was surprisingly good, Mik spent more time shoving his food around the plate  
       than actually eating.                                       (Example (17) in Mizuno 2010) 

In this use, the speaker of though p, q (or q, though p) asserts these two propositions against the 
background assumption that ‘if p, then normally not-q’ (König 1994: 679).  For example, the speaker of 
(6) may assume that if their meal was great, Mik did not shove his food around the plate.   
    Second, rhetorical concessive is illustrated in (7):   

(7) “I have a job for you,” Tallient continued. “I’m listening.” I had no choice.  Though my parents  
     were incredibly wealthy, they thought I was nuts and had stopped speaking to me the instant I  
     married Simon.    (Example (18) in Mizuno (2010) 

In this use, the first clause p is an argument for a conclusion r, while the second clause q is an argument for 
the opposite conclusion not-r, and the second conclusion carries more weight in the whole argument 
(König 1985: 6).  For example, in (7), a job is offered to the speaker by Tallient.  The though clause my
parents were incredibly wealthy supports the conclusion that the speaker would not take on the job, whereas 
the main clause they thought I was nuts supports the opposite conclusion.  
    Third, rectifying concessive is exemplified in (8) below: 

 (8) A woman came out of a port building holding some object, probably a holofile, though he couldn’t 
be sure from so far away.                                 (Example (28) in Mizuno 2010) 

According to König (1994: 681), the content of the main clause is weakened whenever a rectifying clause 
follows.  In (8), for example, the main clause states that a woman is probably holding a holofile.  
However, the validity of this statement is weakened by the following though clause. 
    Fourth, speech-act use of though is illustrated in (9): 

(9) He deserved the promotion, though it’s not my place to say so.          (Quirk et al. 1985: 1072) 

In this use, the though clause forms an obstacle for the realization of the speech-act expressed in the main 
clause.  In (9), the propositional content of the though clause it’s not my place to say so is in conflict with 
the speech act of asserting that he deserved the promotion.   
    Finally, the relation of contrast (or “semantic opposition” in Lakoff’s (1971) term) is shown in (10):  

(10) John is tall but Bill is short.                                  (Lakoff 1971: 133) 
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In this relation, “the subjects of the two sentences are directly opposed to each other at a particular property” 
(Lakoff 1971: 133).  According to Lakoff (1971), contrast is distinguished from standard concessive (or 
“denial of expectation” in Lakoff’s (1971) term) in terms of three respects.  First, standard concessive 
involves a background assumption, while contrast does not.  Second, for contrast, the order of the 
conjuncts can be changed, as in (11) below, while it cannot for standard concessive.  Third, contrast can be 
expressed by while, as in (12) below, while standard concessive cannot.   

(11) Bill is short but John is tall.            
(12) John is tall while Bill is short. 

While Lakoff (1971) assumes that only but, but not although, can express contrast, Mizuno (2010) shows 
that both although and though can express contrast, as shown in (13) below: 

(13)  Just last week, she and Ian Hamlin opened an office together in a small converted house, only  
  about a mile from Miles Hamasaki’s former high-rise, high-rent law firm in downtown, Honolulu.  

Though Hamlin had been fairly well established before Miles Hamasaki’s death, Storm had been a  
  mere law clerk for her beloved Uncle Miles.             (Example (19a) in Mizuno 2010) 

In (13), Hamlin and Storm are contrasted with regard to their careers. 
    The distinction among these five types of relations is theoretically important, because these relations 
have been identified in several studies.  Standard concessive corresponds to Lakoff’s (1971) “denial of 
expectation,” Blakemore’s (1989) “direct denial,” and Izutsu’s (2005) “direct-concessive.”  Rhetorical 
concessive corresponds to Blakemore’s (1989) “indirect denial,” Spooren’s (1989) “concessive opposition,” 
and Izutsu’s (2005) “indirect concessive.”  Rectifying concessive has also been called “restrictive” in 
Rudolph (1996).  Contrast was also identified in Blakemore (1989) and Izutsu (2005).  Lastly, speech-act 
use of concessive conjunctions was identified in Sweetser (1990) and Crevels (2000).

3. Data 
I collected the data from fictions compiled in The Corpus of Contemporary American English

(COCA) from 1990 to 2011.  Initially, I collected all the tokens of though included in the fictional section 
of the corpus and obtained a total of 52,763 tokens of though.  Then, I manually extracted from them 
tokens of though used in noncanonical though clauses and obtained a total of 338 noncanonical though 
clauses.

4. Results 
4.1 The Kinds of Constituents Occurring before Though

This section examines what kinds of constituents occur before though in noncanonical though clauses 
in the data and how frequently each type occurs.  As noted in Section 1, previous studies have revealed 
that five categories, i.e., an adjective, a noun, a verb, an adverb, and a prepositional phrase, can occur 
before though.  The present data show that all of the five categories actually occur before though in 
natural texts, as illustrated in (14) below:

(14) a. Unfair though it might be, Cecilia couldn't forgive him.  (adjective)
    (COCA, FIC, 16 Lighthouse Road, 2001) 
    b. Giant though he was, he was a sick man.   (noun)      
      (COCA, FIC, Fantasy & Science Fiction, 2011) 
     c. Search though I do, it continues to elude me.   (verb)  (COCA, FIC, Silver flame, 2008) 

  d. Back though they go, neither is much into commemoration.   (adverb)
                                       (COCA, FIC, Michigan Quarterly Review, 2006) 
  e. Thus was self-awareness taking root even in the breast of a woman like Saneko, weak and in ill  
       health though she was.   (prepositional phrase)       (COCA, FIC, Literary Review, 1996)

Table 1 below shows the number of examples of each type in the data.  The table shows that while all of 
the five categories occur before though, they differ greatly in frequency.  The most frequent category is an 
adjective; a noun and a verb are far less frequent than an adjective; and an adverb and a prepositional 
phrase are the least frequent. 
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Table 1 The kinds of constituents occurring before though in noncanonical though clauses1

adjective noun verb adverb prepositional phrase total 
234 50 43 8 4 339 

(69.0%) (14.7%) (12.7%) (2.4%) (1.2%) (100.0%)

4.2 Frequency of Initial, Medial, and Final Noncanonical Though Clauses 
This section reports the positioning pattern of noncanonical though clauses.  I distinguished initial, 

medial, and final positions following Huddleston and Pullum (2002: 575).2  Initial position is before the 
subject, final position is after the verb and some or all of its dependents, and medial position is between 
subject and verb.  Table 2 below shows the frequency of initial, medial, and final noncanonical though
clauses in the data. 

Table 2 Linear order of noncanonical though clauses in fiction 
initial medial final total 

150 (44.4%) 60 (17.7%) 128 (37.9%) 338 (100.0%) 

Table 2 shows that initial though clauses are more frequent than final though clauses, which are in turn 
more frequent than medial though clauses: 150 out of 338 (44.4%) tokens occur sentence-initially, 128 out 
of 338 (37.9%) tokens occur sentence-finally, and 60 out of 338 (17.7%) tokens occur sentence-medially.  
    Next, let us compare the distribution of noncanonical though clauses with that of canonical though 
clauses observed in Mizuno (2010).  Table 3 below shows the frequency of initial, medial, and final 
canonical though clauses in the fictional data used in Mizuno (2010). 

Table 3 Linear order of canonical though clauses in fiction (Mizuno 2010) 
initial medial final total

75 (38.7%) 1 (0.5%) 118 (60.8%) 194 (100.0%)

Table 3 shows that unlike noncanonical though clauses, final canonical though clauses are far more 
frequent than initial clauses: 118 out of 194 (60.8%) tokens follow the main clause, while 75 out of 194 
(38.7%) tokens precede the main clause.  The table also shows that medial canonical though clauses are 
extremely infrequent: only one (0.5%) token occurs in medial position.
    Thus, noncanonical though clauses differ greatly from canonical though clauses with respect to their 
distribution.  First, while canonical though clauses occur sentence-finally far more often than 
sentence-initially, noncanonical though clauses occur sentence-initially more often than sentence-finally.  
Second, noncanonical though clauses occur in medial position more often than canonical though clauses.   
     
4.3 Usage Types of Noncanonical Though Clauses and the Frequency of Each Type 

This section examines usage types of noncanonical though clauses and the frequency of each type.  I 
analyzed the 338 examples of noncanonical though clauses in the data in terms of whether they represent 
the five types of relations which were introduced in Section 2.   

4.3.1 Initial Noncanonical Though Clauses 
A total of 150 initial noncanonical though clauses in the data can be classified into three main classes: 

standard, rhetorical, and rectifying concessive.  There are no clear examples of contrast and speech-act.  
First, standard concessive is the most frequent type of initial noncanonical though clauses in the data.  

125 out of 150 (83.3%) examples express standard concessive, as exemplified in (15):

(15) Weak though he was, he would not cease to struggle.       (COCA, FIC, Southern Review, 2000) 

In (15), we may assume that if he was weak, he would cease to struggle.  However, this assumption is 
incompatible with the propositional content of the main clause.   
    Second, rhetorical concessive is far less frequent than standard concessive.  Only 20 out of 150 
(13.3%) examples express rhetorical concessive, as illustrated in (16): 

(16) As far as he was concerned what was now taking place was not apparently entirely unexpected.   
  As a matter of fact, he had assiduously prepared for it.  Cruel and unpleasant though this kind of  
  surgical operation always turned out to be, time and again it had proved utterly indispensable.  
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  (COCA, FIC, World Literature Today, 1996) 

In (16), the propositional content of the though clause, this kind of surgical operation always turned out to 
be cruel and unpleasant, provides an argument against the claim that he had assiduously prepared for it.  
On the other hand, the main clause time and again it had proved utterly indispensable supports the claim. 
    Third, only 5 out of 150 (3.3%) examples in the data express rectifying concessive.  In this type, the 
content of the main clause is weakened, as illustrated in (17): 

(17) He pulled the bandage off his hand. Out of the deep tear in his flesh, black-scabbed though it was,  
      the naked tendons peeked.                    (COCA, FIC, Fantasy & Science Fiction, 2004) 

In (17), the seriousness of the tear mentioned in the main clause is weakened by the though clause. 

4.3.2 Medial Noncanonical Though Clauses 
Like initial noncanonical though clauses, a total of 60 medial noncanonical though clauses in the data 

can be classified into three main classes: standard, rectifying, and rhetorical concessive.       
First, like initial though clauses, standard concessive is the most frequent type.  46 out of 60 (76.7%) 

examples express standard concessive, as illustrated in (18):

(18) In front of him rose a wall of fire blazing so fiercely that Yellow-Mane, brave though he was, drew  
      back from it. (COCA, FIC, The Arkadians, 1995) 

In (18), the though clause may evoke an assumption that if Yellow-Mane was brave, he did not draw back 
from a wall of fire.  However, this assumption is denied by the propositional content of the main clause.   
    Next, rectifying concessive is less frequent than standard concessive.  13 out of 60 (21.7%) examples 
express rectifying concessive, as exemplified in (19): 

(19) The measuring look vanished, and Carlos's smile, small though it was, returned.    
(COCA, FIC, Steve Perry, 1991) 

In (19), the though clause weakens the propositional content of the main clause by saying that the smile 
mentioned in the main clause was small.   
    Third, only 1 out of 60 (1.7%) examples in the data can be regarded as rhetorical concessive, as shown 
in (20).   

(20) And we can't afford to hire a homecare worker." "We could if..." she began, and he mentally  
 finished that sentence: if we sold the house.  He looked out one of the windows again.  Yes, this  
 house, small though it was, was bigger than they needed, and had been since Emily had moved out  
 more than twenty years ago.  (COCA, FIC, Analog Science Fiction & Fact, 2006) 

In (20), the underlined sentence mentions an idea of selling the house.  While the though clause provides 
an argument against this idea, the main clause supports it. 

4.3.3 Final Noncanonical Though Clauses 
A total of 128 final noncanonical though clauses in the data can be classified into three main classes: 

rectifying concessive, standard concessive, and speech-act.       
First, unlike initial and medial noncanonical though clauses, rectifying concessive is the most frequent 

type.  75 out of 128 (58.6%) examples express rectifying concessive, as illustrated in (21):

(21)  Reading her sporadic entries is bittersweet, for while they bring our years together to life, they also  
 show me my flaws and the ways in which I hurt her, unintentional though they were. 
  (COCA, FIC, City of tranquil light :a novel, 2010) 

In (21), the speaker’s flaws are mentioned in the main clause.  However, the though clause weakens the 
seriousness of his flaws by stating that they were unintentional.   
    Second, standard concessive is less frequent than rectifying concessive in the data.  48 out of 128 
(37.5%) examples express standard concessive, as exemplified in (22): 
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(22) Mont took an instant dislike to the dark-haired woman, beautiful and friendly though she was. 
 (COCA, FIC, Cannons of the Comstock, 1992) 

In (22), one may assume that if a woman was beautiful and friendly, Mont did not dislike her.  However, 
this assumption is incompatible with the propositional content of the main clause.   
    Finally, there were 5 (3.9%) examples of speech-act relation, as illustrated in (23): 

(23) Sing of my rage, yes, of my rage, O Muse, small and insignificant though that rage may be when  
       measured against the anger of the immortal gods, or when compared to the wrath of the god-killer, 
  Achilles. (COCA, FIC, Ilium, 2003) 

In (23), the main clause is an imperative sentence and expresses the speech act of requesting.  The though
clause says that the speaker’s rage may be small and insignificant, and suggests that the rage may not be 
worth requesting Muse to sing of.  However, in spite of the fact that the speaker’s rage may be 
insignificant, he requests Muse to sing of his rage. 

4.3.4 Similarities and Differences between Canonical and Noncanonical Though Clauses in their 
Usages 

Table 4 below summarizes the usages of noncanonical though clauses.  

Table 4 Usages of initial, medial, and final noncanonical though clauses 
 initial medial final 

Usages No. of clauses No. of clauses No. of clauses 
Standard 125 (83.3%) 46 (76.7%) 48 (37.5%)

Rhetorical 20 (13.3%) 1 (1.7%) 0 (0.0%)
Rectifying 5 (3.3%) 13 (21.7%) 75 (58.6%)
Speech-act 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 5 (3.9%)
Contrast 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)

Total 150 (100.0%) 60 (100.0%) 128 (100.0%)

Table 4 shows that initial and medial noncanonical though clauses are similar in the kinds of usages and 
their most frequent usage.  Both of them express standard, rhetorical, and rectifying concessive, and their 
most frequent usage is standard concessive.  On the other hand, final noncanonical though clauses are 
different from initial and medial though clauses: final noncanonical though clauses express standard 
concessive, rectifying concessive, and speech-act, and their most frequent usage is rectifying concessive. 
    Next, let us compare the usages of noncanonical though clauses with those of canonical though 
clauses observed in Mizuno (2010), the latter of which are shown in Table 5 below. 

Table 5 Usages of initial and final canonical though clauses (Mizuno 2010) 
 initial final

Usages No. of clauses No. of clauses
Standard 61 (81.3%) 37 (31.4%)

Rhetorical 3 (4.0%) 2 (1.7%)
Rectifying 0 (0.0%) 71 (60.2%)
Speech-act 1 (1.3%) 0 (0.0%)
Contrast 10 (13.35%) 7 (5.9%)
Unclear 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.8%)

Total 75 (100.0%) 118 (100.0%)

According to tables 4 and 5, there are both differences and similarities between canonical and noncanonical 
though clauses.  First, they are different in the kinds of usages: while initial canonical though clauses 
express standard concessive, rhetorical concessive, speech-act and contrast, initial noncanonical though 
clauses express standard, rhetorical, and rectifying concessive; while final canonical though clauses express 
standard concessive, rhetorical concessive, rectifying concessive, and contrast, final noncanonical though
clauses express standard concessive, rectifying concessive, and speech-act.  Second, on the other hand, 
they are similar in their most frequent usage: the most frequent usage of initial canonical and noncanonical 
though clauses is standard concessive; the most frequent usage of final canonical and noncanonical though
clauses is rectifying concessive.3
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5. Discussion 
This section considers the following two findings reported in the previous section.  First, 

noncanonical though clauses tend to precede the main clause while canonical though clauses tend to follow 
it: while 60.8 percent of canonical though clauses follow the main clause, only 37.9 percent of 
noncanonical though clauses follow it.  Second, while the relation of contrast is expressed by both initial 
and final canonical though clauses, it is not expressed by either initial or final noncanonical though clauses.  
    First, let us consider why noncanonical though clauses tend to precede the main clause while 
canonical though clauses tend to follow it.  I suggest this can be explained in terms of their weight (or 
length) (cf. Huddleston and Pullum 2002: 1371).  It is well known that heavy constituents tend to occur 
sentence-finally (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 1361-1362).  I counted the number of words in each of the 194 
canonical though clauses used in Mizuno (2010) and the number of words in each of the 338 noncanonical
though clauses collected for the present study.  Table 6 shows the average number of words in the 
canonical and noncanonical though clauses.   

Table 6 The average number of words in though clauses 
 canonical noncanonical

No. of words 11.3 6.1

On average, the canonical though clause is almost twice the length of the noncanonical though clause.  
The average number of words in canonical though clauses is 11.3, while that of noncanonical though
clauses is only 6.1.  Therefore, it is natural that canonical though clauses tend to occur sentence-finally 
because they are relatively heavy.  Likewise, it is natural that noncanonical though clauses tend to occur in 
initial or medial positions because they are relatively light. 
    Next, let us consider why noncanonical though clauses do not express contrast, while canonical 
though clauses do.  According to a native speaker of English, the canonical though clause in (13) above, 
which expresses contrast, becomes far less acceptable if the predicate adjective is positioned before though,
as illustrated in (24). 
                                          

(24) ? Fairly well established though Hamlin had been before Miles Hamasaki’s death, Storm had been a  
       mere law clerk for her beloved Uncle Miles. 

Two factors seem to be relevant here, i.e., the semantic characteristic of the relation of contrast, on the one 
hand, and emphasis made by the noncanonical though clause, on the other.  According to Lakoff (1971: 
135), the two clauses which express the relation of contrast are symmetric in that the order of clauses can 
be reversed without significant change in meaning.  For example, the order of the two clauses in (13) 
above, which express the relation of contrast, can be reversed, as shown in (25): 

(25) Though Storm had been a mere law clerk for her beloved Uncle Miles, Hamlin had been fairly well  
      established before Miles Hamasaki’s death. 

Sweetser (1990: 105) also suggests that the two clauses expressing contrast “are presented as equal and 
independent.”  On the other hand, as noted in Section 1, Biber et al. (1999: 909) suggest that the main 
function of noncanonical though clauses is to emphasize the element occurring before though.  If Biber et 
al.’s (1999) analysis is correct, noncanonial though clauses and their main clause can be regarded as 
asymmetric, because only the though clause, but not the main clause, is emphasized.  Thus, we can 
assume that noncanonical though clauses cannot express contrast due to a mismatch in meaning.  
Noncanonical though sentences express an asymmetric relation, while contrast is a symmetric relation. 

6. Conclusion 
    The discussion of this paper has come up with the following new findings.  (i) While all of the five 
categories, i.e., a noun, an adjective, a verb, an adverb, and a prepositional phrase, occur before though,
they differ greatly in frequency.  The most frequent category is an adjective.  (ii) There are at least two 
differences between canonical and noncanonical though clauses.  First, they are different in their 
positioning patterns: while canonical though clauses occur sentence-finally far more often than 
sentence-initially, noncanonical though clauses occur sentence-initially more often than sentence-finally; 
noncanonical though clauses occur in medial position far more often than canonical though clauses.  
Second, they are different in the kinds of usages: while the relations of standard concessive, rhetorical 
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concessive, rectifying concessive, and speech-act are expressed by both canonical and noncanonical though 
clauses, the relation of contrast is expressed by canonical, but not noncanonical, though clauses.  (iii) 
Canonical and noncanonical though clauses are similar in their most frequent usage: the most frequent 
usage of initial canonical and noncanonical though clauses is standard concessive, and the most frequent 
usage of final canonical and noncanonical though clauses is rectifying concessive.  

Notes 
1 Although the total number of noncanonical though clauses in the data was 338, the total number in Table 1 is 
339 because there was one example ((14e) above) in which both an adjective and a prepositional phrase occur 
before though at the same time.   
2 In Huddleston and Pullum (2002), initial, medial, and final positions are called front, central, and end positions, 
respectively. 
3 Table 5 does not show the usages of medial canonical though clauses because the data used in Mizuno (2010) 
contained only one example of medial canonical though clause and the example was excluded from the analysis 
made in Mizuno (2010).   
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<Abstract> 

This paper argues that the discourse marker so signals the imminent transition to the 

purpose, or teleology, of the conversation; that is, the deployment of the discourse 

marker so indicates that the speaker will initiate the purpose for which the conversation 

was begun. This argument is similar in many respects to the analysis of the discourse 

marker so offered by Bolden (2008a, 2008b), but differs as to where deployment occurs: 

Bolden (2008a) claims that the discourse marker so is deployed only after anchor point; 

this paper, however, claims that the discourse marker so can appear at anchor point. 

Using a corpus of authentic and inauthentic data gathered from American media, this 

paper argues that the discourse marker so is a teleology marker deployed at anchor point. 

 

Keywords : Discourse Marker, So, Teleology, Discourse Particle, Conversation 

Analysis, American English 

 

1 Introduction 

The discourse marker so is a perennial feature of transactional conversations. It appears as a preface to 

utterances that launch the purpose of the conversation, and as such, it seems adumbrate a teleological 

transition; that is, utterances prefaced with the discourse marker so foreshadow the beginning of the main 

agenda. This paper examines the sequential and conversational positioning of the discourse marker so in 

American English media, and argues both that the discourse marker so consistently prefaces utterances that 

represent a teleological initiation and that anchor point is also a possible point of deployment. 

 

2 Previous Research 

So is often categorized as a discourse marker (e.g., Schiffrin 1987). Some argue that the discourse 

marker so manifests the basic meaning of “result” (Schiffrin 1987) or “inference” (Blakemore 2002). Other 

scholars have identified more specific meanings: Raymond (2004) claims that the discourse marker so can 

be used to prompt the interlocutor to produce the next relevant action; Johnson (2002) claims that it focuses 
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the interlocutor’s attention on the interview’s agenda; Bolden (2008a, 2008b) claims it indicates that the 

speaker is moving the interaction to the agenda after the anchor point of the conversation. Anchor position 

is the first available slot in a conversation to introduce the reason for the conversation after the greeting and 

identification sequences (Schegloff 1986). That is, Bolden (2008a) claims that the discourse marker so 

adumbrates the initiation of the agenda after the first possible point at which it could have been introduced. 

 

3 Methodology & Data 

This paper utilizes Conversation Analytic methodology (e.g., Schegloff 2007) to examine the 

interactional effect of the discourse marker so in extracts of American media. However, there was one 

major point of departure from standard Conversation Analytic methodology: this study utilized both 

authentic media (Podcasts) and inauthentic media (TV shows). Inauthentic media does not qualify as 

legitimate data under the strictures of Conversation Analytic data collection. In spite of that, this study 

examines the inauthentic data just like the authentic data, but only claims that the interactional praxis 

discovered represents interactional praxis in American media. The data were taken from three sources: the 

American TV show Madmen, the American Podcast Macworld, and the American Podcast PBS Newshour. 

 

4 Results & Discussion 

In the following section, we examine four extracts of American media and determine the usage of the 

discourse marker so. The first example is taken from Mad Men. Previous to this extract, Mr. Price found a 

wallet on the way to work, and being an honest gentleman, Mr. Price called a phone number written on a 

piece of paper in the wallet in the hope that he could return the wallet to its rightful owner. However, 

unbeknownst to Mr. Price, he found the wallet of a pimp. Mr. Price gets called back, but the caller is a 

prostitute named Dolores, who works for the pimp who lost his wallet, Alex Bullio. 

Teleological So Example 1: Mad Men Season 5, Episode 2 

1 Secretary: I have the owner of the wallet returning your call. 

2 Mr. Price: Thank you ((to the secretary)). Hello ((to the caller)). 

3 Dolores: Hello. Mr. Price. I’m calling for Alex Bullio. 

4 Mr. Price: And who is this? 

5 Dolores: This is his girl Dolores. 

6 Mr. Price: Oh 

7  (1.0) 

8 Mr. Price: well when he comes into the office I think I should speak with him personally. 

9 Dolores: Oh I’m not his secretary. I’m his girl. I’m like his wife but I can’t call myself that. 
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10  (1.0) 

11 Mr. Price: Oh  

12  (1.0)  

13 Mr. Price: You don’t sound happy about that. 

14 Dolores: Excuse me? 

15 Mr. Price: I’m married myself. 

16 Dolores: Oh good for you. What’s her name? 

17 Mr. Price: Rebecca. Rebecca Price. Well obviously. 

18 Dolores: That’s a pretty name. 

19 Mr. Price:  I suppose so. She enjoys it. 

20 Dolores: Do you think she’s at home right now lying in bed talking to a stranger? 

21 Mr. Price: Oh uh I should hope not. 

22 Dolores: So:::: so you have Alex’s wallet? 

23 Mr. Price: Yes I do 

24 Dolores: And where are you? 

25 Mr. Price: I’m at my offices in midtown 

The example above begins with a clear notification of the purpose of the interaction. Mr. Price’s 

secretary notifies Mr. Price that the owner of the wallet is on the telephone line, which tells us the teleology 

of the interaction that is about to happen: the owner of the wallet wants to arrange for the handover of the 

wallet. First, Mr. Price and Dolores exchange self-identification sequences (lines 2~6), and then exchange 

information concerning their marital statuses (lines 7~15). After that, Dolores comments on the beauty of 

Mr. Price’s wife’s name (lines 16-19), and inquires about the current whereabouts of Mr. Price’s wife (lines 

20~21). The discourse marker so finally makes an appearance in line 22: Dolores finally deploys the 

discourse marker so twice in line 22 before the utterance “you have Alex’s wallet?”, which coincides 

exactly with the teleological purpose of the interaction. That is, the discourse marker so prefaces the 

utterance that represents the initiation of the purpose of the interaction. Furthermore, this example is 

consistent with the behavior of the discourse marker so suggested by Bolden (2008a). The discourse marker 

so is used to initiate the teleology of the conversation after the anchor point of the conversation. The anchor 

point of the conversation is in line 8, but the discourse marker so is not deployed until line 22. 

The next example further demonstrates that the discourse marker so is deployed before the utterance 

that starts the purpose of the conversation. In the next example, Peggy comes into Don's office, and asks 

him for his signature. Therefore, at least nominally, Peggy explicitly states the purpose of the interaction: 

Peggy needs to get Don to sign something for her. If the hypothesis that the discourse marker so prefaces 
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utterances that initiate the main purpose of the interaction is true, then one would expect that the discourse 

marker so would be deployed before the utterance that requests Don’s signature. However, Peggy does not 

do that. In fact, Peggy deploys the discourse marker so at a very different location. Peggy deploys the 

discourse marker so before an attempt to steer the conversation toward a plumb assignment that could 

substantially better Peggy’s career—if she can get Don to give her the assignment. 

Teleological So Example 2: Mad Men, Season 3, Episode 7 

1 Don:  .hhh 

2 Peggy:  I just need a minute. I need to send Martin’s to the printers. 

3 Don:  Come on in. 

4  ((Peggy hands Don a document. Don signs it)) 

5 Peggy:  So, do you know who you’re gonna put on Hilton yet? 

6 Don:  No 

7 Peggy:  Well, I don’t know if they want a woman’s point of view but I read his  

8  book and::= 

9 Don:  =who told we were gonna land Hilton, because we’re not. 

10  And I resent you bringing work in here under pretense. 

11 Peggy: I didn’t= 

12 Don:       =I didn’t need to sign off on this. 

13 Peggy: I’m sorry. I was excited. And I heard there was an amazing assignment. 

First, Peggy reveals the nominal purpose of the conversation in line 2: She tells Don that she needs his 

signature. However, there is no discourse marker so at the beginning of this utterance. Accordingly, one 

might point to this interaction as a counter-example to the idea that the discourse marker so is a teleology 

marker. However, Peggy does deploy the discourse marker so in line 5, and starts to make the case that she 

should be the one in charge of the Hilton account, and that Don should assign her to the account (lines 5~8). 

But Don cuts her off, and accuses Peggy of pretending that her real purpose in initiating the conversation 

had nothing to do with getting his signature (lines 9~10). That is, Don claims that Peggy’s nominal purpose 

of initiating this interaction, getting Don’s signature, and the real purpose in initiating the interaction, 

getting herself assigned to the Hilton account, are different, which is what was intended by the “pretense” 

comment. Initially Peggy denies Don’s accusation (line 11), but Don cuts her off again and confronts her 

with the evidence for his accusation: he did not need to sign the document that Peggy asked him to sign 

(line 12). Next, Peggy admits that the nominal purpose of the interaction and the real purpose of the 

interaction are different, and then apologizes to Don (line 13). 

One can see that the discourse marker so is deployed at the beginning of the utterance that represents 
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the initiation of the real purpose of the conversation. Although nominally the purpose of the conversation 

was to get Don’s signature, upon a retroactive inspection of the entire conversation, one can see that the 

actual purpose of the conversation, the actual teleological orientation of the conversation, was to get Don to 

assign Peggy to the Hilton account. It is important to note that the discourse marker so is deployed in front 

of the real teleological utterance of the conversation, not the nominal one.  

Like the first example, this example is also consistent with the behavior of the discourse marker so 

suggested by Bolden (2008a). The discourse marker so is used to initiate the teleology of the conversation 

after the anchor point of the conversation. The anchor point of the conversation is line 2, but the discourse 

marker so is not deployed until line 5. However, further examples from authentic data reveal that the 

discourse marker so is not consistently utilized in the manner suggested by Bolden (2008a). The discourse 

marker so can, and often is, used in anchor position to initiate the teleology of a conversation. This is 

especially true with American Podcasts: the discourse marker so is commonly deployed at the anchor 

position of the conversation to initiate the teleology of the conversation. 

Our first example from the authentic data set, and the penultimate example, is taken from the 

Macworld Podcast. In the podcast, a panel of tech-savvy Mac-lovers will discuss what was then the 

soon-to-be-released iPad mini. We know this before we even listen to the podcast because the teleology, the 

purpose, of the podcast is listed in the podcast description, as is shown below. 

Podcast Screenshot Example 1: Macworld Podcast 327 

 
A quick perusal of the podcast description indicates that the speakers have gathered to discuss the iPad 

mini. That is, the purpose of the interaction in the extract below is to discuss the iPad mini, and if the 

discourse marker so really does adumbrate the initiation of the teleology of the interaction, then one would 

expect that the first utterance that initiates the discussion of the iPad mini would be prefaced by the 

discourse marker so—and that is exactly what happens in line 15. 

Teleological So Example 3: Macworld Podcast 327 

1 Phil:  Macworld podcast number 327 for Wednesday November 7th. Hello again podcast 

2  listeners. It’s the Macworld podcast. I’m Phillip Michaels. I’m hosting this week. 

3   What is on everyone’s mind? I don’t know about you whether it’s the election  
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4  where someone was just elected. We’re not recording this on Wednesday.  

5  Or whether it’s the iPad mini. And here to talk about the new iPad mini, the newly 

6   released slimmed-down version of the iPad, is the man who reviewed it, Dan Frakes. 

7   Hello [Dan 

8 Frakes:      [hey Phil hello.                                                                

9 Dan: How are you today [.hhh 

10 Frakes:                   [good 

11 Dan:  And because we are legally mandated to have two Dans in every podcast and also 

12   because he knows a thing or two about the iPad it is Dan Moren as well. Hello Dan 

13   Moren. 

14 Moren: Hi Phil. My agent thanks you= 

15 Phil:                         =yes so::: uh the iPad mini, is it just a big iPod touch 

16   Dan Frakes? 

17 Frakes: It is:::= 

18 Phil:     =or is it a smalle[r:: 

19 Frakes:          [a smaller iPad 

In the example above, Phillip Michaels (Phil in the transcript), the host of the podcast, introduces the 

podcast to the listeners (lines 1~5). Next Phillip introduces the two other panelists: Dan Frakes and Dan 

Moren (lines 6~14). No discourse marker so ever makes an appearance during the podcast introduction and 

the panelist introductions, which is consistent with the hypothesis that the discourse marker so prefaces the 

utterance that initiates the teleology of the interaction. The discourse marker so does make an appearance in 

the data though. In line 15, at anchor position, Phillip Michaels deploys the discourse marker so as a 

preface to the utterance that initiates the teleology and purpose of the interaction: discussing the iPad mini 

with the panelists. Accordingly, the deployment of the discourse marker so as a preface to the utterance that 

initiates discussion of the main purpose of the interaction matches the podcast description of the main 

purpose of the interaction—reviewing the iPad mini. 

This example is inconsistent with the behavior of the discourse marker so suggested by Bolden 

(2008a): the discourse marker so is used to initiate the teleology of the conversation at the anchor point of 

the conversation, in direct contradiction to Bolden (2008a). In conversations, anchor position is located 

after the greetings and identifications (Schegloff 1986). In Podcasts, however, anchor position is located 

after the greetings and introduction of the Podcast panelists; indeed, the first available slot to introduce the 

reason for the interaction is after the identification of the panelists. The discourse marker so is deployed at 

anchor position in this podcast. But this is not a fluke. The same thing happens in the next example. 
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The final example is also taken from a podcast, the PBS Newshour Podcast. The host, Judy 

Woodworth, interviews two panelists, David Brooks and Mark Shields, about the importance of the state of 

Ohio in the American electoral process and the microtargeting of voters. We know this before we even 

listen to the podcast because the teleology, the purpose, of the podcast is listed in the podcast description. 

Podcast Screenshot Example 2: The PBS Newshour Podcast (10/26/2012) 

 

A quick glance at the podcast description indicates that the host and the two panelists have gathered to 

discuss the importance of Ohio in American presidential elections and the “microtargeting” of voters. If the 

discourse marker so adumbrates the teleology of the interaction, then one would expect that the first 

utterance that initiates the discussion of either the importance of Ohio in American elections or the 

microtargeting of voters would be prefaced by the discourse marker so—and that is exactly what happens 

in line 4. 

Teleological So Example 4: The PBS Newshour (10/26/2012) 

1 Judy: And to the analysis of Shields and Brooks. That is syndicated columnist Mark 

2  Shields and New York Times columnist David Brooks. Welcome gentlemen. 

3 Mark: Judy 

4 Judy:  So:::::: we just heard the professor say, Mark, uh, whoever wins Ohio is gonna win 

5   the election. Is that how you see it?  

6 Mark: I never argue with a tenured professor.  

7 Judy:  (laughs) 

8 Mark: No, I think he’s absolutely right. 

9  (3.0) 

10 Judy:  Okay. Uh, David, what do you think? 

11 David: Well, I spend a lot of time arguing with tenured professors, 

In the example above, Judy introduces the segment and the two panelists (lines 1~2), and then 

exchanges greetings with the panelists (lines 2~3). In line 4, at anchor position, Judy Woodworth deploys 

the discourse marker so before the first utterance that initiates discussion of importance of the state of Ohio 

in American elections, which is one of the purposes of the interaction listed in the podcast description. 

Therefore, the deployment of the discourse marker so as a preface to the utterance that initiates discussion 

of one of the main purposes of the interaction matches the podcast description of the main purpose of the 
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interaction. 

Neither this example nor the previous example is consistent with the behavior of the discourse marker 

so suggested by Bolden (2008a). The discourse marker so is used to initiate the teleology of the 

conversation at the anchor point of the conversation, in direct contradiction to Bolden (2008a). That is, the 

discourse marker so can be, and usually is, deployed at anchor position to initiate the teleology of an 

interaction. 

 

5 Conclusion 

The discourse marker so is a teleology marker that can be deployed anywhere in a conversation. The 

deployment of the discourse marker so is not limited to positions after anchor point as Bolden (2008a) 

claims. It can, and often is, deployed at anchor position in conversations to adumbrate the initiation of the 

purpose of the conversation. Although Bolden (2008a, 2008b) was right to claim that the discourse marker 

so is involved in the foreshadowing the purpose of the conversation, Bolden (2008a) was wrong to claim 

that the positions in which it is deployed are limited. 
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<Abstract> 
It has been claimed in the literature that the Japanese degree adverb motto has two uses: a “degree” use and a 
“negative” use (Watanabe 1986; Sano 2004). The degree motto is analyzed as an intensified comparative 
morpheme, while the negative motto is analyzed as a kind of contrastive negative marker that conveys that the 
opposite of an at-issue gradable predicate is now true with respect to the subject. In this paper, I argue that the 
negative motto is also a comparative morpheme, but unlike the degree motto, it compares the same individual 
based on different situations—an expected situation and an utterance situation. 
    This paper shows that there is a semantic extension from an individual comparison to a situation-based 
comparison and the extension can be captured naturally, based on the multidimensional theory of meaning. 
 

Key words utterance situation-based comparison, speaker’s emotion, expressive, conventional implicature 
 
 
1. Introduction 
It has been claimed in the literature that the Japanese degree adverb motto has two uses: a “degree” use and a 
“negative” use (Watanabe 1986; Sano 2004). For example, the motto in (1) is considered to be a degree use: 
 
(1) Hanako-no    keeki-wa   Taro-no    keeki-yori(-mo) motto  oishi-katta. 
   Hanako-GEN  cake-TOP   Taro-GEN  cake-than-MO  MOTTO   delicious-PAST 
   Degree reading: Hanako’s cake was {still much/even} more delicious than Taro’s cake. 
 
Sentence (1) is used in a positive context where both Hanako’s cake and Taro’s cake are delicious, but Hanako’s 
cake is still much more delicious. 

In contrast, (2) can be ambiguous between a degree reading and a negative reading (Note: if a stress is 
placed on motto, the degree reading becomes salient (Sano 2004)): 
 
(2) Kono   mise-no    keeki-wa   motto    oishi-katta. 
   This    store-GEN  cake-TOP  MOTTO  delicious-PAST 
 a. Degree reading: This store’s cake was even more delicious than a contextual store’s cake. 
 b. Negative reading: This store’s cake was delicious. (Implied: It is not delicious now.) 
 
In the degree reading, the sentence is interpreted as an “elliptical” comparison. It is similar to (1) in that the 
sentence conveys that, although a given store’s cake and a contextual store’s cake were both delicious, the given 
store’s cake was much more delicious. 

On the other hand, in the negative reading, the sentence conveys the speaker’s complaint about the 
utterance situation, i.e., the store’s cake is not delicious now. Besides the past tense, the negative reading can 
arise in intensional contexts such as commands, conditionals, modals, and questions. For example, the following 
imperative sentence can have a negative reading as well as a degree reading: 
 
(3) Motto    hayaku   hasi-re!    (Imperative) 
   MOTTO  fast      run-IMPERATIVE 
   a. Run even faster!      (Degree reading) 
   b. Run fast! (Implied: You are running slowly now.)    (Negative reading) 
 

What is interesting about the negative motto is that its distribution pattern is narrower than that of the 
degree motto. For example, the negative reading never arises with the simple present tense, as in (4): 
 
(4) ??  Kono  mise-no     keeki-wa    motto     oishii.     (Present tense) 
   This   store-GEN  cake-TOP MOTTO  delicious 
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   ‘This store’s cake was still much more delicious than a contextual store’s cake.’  
 (only the degree reading is available) 
 
Furthermore, the negative reading never arises in explicit comparisons with the yori “than” PP, as in (1). 

How can we analyze the meaning of the negative use of motto? Where does the negative inference of the 
negative motto come from? How can we explain the limited distribution patterns of the negative motto? The 
purpose of this paper is to investigate the meaning/use of the Japanese degree adverb in terms of 
semantics/pragmatics, and to try to answer these questions. 
    As for the meaning of the negative motto, I will argue that it is also a comparative morpheme, but unlike the 
degree motto, it compares the utterance situation of a particular individual to an alternative expected situation. 
More specifically, I will claim that the negative motto conventionally implicates that the degree of the targeted 
individual in an alternative expected situation is much greater than the target’s current degree. It will be shown 
that the speaker’s negative attitude toward the utterance situation comes from this large gap. I will also claim that 
the distribution patterns of the negative motto can be accounted for naturally, based on this conventional 
implicature. This paper shows that there is a semantic extension from an individual comparison to a situation- 
based comparison, and that the extension can be captured naturally, based on the multidimensional theory of 
meaning. 
 
2. The meaning of degree motto 
Before investigating the meaning of the negative motto, let us first consider the meaning of the degree motto. I 
assume that the degree motto has two kinds of meaning as in (5): 
 
(5)  The meaning of the degree motto 
 a. At-issue meaning: The degree motto semantically denotes that the degree to which “x is A” is much 

greater than the degree to which “y is A” (A = adjective). 
    b. Presupposition: The degree motto presupposes that the standard y is A. 
 
From this view, we can consider that sentence (6) has an at-issue component and a presupposition: 
 
(6) Explicit comparative with yori 
 Hanako-no  keeki-wa    Taro-no   keeki-yori(-mo) motto     oishi-katta. 
   Hanako-GEN  cake-TOP   Taro-GEN  cake-than-MO  MOTTO  delicious-PAST 
   At-issue: Hanako’s cake was much more delicious than Taro’s cake. 
 Presupposition: Taro’s cake was good. 
 
The inference that Hanako’s cake is also good comes from the relative relationship between Hanako’s cake and 
Taro’s cake, i.e., [Hanako’s cake > Taro’s cake]. 

There are several pieces of evidence for the idea that the degree motto has a presupposition component. 
First, even if sentence (6) is negated, the norm-related meaning on the standard of comparison still remains: 
 
(7) Hanako-no    keeki-wa   Taro-no  keeki-yori  mo’tto         oishi-katta-wake-de-wa-nai. 
    Hanako-GEN  cake-TOP  Taro-GEN   cake-than   still.much.more  delicious-PAST-it is not the case 
   ‘It is not the case that Hanako’s cake was even bigger than Taro’s cake.’  
 Presupposition: Taro’s cake was big. 

 
Second, we can target the presupposition part of the utterance by saying, Hey, wait a minute! I didn’t know 

that ..., which signals the speaker’s objection to the assumed background of what is said (von Fintel 2004; 
Shanon 1976). For example, we can naturally utter Hey wait a minute! I didn’t know that Taro’s cake was 
delicious! in order to challenge the presupposition in (7). 

Let us consider the meaning of the degree motto in a more formal way. Based on the standard assumption 
that comparative morphemes (MORE) have a comparative meaning, I assume that the degree motto is a special 
kind of comparative morpheme and has the following denotation: 
 
(8)  [[ mottoDEGREE]]  = g<d, <e,<i<s,t>>>> y x t w: d[d Stand  g(d)(y)(t)(w)]. max{d| g(d)(x)(t)(w)} >!! max{d| 

g(d)(y)(t)(w)} (where the underlined part is a presupposition) 
 
The degree motto in (8): (i) presupposes that the degree of the standard y is greater than or equal to the 
contextual standard of a gradable predicate g at time t in w, and (ii) semantically denotes that the maximal degree 
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of the target x is much greater than that of the standard y on the scale of g at t in w. 
    The degree morpheme then combines with a gradable predicate. As for the meaning of gradable adjectives, 
I assume that they denote relations between individuals and degrees (see Seuren 1973, Cresswell 1977, von 
Stechow 1984, Kennedy and McNally 2005).  
 
(9)  [[ ookii]] = d z t w. big(z)(t)(w) = d 
 
(10) 

 

   …  DegP 

y x t w: d[d Stand  big(y)(t)(w) = d]. max{d| g(d)(x)(t)(w)} >!! max{d| big(y)(t)(w) = d} 

    

             Deg MottoDegree                 AP ookii ‘big’ 

  g<d, <e,<i<s,t>>>> y x t w: d[d Stand  g(d)(y)(t)(w)].      d z t w. big(z)(t)(w) = d 

max{d| g(d)(x)(t)(w)} >!! max{d| g(d)(y)(t)(w)}        
 
3. The negative motto is an expressive comparative morpheme 
Let us now turn our attention to the meaning of the negative motto. Like the degree motto, the negative motto is 
also a comparative morpheme, but unlike the degree motto, it compares the utterance situation to an alternative 
expected situation. The negative inference of the negative motto comes from this large gap between an expected 
situation and an utterance situation. Note that the negative motto has the property of an expressive (Cruse 1986; 
Kaplan 1999; Potts 2005, 2007). Similar to damn, it makes a statement about the “current situation.” 

In terms of the status of meaning, the comparative meaning in the negative motto is a conventional 
implicature (CI) (Grice 1975; Potts 2005). 
 
(11) Potts’ definition of CI: 
 a. CIs are part of the conventional meaning of words. 
 b. CIs are commitments, and thus give rise to entailments. 
 c. These commitments are made by the speaker of the utterance. 
 d. CIs are logically and compositionally independent of “what is said.” 
 
The CI component of the negative motto is independent of “what is said” because we cannot challenge the 
comparative meaning triggered by the negative motto by saying, “No, that’s not true!”  
 
(12) Kono   mise-no    keeki-wa   motto    oishi-katta. 
   This    store-GEN  cake-TOP  MOTTO  delicious-PAST 

At-issue: This store’s cake was delicious.  
CI: The expected degree (i.e., the degree of deliciousness of the store’s cake in the past in the actual world) 
is much greater than the current degree of deliciousness of the store’s cake. 

 
The meaning triggered by the negative motto is not a presupposition. It is not background information. This is 
corroborated by the fact that it is not felicitous to say, Hey wait a minute! I didn’t know that your expected 
degree is much greater than the current degree!, after a sentence with a negative motto. 
 
4. Analysis of the meaning of negative motto 
Let us now consider how the meaning of the negative motto is interpreted in a compositional way, based on the 
following example: 
 
(13) Kono   mise-no    keeki-wa   motto    oishi-katta. 
   This   store-GEN  cake-TOP  MOTTO  delicious-PAST 

At-issue: This store’s cake was delicious.  
CI: The degree of deliciousness of the store’s cake in the past was much greater than the current degree of 
deliciousness of the store’s cake. 

 
Examples of the negative motto, as in (13), are problematic in a standard composition system because both kinds 
of scalar meanings need a lexical meaning for the gradable predicate g (here, oishii “delicious”); however, there 
is only one such gradable predicate in these sentences. 
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This leads us to consider the negative motto to be “mixed” content (McCready 2010) (The left side of  is 
the at-issue component, and the right side of  is the CI component): 
 
(14) [[  mottoNEG]]  = g x t w. d[d Stand  g(d)(x)(t)(w)]  g x t w.max{d| g(d)(x)(t)(w)} >!! max{d| 

g(d)(x)(t0)(w0)}  (where t0 = current time, w0 = the actual world) 
 
The compositional rules for mixed content that involves a shunting operation (McCready 2010) are shown in 
(15a) and (15b): 
 
(15) a.         b. 
 
At-issue level     ( ): a    At-issue level  ( ): a 

                                                                             
CI-level    ( ): s       CI-level       ( ): s 

 
 

  : < a, a>  < a, s>   : a              : < a, a>        : a 
                    

                 : < a, s> 
 

Superscript a stands for an at-issue type and superscript s stands for a shunting type. Superscript s is used for a 
special kind of CI, triggering expressions such as mixed content. Figure (16) shows part of the semantic 
derivation of (13), and (17) shows the CI part: 
 
(16) 
 At-issue level  t w. d[d Stand big(this store’s cake)(t)(w) = d] : <ia, <sa ta>> 

          

 CI level     t w.max{d| big(this store’s cake)(t)(w) = d}>!!max{d| big(this store’s cake)(t0)(w0) = d} 

: <ia, <sa ts>> 

    Kono mise-no keeki    x t w. d[d Stand big(x)(t)(w) = d] : <ea, <ia, <sa ta>>> 

‘this store’s cake’         

  x t w.max{d| big(x)(t)(w) = d}>!!max{d| big(x)(t0)(w0) = d}: <ea, <ia, <sa ts>>> 

  

     Deg: mottoNEG.COMP                   Adj: ooki ‘big’ 

g x t w. d[d Stand  g(d)(x)(t)(w)]             d z t w. big(z)(t)(w) = d 

g x t w.max{d| g(d)(x)(t)(w)} >!! max{d| g(d)(x)(t0)(w0)}   : <da, <ea, <ia,<sa, ta>>>> 

 
(17) CI meaning of (13) 
   t w. max{d| big(this store’s cake)(t)(w) = d} >!! max{d| big(this store’s cake)(t0)(w0) = d} 
 
   expected situation      utterance situation 
      (where t0 = now, w0 = actual world) 
 
In the case of (13), the tense variable corresponds to the past, and the world variable corresponds to the current 
world. Thus, the expected situation will be the past degree in the actual world. In the introduction, we observed 
that the negative motto conveys the speaker’s complaint about the utterance situation. We can now understand 
that the negative inference of the negative motto comes from a large gap between an expected situation (the past 
degree in the actual world) and an utterance situation. 

However, as we observed in the introduction, the negative motto can be used in various intensional contexts 
including commands, conditionals, modals, and questions. I propose that there are various types of expected 
situations. I claim that there are three types of expected situations, and each type can be automatically 
determined by the environment in which the motto is used, as in (18): 
 
(18) Possible variations of the negative motto

Expected degree Standard of comparison Environment 
Type I The past degree in the actual The present degree in the actual Simple past tense 
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world world  
Type II The present degree in a 

non-actual world 
The present degree in the actual 
world 

Epistemic modal (with present 
tense), question (present), 
imperative, conditional 

Type 
III 

The past degree in the 
non-actual world 

The present degree in the actual 
world 

Epistemic modal (with past 
tense) 

 
Let us consider each type of motto individually. In Type I, a comparison is made between the degree in the 

past in the actual world and the current degree in the actual world: 
 
(19) Kono  mise-no    keeki-wa   motto    oishi-katta. 
   This   store-GEN  cake-TOP  MOTTO  delicious-PAST 

At-issue: This store’s cake was delicious in the past in the actual world.  
CI: The degree of deliciousness of the store’s cake in the past in the actual world is much greater than the 
current degree of deliciousness of the store’s cake. 

 
The following shows the simplified logical structure of Type I: 
 
(20) Logical structure of Type I 
      At-issue level   ( )(w0): ta 

     
 

       CI level    ( )(w0): ts 

    
        At-issue level    ( ): <sa, ta>      w0

   World 
 

        CI level         ( ): <sa,ts>                           
                                           

At-issue level    <ia, <sa,ta>>      : ia  -ta ‘past’ 
              

CI level          <ia, <sa,ts>>  
 
Note that here I treat the tense and world as pronouns, on a par with individuals (Hacquard 2006; Percus 2000). 
By default, the topmost world variable corresponds to the actual world. 
 
(21) CI meaning of Type I 
 max{d| delicious(this store’s cake)(PAST)(w0) = d} >!! max{d| delicious(this store’s cake)(t0)(w0) = d} 
 
Sentence (21) says that the maximum degree of deliciousness of the store’s cake in the past in the actual world is 
much greater than the maximum degree of deliciousness of the store’s cake at the current time in the actual 
world. 
 In Type II, a comparison is made between the current degree in a non-actual world and the current degree in 
the actual world: 
 
(22) Kono  mise-no    keeki-wa   motto     oishii-hazu-da.     (Epistemic modal) 
     This    store-GEN   cake-TOP  MOTTO  delicious-must-PRED 
 At-issue: This store’s cake should be delicious now in the actual world. 
 CI: The current degree of deliciousness of the store’s cake in a non-actual world is much greater than the 
 current degree. 
 
(23) Motto     oisii   keeki-wa   ari-masu-ka  (Question) 
     MOTTO   fast    cake-TOP  exist-perf.hon-Q 
     At-issue: Can you run fast?  

  CI: The current degree of the addressee’s running speed in a non-actual world is much greater than his/her 
 current running speed in the actual world.    
 
The following figure shows the simplified logical structure of Type II: 
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(24) Logical structure of Type II 
  At-issue level   Modal operator( ( )): ta 

       At-issue level    ( ): <sa, ta>         Intensional operator: <<sa, ta>, ta> 
      //          re ‘imperative’ 

CI level       ( ): <sa,ts>       hazuda ‘must’(the  
(The world variable (ts) is bound via an existential closure)    tara ‘if’ 

                yoo ‘let’s’              
 At-issue level   : <ia, <sa,ta>>         : ia    PRESENT 
                 

CI level     : <ia, <sa,ts>> 

Note that the CI meaning (i.e., ( )) cannot be within the scope of logical operators. Recall that CIs are logically 
independent of “what is said.” For instance, in the case of the example with the modal operator hazuda “must,” 
hazuda can only take an at-issue proposition as its argument. (It does not take the CI meaning as its argument.) 
 
(25) [[hazuda]] w,g = p<sa,ta>. w’ compatible with the evidence in w0: p(w’) = 1 
 
This means that the world variable in ( ) (= CI meaning) is saturated indirectly by an existential closure: 
 
(26) CI meaning of Type II 
    w.max{d| delicious(this store’s cake)(PRESENT)(w) = d} >!! max{d| delicious(this store’s cake)(t0)(w0) 
 =d} 
  
Sentence (26) says that the maximum degree of deliciousness of the store’s cake at the current time in a 
non-actual world is much greater than the maximum degree of deliciousness of the store’s cake at the current 
time in the actual world. 

In Type III, a comparison is made between the past degree in some non-actual world and the current degree 
in the actual world. The world variable is saturated via existential closure. 
 
(27) Motto with past tense epistemic modal 
 Kono  mise-no    keeki-wa   motto     oishi-katta-hazu-da. 
 This    store-GEN   cake-TOP  MOTTO  delicious-PAST-must-PRED 
 At-issue: This store’s cake should have been delicious. 
 CI: The degree of deliciousness of the store’s cake in the past in some world is much greater than the 
 current degree. 
 
(28) Logical structure of Type III 
  At-issue level    hazuda( ( )): ta 

    
       At-issue level       ( ): <sa, ta>         hazuda ‘must’: <<sa, ta>, ta> 

         // 
CI level         ( ): <sa,ts>       

(The world variable (ts) is bound via an existential closure)    

                               
 At-issue level    : <ia, <sa,ta>>         : ia  ( = ta ‘PAST’) 
                 

CI level     : <ia, <sa,ts>> 
 

 
(29) The CI meaning of Type III 
 w.max{d| delicious(this store’s cake)(PAST)(w) = d} >!! max{d| delicious(this store’s cake)(t0)(w0) = d} 
 
Sentence (29) says that the maximum degree of the store’s cake in the past in a non-actual world is much greater 
than the maximum degree of the store’s cake at the current time in the actual world. 
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6. Explaining the distribution patterns of the negative motto 
Our proposed analysis of the meaning of the negative motto can naturally explain its distribution patterns. The 
negative motto cannot arise in a comparison between two different individuals, because the essence of the 
negative motto is to compare one individual based on two different times/worlds. 
 
(30) Kono  mise-no   keeki-wa   ano   mise-no     keeki-yori-(mo)   motto       ooki-katta. 

     This  store-GEN  cake-TOP  that  store-GEN   cake-than-MO    MOTTO    big-PAST 
 Degree reading: This store’s cake was {still much/even} more delicious than that store’s cake. 
 
The negative motto cannot arise in a simple present tense sentence, as in (31), because we cannot make a 
comparison if there is no contrast between the utterance situation and an alternative expected situation in terms 
of time/world: 
 
(31) ??Taro-wa   motto      kashikoi.     (Past tense) 

    Taro-TOP  MOTTO   smart 
 Degree reading: Taro is still much smarter. 

 
7. The alternative approach: the negation-based approach 
Finally, let us briefly consider an alternative approach to the negative motto—the negation-based approach: 
 
(32) The negation-based (polarity reversed) approach: The negative motto conventionally implicates 
 that the opposite of an at-issue gradable predicate g is true with respect to a particular individual x now 
 in the actual world. 
 
This approach is similar to the current literature on negative motto. Watanabe (1986) and Sano (2004) argue that 
in the environment [motto A], motto signals “not ¬ A but A.” In this view (13) can be analyzed as follows: 
 
(33) Kono   mise-no    keeki-wa   motto    oishi-katta. 
   This    store-GEN  cake-TOP  MOTTO  delicious-PAST 

At-issue: This store’s cake was delicious.  
CI: This store’s cake is not delicious now. 

 
This view will then assume that the negative motto has the following meaning: 
 
(34) The meaning of the negative motto in the negation-based approach: 
 [[  mottoCONTRAST]]  = g x t w. d[d Stand  g(d)(x)(t)(w)] g x. ¬( d[d Stand  g(d)(x)(t0)(w0)] ) 

        (where t0 = now, w0 = actual world)  
 
The following figure shows the logical structure of (33): 
 
(35) 
                                     x t w. d[d  Stand  big(x)(t)(w) = d] 
                
      x. ¬( d[d  Stand  big(x)(t0)(w0)= d]) 

                          

                                              Deg: mottoNEG    Adj: ooki ‘big’ 

     g x t w. d[d  Stand  g(d)(x)(t)]            d z t w. big(z)(t)(w) = d 

    g x. ¬( d[d  Stand  g(d)(x)(t0)(w0)])  
 
The question is which approach is better? I would like to consider that although the negation-based approach can 
also explain the contrastive meaning of the negative motto, the comparison-based approach is better. The 
comparison-based approach, but not the negation-based approach, can naturally explain that the negative 
inference triggered by the negative motto is cancellable: 
 
(36) (Context: the speaker is eating a cake at a restaurant.) 
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 a. Kono  mise-no    keeki-wa   motto     oisi-katta-to  omou. 
 This store-GEN   cake-TOP  MOTTO   good-PAST-that  think 
  At-issue: I think that this store’s cake was good. 

CI: The degree of deliciousness of this store’s cake in the past was much higher than the current degree. 
(conversational implicature: The store’s cake is not good now.) 

    b. Maa    ima-demo   juubun  oisii-desu-ga  
       Well   now-even   enough   good-PRED.POL-though 
      ‘Well, this cake is good now, too, though.’ 
 
Since the comparison-based approach assumes that the negative inference triggered by the negative motto is 
conversational, it makes sense that it can be cancellable. On the other hand, the negation-based approach cannot 
explain that the negative inference can be cancellable since it assumes that the negative meaning is part of the 
lexical meaning of the negative motto. 
 
8. Conclusion 
In this paper I investigated the meaning of the negative motto. I argued that the negative motto is similar to the 
degree motto in that it is a kind of comparative morpheme, but unlike the degree motto, it compares the utterance 
situation of a particular individual to an alternative situation. I claimed that the negative motto’s CI is that the 
expected degree is much greater than the current degree and this naturally explains the emergence of the 
speaker’s negative attitude toward the utterance situation. I also claimed that the proposed CI meaning of the 
negative motto naturally explains its distribution patterns. 

The theoretical implication of this paper is that there is a shared conceptual basis between intensifiers 
(semantics) and expressives (pragmatics). The phenomenon of the Japanese degree adverb motto supports the 
multidimensional view that at-issue meaning and CI are dimensionally independent, but both are compositional 
(Potts 2005), cf. the relevance theoretic procedural approach. In the future, I would like to further investigate the 
intensional expressive comparison in terms of a cross-linguistic perspective. 
 
* I am grateful to the audience of the Pragmatic Society of Japan (2012) for their valuable comments and 
discussions. This paper is based upon work supported by the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science 
(Grant-in-Aid for Young Scientists (B), Grant number: 23720204). 
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Characteristics of descriptive texts produced 
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<Abstract>  
To organise information, we select it, decide its order and choose expressions to linearize it. Previous 
studies within the quaestio framework (Stutterheim and Klein 1989) have investigated characteristics 
of L2 learners’ organising information mainly based on advanced learners’ descriptions. However, 
analysing advanced learners’ descriptions does not capture the whole picture of the developmental 
process of L2 learners’ organising information. This study is part of my project that explores the 
characteristics of L2 learners’ organising information and specifically examines the influence of 
learners’ proficiency level, focusing on descriptions produced by less proficient learners. 
[Keywords]: L2 learners’ organising information, influence of learners’ proficiency level,  

L1 preferred patterns 
 
 
1. Introduction 

To construct well organised texts, we select information, decide the order in which the 
information should be presented and choose expressions to linearize the information. Our selection and 
linearization of information expressed in discourse is not accomplished at random. According to 
Stutterheim and Klein (1989), texts are produced as an answer to a specific question, the quaestio. The 
quaestio imposes constraints on the way various referential domains (e.g. temporal domain and spatial 
domain) are used in a text.  

Previous studies within the quaestio framework indicate language-specific patterns of 
information organisation in descriptive texts (Carroll and Stutterheim 1993). They also indicate that 
even advanced L2 learners retain the patterns of information organisation preferred in their L1 (Carroll 
et al. 2000). Characteristics of L2 learners’ organising information have been mostly studied on the 
basis of descriptive texts produced by advanced learners. However, analysing advanced learners’ 
descriptions cannot capture the whole picture of the developmental process of L2 learners’ organising 
information.  

My previous study analysed English descriptions produced by Japanese EFL learners at 
different proficiency levels; it suggested that learners’ developmental process might be divided into 
three stages (Yamada 2010)1:  

 
First stage: Mainly described the existence of objects such as people and animals and their 

 states (e.g. The boys are playing the game).  
Second stage: Individual objects are described in relation to their places as in, Two boys are  

playing near one big house. However, descriptive sequences are not 
necessarily created, and texts resemble enumerations.  

Third stage: The picture is divided into manageable parts, and one or two objects are used as  
anchoring points for locating other objects belonging to the same subdivision. 
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How can we explain these results? Is this developmental process simply derived from learners’ 
proficiency level such as knowledge about vocabularies and grammar? Or does this developmental 
process have anything to do with features of the learners’ L1? My previous study did not answer these 
questions, and how exactly learners’ proficiency level influences their organising of information has yet 
to be explained. Moreover, since the corpus used by my previous study does not contain Japanese 
descriptions produced by the same Japanese EFL learners, it is not clear whether the results have 
anything to do with features of Japanese. 
 This study tackles the problems posed in my previous study and specifically deals with the 
following questions:  
 
1. Are there any differences between Japanese and English with respect to patterns of information  

organisation in descriptive texts?  
    If so, do English descriptions produced by Japanese EFL learners reflect their L1 preferred  

patterns? 
2.  How does learners’ English proficiency level influence their organising of information in English 

descriptive texts? 
 
2. Methodology 
2.1. Participants 
 The participants were 17 intermediate Japanese EFL learners, 17 upper-intermediate Japanese 
EFL learners, and 10 native speakers of English. All of them were university students. Learners’ 
proficiency level was determined according to the length of their formal English education. 
 
2.2. Procedure 
 Data were collected through a single picture description task. The following picture was used 
in this task2: 
 

 
                        Figure 1. Picture used in the task 
 
Participants were asked to think about how to describe the picture for 30 seconds and then describe it in 
writing, in English (or in Japanese), in five minutes. In the case of Japanese participants, they 
completed the same task twice, once in Japanese (or in English) and four to five weeks later in English 
(or in Japanese).  
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3. Results 
3.1. Influence of L1 
 The data revealed a difference between Japanese and English: while native speakers of 
English start their descriptions with information on what the picture is about before providing the main 
body of information, Japanese EFL learners, in Japanese, simply provide the main body of information 
(see Figure 2)3. This difference between Japanese and English achieved statistical significance (a 
Fisher’s exact test; p < 0.01 between intermediate Japanese EFL learners and native speakers of 
English and p < 0.05 between upper-intermediate Japanese EFL learners and native speakers of 
English).  
 

 
Figure 2. Difference between Japanese and English with respect to patterns of  

information organisation in a single picture description 
 
Examples (1) and (2) illustrate findings: the first sentence underlined in (1) is the information on what 
the picture is about. Such information is not found in (2)4. 
 

(1) This image shows what appears to be a suburban neighborhood scene. 
          In the foreground, an older man reads the paper in a swivel chair outside his house. 

 Beside him in the garden are three sunflowers. […]     
     (description by a native speaker of English) 

(2) Ookina niwa    tsuki-no   ikkenya-ga      ari-masu. 
   big    garden  with-GEN one house-NOM  exist-POL.NONP 

Niwa-de-wa    onnanoko-ga  nawatobi-o       shi  tari,   shounen-tati-ga   
 garden- in-TOP  girl-NOM     jump rope-ACC   do  and   boy-PL-NOM             

sakka-o      shi  tari   shi-teimasu. […] 
soccer-ACC  do   and  do-TE-POL.NONP     
‘There is a house with a big garden. In the garden, a girl is jumping rope and boys are  
playing soccer. […]’            (description by an intermediate Japanese EFL learner) 

 
On the other hand, there was no significant difference between Japanese descriptions 

produced by the intermediate and upper-intermediate Japanese EFL learners. Japanese EFL learners –– 
independent of their proficiency levels –– describe the picture in a similar way in Japanese.  

As Example (3) shows, the pattern of information organisation preferred in Japanese is 
retained in learners’ English descriptions: (3) does not contain information on what the picture is about. 
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(3) There is a house. 
          Two boys are playing soccer in front of the house, and a girl is also playing there. 

Two women are walking on the street with a dog. A boy is running. 
An old man is reading a newspapers sitting on the chair. 

     (description by an upper-intermediate Japanese EFL learner) 
 
3.2. Influence of English proficiency level 
 Before investigating the influence of learners’ proficiency level, I would like to emphasise 
that native speakers of English and Japanese EFL learners, when in Japanese, organise the main body 
of information in a similar way: they divide the picture into manageable parts and describe each 
subdivision one after another. To analyse the data statistically, I transformed this action into a binary 
scale (i.e. ‘1’ or ‘0’). If a participant divided the picture into manageable parts, and described each 
subdivision one after another, then that description was scored as ‘1’. If not, it was scored as ‘0’. The 
result of transforming the data is, Japanese descriptions by intermediate Japanese EFL learners: 0.765; 
Japanese descriptions by upper-intermediate Japanese EFL learners: 0.647; English descriptions by 
native speakers of English: 0.700. A Fisher’s exact test showed no significant difference between 
English descriptions produced by native speakers of English and Japanese descriptions by Japanese 
EFL learners, with respect to the way they organise the main body of information. 

Different from narrative, in which the main body of information is organised based on the 
chronological order of events (Stutterheim and Klein 1989: 50), in this study no specific linear order 
was found in native speakers of English and Japanese EFL learners, when using Japanese5. After 
dividing the picture into manageable parts, some participants started their description by describing the 
background of the picture and moved towards the foreground; others described the picture in the 
reverse of this. Still others started their description from the centre of the picture and then moved either 
to the background or to the foreground of the picture. 

Furthermore, the data reveal that expressions marking a shift from one subdivision to the next 
are used. In (4), which is a description including Example (1), the underlined expression marks a shift 
from the foreground of the picture to the centre of the picture. Similarly in (5), which is a description 
including (2), the underlined expression marks a shift from the background to the centre of the picture.  

 
(4) This image shows what appears to be a suburban neighbourhood scene. 

           In the foreground, an older man reads the paper in a swivel chair outside his house. 
   Beside him in the garden are three sunflowers. In the street before the old man’s house 

two presumably younger women are walking a small dog. […]   
(description by a native speaker of English) 

(5) Ookina niwa    tsuki-no   ikkenya-ga      ari-masu. 
   big    garden  with-GEN one house-NOM  exist-POL.NONP 

Niwa-de-wa    onnanoko-ga  nawatobi-o       shi  tari,  shounen-tati-ga   
 garden-in-TOP   girl-NOM    jump rope-ACC   do  and  boy-PL-NOM        

sakka-o      shi  tari   shi-teimasu.  
soccer-ACC  do   and  do-TE-POL.NONP    
Ie-no        mae-ni-wa   douro-ga     too-tteori,      hitobito-wa   inu-no   

  house-GEN  front-in-TOP  street-NOM  run-TE-NONP  people-TOP  dog-GEN 
sanpo-o           shi tari  zyogingu-o    shi tari  shi-teimasu. […] 

 taking a walk-ACC  do and  jogging-ACC  do and  do-TE-POL.NONP 
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‘There is a house with a big garden. In the garden, a girl is jumping rope and boys are  
playing soccer. A street runs in front of the house, and people are taking a walk with a  
dog and are jogging. […]’   

    (description by an intermediate Japanese EFL learner) 
 
 To analyse the data statistically, I rated it on a 4-point scale: ‘1’ meant that the subdivisions 
were not linearized linguistically at all, and ‘4’ meant that the subdivisions were linearized 
linguistically very well. The result of my rating is, Japanese descriptions by intermediate Japanese 
learners: 2.412; Japanese descriptions by upper-intermediate Japanese learners: 2.765; English 
descriptions by native speakers of English: 2.800. Statistically, there was no significant difference 
between English descriptions produced by native speakers of English and Japanese descriptions by 
Japanese EFL learners, with respect to the degree of linearizing information linguistically. 

Now, let’s focus on the influence of learners’ proficiency level. The influence of learners’ 
proficiency level is found in the way they organise the main body of information. First, to analyse the 
data statistically, I transformed the data into a binary scale. If a participant divided the picture into 
manageable parts, and described each subdivision one after another, then that description was scored as 
‘1’. If not, it was scored as ‘0’. Figure 3 illustrates the result schematically, and a t-test showed that the 
way intermediate learners select the main body of information and decide the order in which the 
information is organised for English description tends to be significantly different from the way they do 
so for Japanese description (t (16) = 2.0628, p = 0.0557).  

 
Figure 3. Intermediate learners dividing the picture into manageable parts and  

describing each subdivision one after another 
 
Example (6) contains descriptions by the same intermediate learner. In Japanese, the learner 

divided the picture into manageable parts, started his/her description from the background, moved 
towards the centre and then towards the foreground of the picture. However, in English, this learner did 
not describe the picture in the same way.  

 
 (6) a. Ie-ga        ni-ken  a-tte,    huta-ri-no      otokonoko-ga  sakka  bouru-de 
              house-NOM  two-CL exist-TE  two-CL-GEN   boy-NOM    soccer  ball-with 

ason-deiru.      Tiisana  onnnanoko-ga  hitori-de    nawatobi-o        
  play-TE-NONP  little    girl-NOM      alone-with  jumping rope-ACC   

shite-ite,  huta-ri-no     onnanohito-ga  i-ppiki-no    inu-o      ture-te 
  do-TE   two-CL-GEN   woman-NOM  one-CL-GEN  dog-ACC   take-TE 
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sanposhi-teiru.        Kuruma-ga miti-ni    toma-ttete, sono ue-de     neko-ga 
take a walk-TE-NONP  car-NOM  street-on  stop-TE  that  on-LOC  cat-NOM 

              nemu-tteiru.     Hitori-no        otokonohito-ga  ranningu-o     shi-teite 
sleep-TE-NONP  one person-GEN  man-NOM     running-ACC  do-TE-NONP 

              ojiisan-ga      nokisaki-de          suwa-tte  shinbun-o       yon-deiru. 
  old man-NOM  under the eaves-LOC  sit-TE   newspaper-ACC  read-TE-NONP 

‘There are two houses, and two boys are playing the soccer. 
A little girl is jumping rope, and two women are taking a walk with a dog. 
A car stops on the street and a cat is sleeping on the car. 
A man is running and an old man is reading a newspaper sitting under the eaves.’ 

          b. There are 7 person, two house, one dog, one cat, and one car. 
            Two person who I think are lady are walking with a dog. 
            2 person who are in uniforms of soccer are playing with soccer ball. 
            One person who looks very old is reading newspaper seated on a chair in the garden. 
            One person who looks little is playing alone with loap in front of a house. 

 
As for upper-intermediate Japanese EFL learners, the way they select the main body of 

information and decide the order is similar for both the English and Japanese descriptions. However, 
the information selected for English description is not well linearized linguistically. For the purpose of 
analysing the data statistically, I rated every description on a 4-point scale: ‘1’ meant that the 
subdivisions were not linearized linguistically at all and ‘4’ meant that the subdivisions were 
linguistically well linearized. Figure 4 illustrates the results. A t-test showed a significant difference 
between the English and Japanese descriptions, with respect to the degree of linearizing the 
information linguistically (t (16) = 2.7617, p < 0.05). 

 

 
Figure 4. Upper-intermediate learners’ linearizing of the information linguistically 

 
Example (7) contains descriptions by the same upper-intermediate learner. The expressions 

underlined in (7a) mark a shift from one subdivision to the next. Unlike the Japanese description, the 
English description does not contain such expressions. 

 
 (7) a. Ie-no       mae-no     niwa-de,  huta-ri-no      otokonoko-ga sakka-o  
            house-GEN  front-GEN  garden-in  two-CL-GEN  boy-NOM   soccer-ACC 

shi-te   ason-deimasu.       Mata,  onnanoko-wa  nawatobi-o       
            do-TE  play-TE-POL.NONP  also   girl-TOP      jump rope-ACC   

shi-teimasu.          Ie-no       mae-no     miti-ni,   huta-ri-no 
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do-TE-POL.NONP    house-GEN  front-GEN  street-on,  two-CL-GEN 
            jyosei-ga      hanasi-nagara arui-teimasu.           Hito-ri-wa     inu-o 
            woman-NOM  talk-with     walk-TE-POL.NONP   one-CL-TOP  dog-ACC 

  ture-teimasu.         Miti-ni    toma-tteiru       kuruma-no  ue  ni-wa 
            take-TE-POL.NONP   street-on  stop-TE-NONP    car-GEN   on  at-TOP 
            neko-ga   imasu.           Mata,  miti-de-wa    hito-ri-no     otokonoko-ga 
            cat-NOM  exist-POL.NONP  also   street-on-TOP  one-CL-GEN  boy-NOM 

  ranningu-o    shi-teimasu.         Mukai-no      ie-no       niwa-de-wa, 
            running-ACC  do-TE-POL.NONP   opposite-GEN  house-GEN  garden- in-TOP 
            ojiisan-ga      isu   ni    kosikake-te  sinbun-o        yon-deimasu. 

old man-NOM  chair  on   sit-TE      newspaper-ACC  read-TE-POL-NONP 
            ‘Two boys are playing soccer in the garden of the house, and a girl is jumping rope.  
             On the street in front of the house, two women are talking and walking. 
             One of them is taking a dog. There is a cat on a car stopping on the street. 
             Also, a boy is running the street. 
             In the garden of the house across the street, an old man is reading a newspaper sitting  

on the chair.’ 
b. There is a house. Two boys are playing soccer in front of the house, and a girl is also  

playing there. Two women are walking on the street with a dog. A boy is running.  
An old man is reading a newspapers sitting on the chair. (= (3)) 

 
4. Discussion 
 As mentioned in the previous section, unlike upper-intermediate learners, the way 
intermediate learners select the main body of information and decide the order of organising the 
information for English description tends to be significantly different from the way they do so for 
Japanese description. This result cannot be explained in terms of influencing L1 preferred patterns, 
since both L1 (= Japanese) and L2 (= English) are similar in the way the main body of information is 
organised.  
 One possible explanation for intermediate learners’ result is that intermediate learners lack 
‘strategic competence’ (Yule 20104: 194). Yule (20104: 194) defines strategic competence as ‘the ability 
to organize a message effectively and to compensate, via strategies, for any difficulties’. Of all the 
objects in the picture, it is the little girl jumping a rope that some Japanese EFL learners have difficulty 
describing in English. This difficulty restricts the way learners describe the picture. When intermediate 
learners did not divide the picture into manageable parts and did not describe each subdivision one 
after another, they tended to describe the little girl at the end or not describe her at all. In the case of 
(6b), the learner did not divide the picture into manageable parts and did not describe each subdivision 
one after another. This learner stuck to describing the little girl as a person jumping a rope.  
 Interestingly, upper-intermediate learners are more flexible about the way they describe the 
little girl and tend to describe her using simple vocabulary known (see (7b)). Based on the results of the 
data, it seems that strategic competence is acquired with increasing proficiency. 
 As for upper-intermediate learners, they tend to lack expressions marking a shift from one 
subdivision to the next. A possible reason for this is that learners are not used to using expressions such 
as in the garden of the house across the street. Such expressions play an important role in marking a 
shift from one subdivision to the next. Learners have to become accustomed to using these expressions 
to linearize the information linguistically.  
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5. Summary 
 This study has examined the influence of learners’ L1 and the influence of their proficiency 
level, focusing on descriptions produced by intermediate and upper-intermediate Japanese EFL 
learners. The analysis of data obtained from a single picture description task has demonstrated 
language-specific patterns of information organisation in a single picture description; the pattern of 
information organisation preferred in Japanese is retained in learners’ English descriptions. 
 The data has also demonstrated the influence of learners’ proficiency level: the way 
intermediate Japanese EFL learners select the main body of information and decide the order of 
organising the information for English description tends to be significantly different from the way they 
do so for Japanese description. This is derived from the learners’ lack of strategic competence. As for 
upper-intermediate learners, the way they select the main body of information and decide the order is 
similar for both the English and Japanese descriptions. However, the information selected for the 
English description is not linguistically well organised. This is derived from learners’ lesser familiarity 
with expressions used for marking a shift from one subdivision to the next.   
 
Notes 
*I would like to thank Shingo Matsumiya for his assistance with statistics and the audience at the 15th conference of the 
Pragmatics Society of Japan for their comments. Any remaining inadequacies are my own. 
1 As data ,Yamada (2010) used single picture descriptions available as part of the NICT JLE Corpus, a spoken corpus. 
2 The author of this study gained some ideas for the picture in this study from single picture descriptions available as 
part of the NICT JLE Corpus and from Total English 3 (Horiguchi et al., 2011), and drew this picture. 
3 ‘Intermediate’ in Figure 2 means Japanese descriptions produced by intermediate Japanese EFL learners. Similarly, 
‘upper-intermediate’ means Japanese descriptions by upper-intermediate Japanese EFL learners and ‘native speakers’ 
means English descriptions by native speakers of English. The vertical axis indicates percentage. 
4 The following abbreviations are used. ACC: Accusative, CL: classifier, GEN: Genitive, LOC: Locative, NOM: 
Nominative, NONP: Nonpast, PL: Plural, POL: Polite, TE: te-form of the verb, TOP: Topic 
5 Ehrich and Koster’s (1983) experiment on describing a living room demonstrates that speakers choose different 
ordering principles according to the way the room is arranged. The same might apply to describing a suburban 
neighbourhood scene in this study. Features such as types of objects, their size and their locations might provide 
speakers with specific ordering principles. 
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連辞型響鳴におけるトークンと生起傾向 
伊澤宜仁 

慶應義塾大学大学院 

 

 

＜Abstract＞ 

Usage-based model proposes that our grammar emerges from experience; therefore, individual grammar is to 

some extent idiosyncratic. The question is thus described: What enables us to achieve mutual understanding 

successfully? In the light of interactive alignment, participants’ mental representations are jointed through 

various channels, and it facilitates mutual understanding. On this point, the linguistic trigger to align participants 

is resonance of Du Bois (2001). This study examines actual resonances in interaction, and reveals the 

mechanism of facilitated exchange. In conclusion, alignment is not always automatic; rather, it can be generated 

as a conversational strategy to facilitate interaction. 

【Keywords】：談話分析、対話統語論、くり返し、響鳴、提携 

 

 

1. はじめに 
対話は、場に応じた適切な所作を要求する相互
行為であり、発話理解・産出やプランニングなど、
同時並列的で複雑な処理を必要とする。また、そ
の断片性にも特徴があり、発話単位としての文は
対話では稀である。これらの特徴にも関わらず、
参与者は、対話を独話より容易であるとする傾向
にある。その主な要因として、先行研究は聞き手
によるフィードバックや発話産出の猶予などを
挙げてきた。同時に、対話の言語的特徴として、
参与者間における語の反復や類似発話の使用も
指摘されている。対話をパターンの配置と見なす
場合、話し手が異なる隣接発話対で似たパターン
が使用される確率は、そう高くないと考えられる。
しかし、実際には直近の先行発話に似た後続発話
がしばしば使われており、対話における何らかの
性質を反映するものと想定される。以上の問題を
踏まえ、本研究は対話における類似発話を観察し、
参与者が他者発話をどのように利用するか、なぜ
語の反復や類似発話が生成されるかを考察する。
先行研究としては、後述の Du Bois (2001)による
対話統語論(dialogic syntax)に着眼し、類似発話の
抽出・記述の基盤とする。また、分析対象は英語
とし、実例の集積として SBCSAE (Santa Barbara 
Corpus of Spoken American English)を利用する。 

2. 先行研究 
対話における類似発話は、一般的にくり返し

(repetition)として議論される。先行研究としては、
Bock (1986) による構造プライミング (structural 
priming)、Tannen (1989) による関与 (involvement) 
などが存在し、いずれも類似発話の機能を考察し
ている。特に、Tannen (1989)による産出・理解・
結束・相互行為という 4機能の指摘は、広く支持
されてきた。しかし、先行研究は母体が限定的で、
類似性の扱いも体系化されていない。以上の先行
研究に対し、対話統語論は従来のくり返しを響鳴 
(resonance)と再規定し、ダイアグラフ(diagraph) 
という連辞・連合関係の表記から、発話間の構造
的並行性 (structural parallelism)を記述・分析する。
響鳴とダイアグラフの簡例は以下の通りである。 
 
(diagraph) 

1 Joanne; it ’s kind of like ^you Ken .

3 Ken; that ’s not at^all like me Joanne .

（Du Bois 2001: 4; 左はコーパスの行番号） 

 
この発話対では、likeと’sが同じトークンとして
使用され、it = that / you = meという指示の一致も
見られる。末尾の Kenと Joanneはともに呼格で
あり、kind of と not at all の互換性も想定される。
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さらには、ともにコピュラ述語文でありながら、
肯定と否定という反対の意味を示す。このように、
対話統語論は語・統語・指示などの様々なレベル
で生じる並行性を響鳴として着眼し、その原理や
動機付けを探究する。 
以上の対話統語論は、参与者間にプライミング

による心的表象の提携も措定する。Chafe (1994)
の活性化 (activation)とも関係するが、具体的には、
話し手の発話は聞き手の心的表象を活性化させ
ており、その活性化した表象が、聞き手の発話に
影響を与えると考える。発話間の語・統語レベル
の影響から敷衍して、対話における類似パターン
の使用が、参与者間の心的表象レベルでの類似性
も高めると想定する点に特色がある。この参与者
間の心的提携 (interactive alignment) によって、
スタンスの提示や対話の易化、発話の断片化が成
立すると言える (Du Bois 2007; 﨑田・岡本 2010)。
言語上の類似性と表象の類似性のリンキングは、
対話の構造を考える上で非常に示唆的である。 
 
3. 提携とプライミング 
抽象的な構造プライミングに対して、トークン

により部分的に具体化された発話が響鳴である。
Du Bois (2001) は、その分類として連辞型・連合
型響鳴 (frame / focal resonance)を提案している。 
 
(diagraph) 

1 JOANNE; yet he ’s still ^healthy .

3 LENORE; he ’s still walking ^around .

(Du Bois 2001: 5) 

 
上記の発話対においては、Lenore は軸語として
he’s stillという共通のトークンを使用し、healthy
と walking aroundの間に、アドホックな類義関係
を形成している。この軸語群が連辞型響鳴であり、
それに基づく連合関係が連合型響鳴とされる。
Du Bois (2001)は、特定のトークンが響鳴として
くり返されることで構成体が創発し得るとし、
Ariel (2008)も for the most part / for the whole part
などの創発を議論している。これに対し本研究は、
構成体の創発まで踏み込まず、あくまでトークン
について機能語・内容語・頻度などの点から考察
を試みる。 
 

4. 連辞型響鳴におけるトークン 
対話における響鳴の実例を得るため、本研究は

英語対話コーパスの SBCSAE において利用可能
な 2 人対話を媒体とし、人手で響鳴を抽出した。
人手による抽出に際しては、類似性の判断に主観
が入る懸念がある。しかし、響鳴を抽象的な統語
構造まで拡張すると、[SVO-VO]といった発話対
も考えようで響鳴となり、議論が煩雑化すること
も事実である。この線引きは、類似性の判断にお
ける Low-resonance の問題とされる。本研究は、
このような「考えようでは似ている発話対」には
立ち入らず、観察者の直観を便宜上の境界として
事例を抽出した。また、実時間における発話の乖
離、すなわち響鳴の Distanceの問題も存在するが、
こちらも響鳴の基本単位である「複数の話し手に
よる隣接発話対」に絞って抽出した。さらには、
先行発話を前提としない共話や重複、笑いなどの
非言語的な情報についても除外した。以下は抽出
した事例の一つである。 
 
(diagraph) 

U1 :  so you don’t know . 

U2 : yeah but I do know . 

(SBC05: 166-68) 

 
結果として、SBCSAE内の 2人対話においては、
上記のような響鳴を計 189例まで抽出した。これ
らにおける U1-U2の発話対で、その間に構造的並
行性が見られる部分について、生起頻度が 3以上
の軸語を分類すると以下の通りになる。 
 

計  計  計  計
the 32 one 10 out 6 did 3
I 31 she 10 just 5 good 3
it 27 do 9 on 5 her 3
is 23 right 9 am 4 see 3

that 20 are 8 him 4 this 3
you 19 he 8 how 4 with 3
be 17 to 8 there 4 would 3
not 17 in 7 they 4 yeah 3
get 15 so 7 well 4 very 3

have 14 and 6 what 4 your 3
will 12 gonna 6 all 3   

a 12 of 6 at 3   
know 10 okay 6 can 3   

図 1 連辞型響鳴におけるトークンの例 
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図 1から、響鳴部のトークンは Biber et al. (1999)
による話し言葉の特徴や、SBCSAE全体の粗頻度
とほぼ一致する分布を示すことが分かる。これは、
響鳴も話し言葉の性質を色濃く反映することを
意味するが、一方で話し言葉と異なり、right, mhm, 
oh, uh, yeahなどの間投詞や談話標識については
減少していることも伺える。 
また、観察された全トークンを品詞別に分類し、
総計すると次のようになる。 
 
品詞 代表例 (頻度順) 総数 

代名詞 
it, that, one, this 

154 
I, you, he, she, him, they, her 

動詞 
is, was, be, are, am 

139 
know, get, have, do, gonna etc. 

名詞 cheese, parlor, point, room, week etc. 117 

形容詞 good, okay, all etc. 51 

冠詞 the, a, an 44 

副詞 just, so, there, very, not etc. 43 

前置詞 in, of, to, on, with, at etc. 42 

助動詞 don't, do, can, gonna, have etc. 37 

接続詞 and, that, so, because etc. 22 

間投詞 right, okay, yeah etc. 16 

疑問詞 how, what etc. 7 

図 2 発話対 U1と U2における軸語の分類 

 
図 1 ~ 2より、対話の参与者は、他者の発話から
機能語・代名詞・高頻度語を軸語として取り出し、
名詞・動詞・形容詞などをスロット化しながら次
の発話に利用する場合があると考えられる。 
続いて、先行発話によるプライミングを響鳴と

して具体化させる場合について考える。発話間で
並行関係にある要素の品詞は、以下の比率を示す。 
 

 

図 3 発話の並行性とトークンの比率 

図 3より、後続発話を構成するトークンとしては、
代名詞・動詞・副詞・前置詞・接続詞などの比率
が低下することが伺える。また、発話対における
人称代名詞、特に 1人称と2人称の視点の置換や、
後続発話における [SV] の消去も多く、特に後者
は代名詞・動詞の減少をもたらしている。逆に、
間投詞 right などは、生起数は粗頻度に比べて少
ないが、1語発話対として並行性が保たれており、
多くが隣接応答ペアと関係すると想定される。 
以上を要約すると、対話における類似パターン
の発話対、すなわち響鳴の先行発話と後続発話は
全くの同型にはなり難く、機能語は維持されるが、
代名詞・動詞・副詞などの品詞は置換ないし消去
される傾向にある。換言すると、響鳴の後続発話
は断片化が許される傾向にあり、一定の並行性が
保たれていれば、断片的な発話で対話が成立する
点が注目に値する。 
 補足として、SBCSAE は韻律単位である IU 
(intonation unit)により分節化されているが、類似
パターンは主に後続発話の冒頭かつ単一の IUと
して使用される傾向があることも判明した。 
 
5. 考察 
 対話は、実時間に沿って産出された発話内容を、
参与者間の共有基盤  (common ground; Clark 
1996)に付与しつつ進行する。参与者はそこから
共同注意のフレームを形成し、他者と特定の対象
への注意を共有する (Tomasello 2003)。その中で、
なぜ語の反復や類似発話が生成されるのか。以下、
その仕組みについて考察していく。 
対話における響鳴は、傾向として i ) 韻律上の
単位として産出され、ii ) 先行発話と後続発話は
並行しつつも、iii ) 先行発話の一部が消去される。
まず、IU としての単位性は認知上のまとまりを
意味し、生起位置は時間の確保 (Tannen 1989; 
Schegloff 1997; 伝 2004)という機能を示唆する。
処理負荷を軽減する他者発話の再利用 (Chafe 
1994)とも言えるだろう。また、後続の話し手は
先行発話を同じようには使わず、機能語や高頻度
語などを残しつつ、代名詞・動詞・副詞・前置詞・
接続詞などを消去することもある。この断片化は、
類似パターンにより心的提携が発生し、意味関係
の復元が容易となることに起因する。以上より、
参与者は他者発話を産出の負荷軽減に利用する
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ことが示唆され、さらに、同語や類似パターンに
より参与者間の心的提携も構築・強化されるので、
その証左として一部の発話が断片化され得ると
考えられる。関連して、修復 (repair)も問題への
心的提携を構築するストラテジーであるが、先行
発話から数語を再利用するような修復は、まさに
同語による心的提携の賜物と言える。 
以上、連辞型響鳴は機能語や同一指示の代名詞
を軸語としてアドホックな構成体を形成し、そこ
からアドホックな連合関係も可能にすることで、
参与者同士の表象を提携させ、対話を効率化する
と考えられる。語の反復や類似パターンの生起は、
伝達上の最適化の反映であり、この言語の類似性
と表象の類似性のリンキングを活用することで、
意識的に提携を構築し、情報の伝達や相互行為を
円滑にすることも可能となる。このように、対話
における同一のトークンや類似パターンの使用
は、参与者間の表象レベルでの類似性も惹起し、
相互理解を促進させる面を持つ。これは分散認知
の体系とも言えるが、一方で対話・実時間ごとに
響鳴の分布に偏りがあることも留意すべき事実
であり、より精緻な考察の余地がある。 
 
6. 結語 
本研究は、理論的背景として Du Bois (2001)の

提唱する対話統語論を設定し、響鳴という現象に
着眼した上で、参与者が他者の発話をどのように
利用するか、なぜ語の反復や類似発話が生まれる
かについて考察した。結果として、対話における
類似発話対では、トークンの偏りや、後続発話の
断片化の傾向が観察された。ここから、響鳴には
アコモデーションなどの心理的側面のみでなく、
対話における他者という資源を利用する仕組み
も見てとれる。対話における発話は、他者の表象
に少なからぬ影響を与える存在であり、参与者間
で表象が変容する仕組みを明らかにすることで、
World Englishes などの変異間コミュニケーショ
ンにも応用が期待できる。 
本研究の課題としては、イディオムやコロケー

ションの措置、生起位置や行為連鎖 (targeting a 
next action, Schegloff 1997)との兼ね合いがある。
今後は、これらを踏まえた検証と考察を重ねて、
異文化間コミュニケーションや対話における言
語の可能性について究明していきたい。 
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kes-kathun

<Abstract>

This paper presents a pragmatic-semantic analysis of the functional extension of the ‘sentence-
final’ attributive predicate forms in Korean, which have become increasingly frequent in TV 
captions (subtitles) and internet blogs. Specifically, this paper focuses on the form ‘kes-kathun’, 
the attributive form of ‘kes-kathta’ (‘be like’), which occurs sentence-finally by itself though it 
is expected to be followed by a head noun. 
The ‘kes-kathun’ form functions to encode conjecturing and indirectness, which are similar to the
pragmatic-semantic nuances conveyed by its Japanese counterpart ‘mitaina’ (the attributive form
of ‘mitaida’ (‘be like’). Unlike ‘mitaina’, however, the Korean ‘kes-kathun’ is limited to written 
language (esp. blogs) and fails to quote speech.

Keywords Korean ‘kes-kathun’, Japanese ‘mitaina’, Sentence-final attributive predicate forms

( 2001)

(1)
tanun tanun

( 2011)

(1)
Saylo nao-n maykcwu  nemnem  masiss-tanun…

tanun
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kes-kathun

kes-kathun

(2) kes-kathun

(2)a. Yeki-l  ketta po-myen  eps-ten    salang-to  sayngki-l kes kathun~!!
       KES-KATHUN

b. Cincca  phyengsayng  yokes-man  ssu-l           kes kathun! 
                KES-KATHUN               

c. Hwangcengmin-man nawa-ss-ta        hamyen  ta  caymiss-nun kes kathun..

KES-KATHUN

d. Ilcwuil-ey tipi  phulo-ul  han  osip-kay-nun  po-n kes kathun…
50 KES-KATHUN

(2) kes-kathun kes-kathta

kes-kathta
(2a) (2d) (2a 2c) (2d) kes-kathu

n kes-kathun (2a 2b)
(2c 2d)

(2a 2b)
kes-kathun

kes-kathun

(2c 2d)
50

kes-kathun

like
kes-kathun

韓国語の連体形「kes-kathun」の終止形化と語用論的拡張―日本語の連体形「みたいな」との対比を通じて―
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kes-kathun
kes-kathun

kes-kathun
kes-kathta

(3a) (4a) kes-kathta
(3b)(4b) kes-kathun

nukkimi

(3)a. Ku-nun  salang-ey ppaci-n kes-kathta.
       KES KATHTA

b. Sin-i  na-lul  peli-n kes  kathun   nukkim-i tunta.
      KES KATHTA

(4)a.
b.

kes-kathun

Fujii (2006)
(5) ( )

like (Romaine and Lange 1991)

(5) a.

b

kes-kathun

kes-kathun
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tanun
( ) (

2011 Horie 2012) kes-kathun

kes-kathun

kes-kathun (3b)
(3a) kes-katha

kes-kathun

kes-kathun
tanun

Fujii, Seiko (2006). Quoted Thought and Speech Using the Mitai-na‘be-like’. In: Satoko Suzuki (ed.) 
Emotive Communication in Japanese, 53-95. Amsterdam: John Benjamins.

Horie, Kaoru(2012). The interactional origin of nominal predicate structure in japanese:A comparative 
and historical pragmatics perspective. Journal of Pragmatics 44, 663-679.

Romaine, Suzanne and Deborah Lange (1991). The Use of LIKE as a Marker of Reported Speech and 
Thought: A Case of Grammaticalization in Progress. American Speech 66, 227-279.

(2001)
( ) No1 , 89-131

(2011)
( ) , 193-207

(2) (www.blog.naver.com) (3)(4) ( ) (5)

韓国語の連体形「kes-kathun」の終止形化と語用論的拡張―日本語の連体形「みたいな」との対比を通じて―
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Abstract  
The present study proposes to analyze and describe the ‘auxiliary’ use of the verb morau, not in terms 
of the aggregate of abstract concepts like ‘benefaction’ and ‘passivization’ as in many traditional 
approaches, but in terms of the cognitive process which the speaker of the language undergoes when 
she chooses to construe and encode the situation by using the verb phrase - temorau. This study will 
focus on the type; speaker is affected indirectly/psychologically from the other one’s pleasure, it is 
pointed out that the stage prospective process  is identified in this type of construction. 
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他者受益の授受動詞「もらう」の補助動詞形「てもらう」の用法―「子供達に楽しんでもらう」と言うのはなぜか―
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Abstract  

TANI Tomoko(Mie University), OTSUKA Seiko(Kinki University) 
 
  In this study, we observed Gokon parties and documented male participants’ usage of 
complimentary discourse- to get closer to their female counterparts.  Our study takes 
discursive approach to politeness.  We discovered that the men’s compliments toward female 
participants gradually changed in nature as the parties moved forward, beginning with 
praise of their social attributes, followed by behavior, and finally personality.  This indicates 
that invasion to female participants’ individual territories came to be permitted as the parties 
progressed.  
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Brown, P and S. C. Levinson. 1987. Politeness: Some 
Universals in Language Usage. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press. 

Goffman, E. 1967 [1982]. Interaction Ritual: Essays on 
Face Behavior. New York: Pantheon Books. 

Holmes, J. 1988. Paying compliments: A 
Sex-Preferential Politeness Strategy.  Journal of 
Pragmatics 12, 445-465. 

. 2007. . . 
Mills, S. 2003. Gender and Politeness. Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press. 
                                                  
 Holmes(1988)

“A compliment is  speech act which 
explicitly or implicitly attributes credit to someone other 
than the speaker, usually the person addressed, for 
some ‘good’ (possession, characteristic, skill etc.) which is 
positively valued by the speaker and the hearer” 
(Holmes, 1988: 446) 
 “the positive social value a person effectively claims 

for himself by the line others assume he has taken 
during a particular contact”(Goffman, 1967; 5) 
 Mills(2003)
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abstract  

The present study provides an analysis of Japanese demonstrative pronouns, ko- and a- based on the 

pragmatic theory of conversational implicature. In contrast to the previous accounts of the meaning of ko- 

and a-, in which ko- encodes [+proximal] and a- encodes [-proximal], the distributional facts show the 

indicating range of ko- and a- are asymmetrical. While a- indicates only referents that are far from the 

speaker, ko- has flexibility with regard to the spatial location of its referents and conceivable in contexts 

where a- is used. The present analysis reasons that ko- does not encode any spatial information, and shows 

proximity of ko- is not entailment but scalar implicature using the neo-Gricean framework. 

 

 

 

1.  

 [+proximal] [-proximal] 

 [-proximal] 

Enfield (2003, 2009) [+proximal] 

 

 

2.  

(1)  (Hoji et al. 

2003,  2008 2012 )  

 

(1) /  ( 2008: 328-329)  

[+proximal] 
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(1)  [proximal] [+proximal] 

[-proximal] 

 (  2008: 329)

 

 (  2002, 2008)  
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( 10 ){ }  

(  2008: 330) 

(3)  
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3. Enfield (2003, 2009)  
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nii4 nan4 2 Enfield (2009: 36) 

nii4 nan4

nii4 nan4

Enfield (2003, 2009) nii4 nan4

nii4 nan4

 

 

(5) Enfield (2003, 2009)  

 nii4 DEM 

 nan4 DEM NOT HERE1 

 

nii4 ‘DEM’ ‘DEM’

(indicating) 

nan4 ‘DEM’ NOT HERE

nii4 nii4

nan4  (informativeness scale) 

 (Levinson 2000: 68) nan4

nii4 nan4 NOT HERE HERE

 

 

4.  

nii4 / nan4

Enfield (2003, 2009) 

 

 

(6)  

  DEM 

  DEM NOT HERE 

 

(6) nii4 ‘DEM’ 

nan4 ‘DEM’  ‘NOT HERE’ 

                                                      
1 Enfield (2009) HERE / NOT HERE 

‘proximal / non-proximal’  
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Abstract   
This article illustrates the way in which English and Japanese people find particular 
conversational features that reflect their cultural values and importance in speech interaction. 
An interview had been conducted in order to find the meanings of particular conversational 
features, such as backchannels, pauses, English tag questions and Japanese final particles, 
and repetitions, and revealed some rules and expectation towards these conversational 
features. These comments were able to be cross-culturally categorized, and the goal of 
conversation also diverged between English and Japanese people. In addition, Japanese 
people living in England seemed to show ‘convergence’ since some of their comments were 
similar to those of English people. 

Keywords : 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.  
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3.2  

4

 “fake,” “boring,” “sarcastic,” “provoking,” “aggressive,” “tedious,” “irritating” 
 

 
 

Both conversations sound the same. I don’t mind not receiving backchannels while I’m 
speaking. 
When you make a point, you need signals. 
The conversation having no pauses sounds as if interlocutors are agreeing a lot. 

イギリス英語会話と日本語会話の言語・非言語行為に対する印象―母国語話者へのインタビューデータより―
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If there are lots of gaps, listeners are not interested in the conversation, or they’re just 
being polite. 
My mother told me not to use tags because they don’t mean anything. 
The utterance without a tag sounds like it makes the point clearer and speakers are not 
interrupting each other so much. 
The conversation without repetitions was easier to understand. 
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‘Convergence in the Speech Accommodation Theory’ (Giles 
and Coupland, 1991) 
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<Abstract> 
In this paper, I discuss the meaning encoded in the Japanese nominal tautology A wa A da. Previous studies have 
suggested that the interpretation process of A wa A da could be accounted for in terms of negation (in a broad sense), 
but a clear characterization of the interpretation process has yet to be determined. I propose the following meaning: A 
wa A da must be processed in such a way as to communicate an assumption that contradicts and eliminates another 
assumption about the referent of the subject A, attributed to someone other than the speaker at the point of utterance. 
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1                                   2000: 72  

 
A B A B

2
 (ibid.: 74) Even 

if there are times when I don’t have the price of a cup of coffee, I’m still me
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日本語名詞句トートロジー再考：「AはAだ」
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A A  
A A A
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A A  
A A 4

 
 
6.  

A A A
A (6)

A A Blakemore (1987)
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Reconsidering Future Tense Markers in Indonesian  
Yoshimi Miyake 
Akita University 

miyake@ed.akita-u.ac.jp 
Abstract  
This paper reconsiders extended uses of Indonesian auxiliary verbs to express the future 
tense, especially mau and nanti.  This study also shows how verbs denoting ‘desire’ and 
‘wait’ gradually develop into denoting simple ‘future’.  I will show a variety of uses of 
mau and nanti observed in modern Indonesian dialogues and literature.   
 
Keyword:  future tense, Indonesian, grammaticalization 
 
1. Introduction 

Indonesian has no inflectional means of marking future tense. Meanwhile the 
several independent words carry future tense meanings and occur with a high 
frequency. Linguistically, functions of future tense markers are listed as follows:   

Future tense distribution  
1. Desire:  mau, pingin, ingin, hendak  
2. Intention: mau 
3. Obligation: harus 
4. Necessity:  perlu 
5. Imminence: nanti  
6. Command: imperative --lah 
7. Politeness: bisa, boleh 
8. Supposition: bisa 
 
The purpose of this paper is to reconsider functions of the Indonesian future 

tense markers, focusing on two problems, i.e. (1) the most commonly used mau for 
desire, and (2) a development of an adverb nanti ‘later’ as a future tense marker.  
Among the nine feature tense markers above, the following two future markers 
denote simple future and desire each.    

1. akan 
pure future marker  

(1)   Aku akan pulang antara  
       1st.p          return (home)  between 
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jam  tiga  dan  empat. 
o clock  three and four 
‘I will come back home between three and four.’  
 

2. Ingin and its cognates, pingin, kepingin, or pengen  denote desire for future.  
(2) Aku  kepingin  pergi ke Jepang. 
        kepengen 
       ingin  
  1st    want       go     to Japan 
     ‘I want to go to Japan.’ 
 

3.  Grammaticalization of mau 
Bybee and others report that words such as want (desire, intention), can 

(potential)  may develop to future tense markers (Bybee 1985, Givon 1975, Heine 
and Reh 1984, Paguliuca 1985).  In Indonesian, too, it can be said that mau, a 
regular verb for ‘want’ has developed to denote future tense for desire.  
Investigating data from novels from 1900s: mau is a default auxiliary verbs of 
‘desire’.  

We argue that mau developed from being a regular verb, to an auxiliary verb 
mau for willing and desicre, then in current Indonesian speech,   

  Mau (old spelling: maoe) has been dominant in terms of the frequency.   
 Kommer    

maoe 167 (93.2%) 
ingin 3 (1.7%) 
pingin 0 / kepingin 2 (1.1%) 
hendak 7 (3.9%) 

 
 Lupus 

mau 187 (85.8%) 
ingin 19 (8.7%) 
pengen 1 / kepengen 1 (0.9%) 
hendak 10 (4.6%) 

 
3.1. Regular verb mau  
A regular verb mau denotes ‘want’ as in mau+ noun 

(3) Aku  mau   kue      ini. 
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 I       want   cake    this 
 ‘I want this cake.’ 
  

3.2. Auxiliary verb mau 
This is used for more immediate desire, compared with ingin.  

 (4)  Aku  mau  bermain  tenis.  
   I    want   play      tennis 
 ‘I want to play the tennis’. 

 
(5)  Saya  mau  makan   es krim 
    1st p.   mau  eat       ice cream 

 ‘I want to eat ice cream.’ 
 
4. Other uses of mau  

However, interestingly, mau has other functions.  Those derivative uses are 
found in conversations.  Those functions are rather new.   
 

4.1. Mau for interlocutors 
This use of mau is used in telephone conversations. 
e.g. a telephone conversation 

 (6) a. Bisa bicara dengan Ibu Tari?  
     Can talk     with      Mrs. Tari 

‘Can I talk to Mrs. Tari?’ 
 

b. Mau  dengan  siapa?     
         with     who  
  ‘Who would you like to talk to?’ 

4.2. Mau for evidential  
The auxiliary use mau can be used for inanimate subject 

7  a. Batterinya   mau  habis 
        battery-def.art   finish  

‘The battery is about to run out.’  
      

8  Kelihatannya  mau  hujan. 
it looks       mau   rain 

      ‘It looks it is about to rain.’ 
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The difference between mau and a common future auxiliary verb akan  is that 
mau is used for closer future. (The sky got dark, so it is really about to rain.)  
 

4.3. Mau for request 
Furthermore, mau can be colloquially used for request. 
 

(9) Mas, kamu  mau  ngantar  saya?  
Add. you  mau want  take     me  
‘Mas, will you take me (home/to somewhere)?’ 

 (mau:  Will you accept my request?) 
 

5.  Nanti   
Nanti used to be a regular verb denoting ‘wait’ . In recent conversations, nanti is 
used as an adverb denoting ‘later’, and furthermore, nanti could substitute  
auxiliary verb akan (Myhill 1990).  Syntactically nanti can be freely located as 
shown in all the sentences in (9).      
  
 (10) a Nanti  aku   makan. 
    later     1st p.   eat    

   b.  Aku  makan   nanti.  
      1st  p.  eat      later 

   c.  Aku  nanti   makan.    
      1st p.    later   eat     
     I will eat later.  
  

5.1. Nanti as an adverb  
Nanti is an adverb marking future (most frequently appearing)    
 (11) Nanti  saya          makan. 
     later   1st p.          eat 
             ‘I will eat later.’ 
 

  (12) Aku  bermain tennis  nanti. 
        I    play        tennis  later 
  I will play tennis later.  
 

5.2.   Delaying a future act   
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(13) a. Ini     harus        diperbaiki.   
      this   must         fixed 
        ‘This (appliance) has to be fixed.’ 
     b.  Mau sekarang?   
      want now 
         ‘Do you want to do so now?’  

 Nanti  saja.  
nanti just 

          ‘Later.’  
             

(14)  Sampai  nanti.  
till        later   

  ‘See/talk to you later.’ 
 

(15)   Nanti  dulu.  
    wait  before   

Wait for a second 
5.3. Co-occuring with an auxiliary verb akan 
Adding nanti delays the action. In this case, having an auxiliary verb akan or not is 
not relevant.  The sentences a. and b. are the same.   
 
(16)  a.  nanti  saya  makan.  
   nanti I  eat 
  ‘I will eat later.’ 

b.   nanti  saya  akan  makan.  
  nanti I akan eat 
  ‘I will eat later.’ 
 

c.     saya   akan  makan   (segera)  
    I akan eat      (right now) 
  ‘I am going to eat (now).’ 
 
   
5.4.   Nanti  as conditional  
Nanti has a conditional function. Sometimes it functions as a ‘warning’. However, a 
positive use is also possible.  
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(17)  Bawalah payung,  nanti        hujan. 
take     umbrella  later       rain. 

      ‘Take umbrella with you. It will rain later.’ 
 
(18)  Selesaikanlah  PRmu     dulu.       

finish   your homework assignment beforehand 
  
Kalau  tidak,  nanti  dimarahi  guru 
if neg.    nanti  get scolded  teacher 
 ‘Finish your homework first.  If not, you will be scolded by the teacher’. 
 

(19)   Nanti    ditertawakan. 
        later       laughted at.’ 

 (otherwise) you will be laughted at .  
 

(20)   Belajarlah  keras.  Nanti lulus ujian. 
       Study   hard nanti pass exam 
 ‘Study hard.  You will pass (if you do so).’ 
 
5.5.  Regular verb ‘wait’  
A regular verb nanti  denotes  ‘wait’ or ‘looking forward to’. This use occurs less 
often, connoting that the original function of nanti became weakened but an 
adverbial use has become more prominent. Usually a regular verb nanti is used 
with a prefix me-.   
(21)  Saya   akan   selalu  menanti  ciuman hangat  darimu.  
 I future always  waiting for  kiss warm  from you 

 ‘I will be always waiting for your warm kissing.’ 
 
Conclusion 
This paper focused on a certain development of future tense markers, i.e. mau, and 
nanti.  Mau, a regular verb denoting ‘want’ developed to be a future tense marker 
(an auxiliary verb use) for desire, and currently, mau can be used for 
near/immediate future as well as an evidential for inanimate subject.  Secondly, we 
also discussed the development of nanti, which originated from a verb denoting 
‘wait’ for future event.  The most frequently use of nanti is an adverbial use 
situated in a sentence initial or final. Furthermore, nanti can substitute future 
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tense marker akan.    
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<Abstract> 
The cross-cultural pragmatics literature has paid considerable attention to the 
influence of gender on linguistic production.  However, the relevance of gender in 
the realization of the positive face-threatening act of “criticisms” and their responses 
receives little interest.  The study investigates the effects of gender on techniques 
of responding to the act of criticism in a Chinese and English corpus.  This 
empirical analysis is based on data obtained through Interactive Discourse 
Completion Task (IDCT) scenarios, responded to by Taiwanese Chinese and 
American English speakers.  Sociocultural variables built into the data are, first and 
foremost, gender (both speaker- and addressee-gender) and the relative power status 
between speaker and addressee.  We transcribed and analyzed 359 reactions in two 
broad categories of realization strategies: deference politeness strategies and 
solidarity politeness strategies.  Significant results appear in three dimensions.  
First of all, with regards to sex differences, there is no significant difference between 
men and women in their responses to criticisms.  Second, there is strong evidence 
that the addressee’s gender has a significant effect on responses to criticisms.  
Third, there are various distributions of response strategies, depending on 
cross-cultural and power variation. 

Keywords : Gender; Speech act; Cross-cultural difference; Power 

1.  Introduction 
The difference in language use between women and men has long been an issue of 
interest in the field of language study.  Based on the extensive research on language 
and gender in the approaches of the deficit, power/dominance and culture/difference 
during the past decades, a list featuring typical ‘feminine’ and ‘masculine’ 
interactional styles are summarized by Holmes (2006: 6).  As Holmes points out, the 
list does oversimplify and does not account for the influence of a cohort of contextual 
factors, issues of social power and other features of social identity on the performance 
of speech styles.  However, producing such lists is still very useful as it does provide 
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evidence of social and cultural expectations regarding what are considered appropriate 
interactional norms for women and men to use.   

Table 1 Widely cited features of ‘feminine’ and ‘masculine’ interaction style (adapted 
from Holmes, 2006). 
Feminine Masculine 

indirect direct
conciliatory confrontational
facilitative competitive 
collaborative autonomous 
minor contribution (in public) dominates (public) talking time 
supportive feedback aggressive interruptions 
person/process-oriented task/outcome-oriented 
affectively oriented referentially oriented 

This study was designed to address the issue whether the Taiwanese ‘women’s and 
men’s languages’ are related to some of the normative gendered interactional styles 
associated with the normative and unmarked gender identity.  In particular, the 
present study focuses on their linguistic production in the confrontational contexts in 
which interlocutors with asymmetrical workplace power issue criticisms and probes 
whether there as any difference in male and female patterns of linguistic production.   

2.  Data and methodology 
Following the research tradition of cross-cultural pragmatics research tradition 
(Blum-Kulka et al 1989; Kasper & Blum-Kulka 1993), this study uses an Interactive 
Dictation Completion Test (IDCT), a technologically innovative version of discourse 
completion tests (DCTs) as its data elicitation procedure.  The IDCT consists of four 
situations in the workplace and an academic institution where the variable of power (P) 
is controlled.  It attempts to elicit the second pair part of a criticism in situations with 
which the subjects could easily identify.  A total of 99 subjects participating in the 
study.  Of these, 54 (28 female and 26 male) are American undergraduates and 45 
(23 female and 22 male) are Taiwanese undergraduates.   

Alerters Head Act Supportive Move 
Beg your pardon, young 
lady!

Who are you? Stole your 
idea?

Can you please tell me the 
whole story? 

Excuse me, but you are completely 
wrong. 
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The authors divide criticism responses into three main parts: alerters, head acts, 
and supportive moves, with the head act being the only core part of a speech act.  
Consider the above examples. 

3. Politeness, gender and the behavior of responding to criticism 
3.1. Strategies of criticism responses 
Head acts are the core parts of criticism responses.  The face-threatening 
oppositional turns, labeled as solidarity politeness strategies, consist of the strategies 
of Challenge, Contradiction, Accusation, Request for Justification, and Irrelevancy 
Claim.  Based on Scollon and Scollon’s classification scheme (1983), the head acts 
can be classified as solidarity politeness strategies because of their emphasis on the 
“commonality between the speaker and the hearer” (p. 162).    

The face-involving turns, which constitute the category of deference politeness 
strategies, include the strategies of Counterclaim (CC), Promise of forbearance 
(Promise), Apology, Admission of Responsibility (Admission), and Grounder.  These 
subsumed under the category of deference politeness strategies plot “formality and 
respect” (García, 1996: 666). 

3.1.1 Overview: Taiwanese vs. Americans 
Table 2 shows the distribution of the two main categories of head acts used to respond 
to the previous turn of criticism across all situations by the two subject groups.  
Americans and Taiwanese used deference politeness strategies more frequently than 
solidarity politeness strategies. Proportionally, the Taiwanese subjects employed 
deference politeness strategies more often than the Americans.  These results seem to 
support the characterization of Chinese as first language (L1) speakers favoring 
“clothed disagreement” to lessen the offense of disagreement, as described in Wang’s 
(1998) study.   

Table 2  Mean and raw frequencies of head acts for each subject group 
Head acts Group 

American Taiwanese 
Deference 2.74 (54) 2.94 (48) 
Solidarity 2.30 (51) 2.40 (44) 

 Tables 3 presents the distribution of the two main categories of strategies used as 
head acts across all situations for the male and female subjects of both groups.  
According to Table 3, the overall trend of criticism-response behavior by the two 
subject groups held when males and females are examined separately.  Further, male 
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Taiwanese Mandarin speakers tend to adopt deference strategies more often than the 
female speakers, contrary to the stereotype of Chinese L1 men, who are more direct 
and blunt.  Surprisingly, the female Taiwanese did not use “clothed disagreement” as 
often as the males did; they were not likely to significantly mitigate their opposition.  
Cross-culturally, female Americans favored strategies that express deference 
politeness and mitigate their responses to a greater extent than those from the 
Taiwanese group. 

Table 3  Mean and raw frequencies of head acts for each subject group 
Head acts Group 

American Taiwanese 
Male Female Male Female 

Deference 2.62  
(25)

2.86
(28)

2.65
(25)

2.60
(23)

Solidarity 2.58  
(25)

2.04
(26)

2.00
(23)

2.22
(21)

Total 50 54 48 44 
Total 42 48 39 43 

3.1.2 Responses to a Boss’ Reprimand: female vs. male 
Generally speaking, both men and women exhibit a slight preference of deference 
politeness strategies which account for 54% and 52% respectively.   On closer 
inspection, various cross-gender differences could be observed.  A factorial ANOVA 
is conducted to probe the effects of ‘group’ and ‘subjects’ gender’ on all subjects’ use 
of deference and solidarity politeness strategies as head acts.  In terms of the use of 
solidarity politeness strategies, the comparisons among groups reveal a significant 
difference only between the American and the Taiwanese female participants (F(2, 
99)= 4.57, p< .05) because of the relatively greater use by the American females.   

Upon examining specific patterns for individual situations, the authors observe 
that addressee’s gender has a significant impact on opposition formulation.  In 
responding to the addressee’s blame with greater institutionalized power, the females 
apologize most frequently while the males do least often: (F(2, 97)= 2.79, p< .05).  
The apologetic expression, like “I’m terribly sorry, sir, to have been coming in late 
and not finishing the work”, is employed by the American women to reduce their 
accountability for an offense.      

When the speakers’ need to maintain face overpowers considerations of the 
addressee’s face, they prefer the strategies that threaten the interlocutor’s face wants.  
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The Americans tend to endorse the independence values highly as to use less indirect 
communication than the Chinese.  When a disapproval exchange is categorized as a 
Contradiction, the Contradiction is usually followed by a supportive move of 
accusation.  The Americans prefer using accusations as supporting moves to 
aggravate their CT response.   The types of aggravated disagreement used most by 
the American participants are: accusatory/imperative you (as in “Maybe you should 
read the textbook before becoming teacher”), and judgmental vocabulary (as in “I
don’t think that is reason enough to penalize me” and “You are a bit closed minded
and don’t consider other viewpoints).  Taiwanese, on the other hand, sounded less 
blunt and offensive; they applied a number of hedges (such as wo jue de ”I feel”), 
downtoners (such as ye xu “maybe” and you dian “a bit”), and verb of uncertainty 
(such as hao xian bu shi zhe yang “it doesn’t seem like the case”) into their CT + 
accusation sequence, exemplified as follows. 

Zong jing li, wo bin mei you chi dao, zao tui, ye wan cheng we de gong zuo.  Wo 
jue de ren shi zhu ren hao xian dui wo you pian jian, ye xu wo de zhi wei ben lai 
yin gai shi ta lao po de.  Xi wan zong jing li neng cha ming zhen xiang.  

“Boss, I’m not coming in late nor leaving earlier.  I also complete my work.  I 
feel I’m biased by the personnel manager.  Probably, my position should be 
originally taken by his wife.  Hope you can find the fact! (CM 17; response to 
the boss’ reprimand)   

3.1.3 Responses to an Assistant’ Accusation: female vs. male
Being placed in the position of expressing opposition to an assistant about her 
unfounded accusation, the American English speakers are noted to have a preference 
for deference over solidarity politeness strategies to a small extent (56.7% vs. 43.3%).   
Converse of the American behavior, the Taiwanese subjects favor solidarity over 
deference politeness strategies (63.2% vs. 36.8%), although these differences are not 
statistically significant under the performance of paired-samples t-tests.  Comparing 
the participation of the Americans and the Taiwanese, we can see that the former 
group uses more deference politeness strategies than do the Chinese Mandarin 
speakers on the Taiwan Island to a significant extent (56.7% vs. 36.8%) (t= 2.28, 
p< .05).   

The Taiwanese, by contrast, employ solidarity politeness strategies more often 
than the Americans (63.2% vs. 43.3%).  However, this difference is not statistically 
significant because an independent-samples t-test does not reject the null hypothesis 
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of no preference between the two sets of politeness strategies (t= 1.01, ns).  The 
Taiwanese choose more strategies that threaten the interlocutor’s positive face as head 
acts (i.e. Contradiction, Irrelevancy claim, Challenge and Accusation), and those 
strategies account for 50.9% of all their strategies used.  In spite of this 
non-significant difference, the finding seems to attest the Scollon and Scollon’s (1983: 
162) assertion: “in asymmetrical relationships…the person holding more power will 
speak ‘downward’, using solidarity politeness strategies…” (cited in García, 
1996:664).   

We would like to continue the gender issue and address the research question: are 
there differences in the behavior of disagreement exhibited by males and females? A 
factorial ANOVA is performed to explore the effect of ‘group’ and ‘subjects’ gender’
on all subjects’ use of deference and solidarity politeness strategies as head acts.  
The Americans apparently deviate from the Taiwanese group to a different degree, in 
terms of the use of deference politeness strategies (F(2, 97)= 3.14, p< .05).   

Noted also a significant difference among groups in the use of solidarity 
politeness strategies (F(2, 97)= 3.29, p< .05).  Quite the reverse, the post-hoc test 
shows that the group difference is attributable to the greater use of this category by 
the Taiwanese group than the Americans.   

Cross-gender differences have been observed as we examine specific patterns for 
individual strategies. Men and women appear to have interpreted this situation of 
being accused of stealing ideas from an assistant as very face-damaging and requiring 
great displays of rapport-restoration.  The present subjects provide with 
Counterclaim by giving reasons without openly stating direct opposition and avoid 
direct confrontation.  The Taiwanese employ the strategies of Counterclaim
proportionally more often than their American counterpart; the group differences is 
also significant in both male- and female-addressee situations (F(2, 97)= 22.87, 
p< .001).  However, the subjects do not differ from each other in terms of their own 
gender in uttering Counterclaim.  This is probably due partly to the use of giving 
reasons geared toward a non-dominant gender.   

A further gender difference in the present corpus is found in relation to the use of 
Challenge. Challenge is a most aggravating T2 disagreement for it “directly attacks 
the competence of the other” (Muntigl & Turnbull, 1998: 244).  A Challenge
typically has an interrogative form, being prefaced with markers, like “when, what,
who, why, where and how” (Muntigl & Turnbull, 1998: 229).  That is, a Challenge
appears in the syntactic structure of a question, which exhibits a high frequency of 
occurrence in the present data, especially in the situations of expressing disagreements 
to the interlocutors with less institutionalized power.  The Taiwanese group is found 
to use this strategy as head act proportionally more often than their American 
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counterpart. They prefer using interrogative forms to challenge a previous claim by 
showing doubt and downplaying the proposition.  In general, all subjects are more 
likely to challenge the previous claims made by male-addressees than 
female-addressees (F(3, 97)= 4.06, p< .01).  One possible explanation, we believe, is 
that “behave badly” to male-addressees with lower institutionalized power could 
make the speaker’s speech more assertive or powerful.  On the contrary, “behave 
nicely” to the less powerful female-addressee could be interpreted as an example of 
the speaker’s tendency to maximize familiarity, hence foster in-groupness while 
minimizing that of power. 

4. Conclusion 
Informants’ perception in the four situations of the IDCT do not corroborate Holmes’ 
(1995) conclusions to the effect that female interactional style is always cooperative 
and facilitative whereas male style is always competitive and verbally aggressive.  
On the other hand, the study proves Montgomery’s claim about that the speakers are 
aware of their interlocutor and make linguistic adjustments based on who that person 
is (Montgomery 1998, cited in Bailey and Tillery 1999: 389).   

Gender has been posited to be a significant factor in verbal interaction, but the 
data collected for this study partially show gender to be as influential in either the 
severity of oppositional turns or the use of softeners of disagreement as it postulated 
in the literature.  The contextual variables, such as settings of verbal interaction and 
topics of conversation, apparently interact with gender in a complex way to shape 
interactional patterns.   

Addressees’ gender has been suggested to have sociolinguistic effects in the 
literature (e.g., Holmes, 1988).  Our results underscore the importance of attention to 
the influence of sex of addressee on discourse because the present speakers generally 
use more mitigated disagreement to male addressees and more aggravated 
disagreement to female ones.  The discrepancies in the expressions of disagreements 
towards male and female addressees reveal that in a male-dominated society, women’s 
subordinate position makes themselves easily ambushed at any point in a verbal 
interaction.   

Additionally, the study lends support to Okamoto’s (2002:102) view that “gender 
cannot be isolated as an independent variable for determining language us, and … 
other variables need to be considered as simultaneously relevant”.  Gender 
researchers should pay greater attention to intra-gender and inter-gender similarities in 
strategic discourse since, as our data has revealed, there are many interesting patterns 
that, while traditionally ascribed to either male or female speech style, are used by 
both groups. 
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 1

Abstract

 This thesis discusses the use of ‘neo-honorifics’ “su” among young people adopting the 

proposal introduced by Oh (2012), in which “su” is considered as a conversational style 

between the plain and the formal style. This thesis explains the use of “su” from the point of 

view of ‘wording’, focusing on the fact that while adults use it in an active way, young people 

use it in a passive way (‘negative motivation’), due to the following three factors: the low 

capacity of them to deal with the formal form; the needless of a deep knowledge of it; the 

willingness to avoid the language used by adults. 

neo-honorifics wording

wording
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wording

Jacob L. Mey wording

若年層におけるネオ敬語「ス」の使用動機について
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i
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neo-honorifics  
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<Abstract> 
This study investigates pragmatic functions of abbreviations in Shibuya-go, a Japanese slang used 
by the young. Previous studies on abbreviations or young people's slang have referred to 
motivations or effects of them, but they have hardly focused on the contexts of use. In this paper, I 
first categorize the abbreviations by their formal and semantic features. Then, I arrange the 
motivations and effects claimed by previous studies into five functions. Finally, I illustrate that 
these functions corresponds to the motivations or effects in individual usage events. This approach 
suggests that we can characterize the motivation and effect of abbreviations by the combination of 
functions and the context of use. 
 

 
 

 
 

1995

(initialism) (acronym) 
(clipping) 

 

 
 

2008
 

 
1  a.  <  

b.  <  
2  a.  <  

b.  <  
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3  a.  <  
b.  < ( ) ( )  

4  a. KY <    
b. KD <    

5  a. PK <  
b. AKB <  

 
(1),(2)  (1) 

 (2) 
cf. 2006 (3) 

(4),(5) KY

2008
(4) (5) 

 
 

5 2005, 2002, 1995  
 

 
6  a.  

 b.  
 c.  
 d.  
 e.  
 

(6b) 

 
 

 
(7)  (1a)  

若者言葉における略語―渋谷語（ギャル語）を中心に―
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7  A:  

 B:   
 '09 '10 : 14,  

 
(7) A

B A

 
(8)  (2a)  

 
8  A:  

 B:   
 2008 : 53,  

 

 
(9), (10), (11)  (4a), (5a), (6a)  

 
9  A:  

 B:  
 A:  

 2008 : 23,  
10  A:  

 B: KY   
 '09 '10 : 104,  

11  A:  
 B: PK   
 A:  

KY : 12,  
 
2

(8) 
(9) B

A
(10) (Kuuki Yomenai) KY
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(Koi no Yokan) B
(11) 

PK
B

A
 

 
 

 

 
 

. 1993. 12: 10 57-64.  

. 2008. KY : . 

. 2006. 35: 3 3 52-59. 

. 1988. 7: 10 4-12. 

. 2005. 

14 25-37. 

. 1980. 339 40-47. 

. 2002. 32 21-40. 

 . 1971. 7 3-20. 

. 1995. (3) ( ) 14: 1 114-123. 

BROCKBUSTER + . 2008. KY : . 

( ). 1996. 6 : . 

. 2008. 2008 : TWJ. 

. 2009.  '09 '10 : TWJ. 

若者言葉における略語―渋谷語（ギャル語）を中心に―
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Abstract  

In recent years, young people often writes " " as " ,"  and " " as "
."  It is well known which type of character they use depends on the meanings. This 

research focuses on the " / " and " / ," and explains how these four 
expressions are different in their meanings from a viewpoint of Relevance Theory. 

 
 

 

1976
1998 2006 2008

 
 

 

(1998) (1976) (1980) (1981) ( )
 

( ) ( ) 
( )  
( )  
( )     ( 1998) 

(2006)

(2008) (10
80 ) 1986
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(2011)
 

(1) 
×  

( 2011 ) 

(2011)
 

 ( ) ( )   ( 2011) 

1 ( BCCWJ)
1970 2000 100

(2011)
 

   
1970 99 1 
1980 89 11 
1990 82 18 
2000 55 45 

 

 
 

1970 130 0 
1980 380 0 
1990 701 5 
2000 1642(884) 14(62) 

 
2 BCCWJ

1990 2000

3  
 

1.  
2. 

 
3. 

( )
 

1. 2

 
2. 

( 1981)
 

3. 

 

 

 
2

2

「適当」と「最高」がカタカナ表記される動機の違い―関連性理論からの分析―
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BCCWJ

( )
( 2011)

 
 

 

3
4

BCCWJ
1990 2000

 
 

 
1970 177 0
1980 687 0
1990 1885 5
2000 5041(2898) 17(62)

(2) 
       (BCCWJ ) 

(3)  
(BCCWJ ) 

(2) (3) (2)
( A B

) (1980)

 
5 100 ( 84 )

 
 

 (BCCWJ ) 
 58 0

 28 7  
 9 31  

 5 7  
 0 36  
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( )

(
1998)

 
 

2012 12 15

 

 

 . 2008. 

40 265-280  

 . 1980. 343 46-52  

 . 1998. 41 12-20  

 . 1977. 59 140-159  

 . 2011.  

 . 1981. 847-866  

  . 2006. 

72 19-32 

 . 2011. ( )  :  

 . 2011. 30(14) 106-114 

 

(BCCWJ) (https://chunagon.ninjal.ac.jp/login) 

「適当」と「最高」がカタカナ表記される動機の違い―関連性理論からの分析―
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<Abstract > 
The workshop title "Reading deeply into the works of Ernest Hemingway" means, in one 
interpretation, “to understand what is not explicitly stated in his ‘sharp and simple’ writing.” In this 
workshop, we presented three approaches to his literary works: a discourse analytic approach, a 
stylistic approach, and a cognitive linguistic approach, and showed what can be understood by 
analyzing the text from each perspective. Through these studies, we can rediscover the stylistic 
characteristics of Hemingway’s works and more deeply consider what is left unsaid in the story. 

Hemingway  

Ernest Hemingway

Hemingway
 

“Indian Camp”
Hemingway

“Indian Camp” “Big Two-Hearted River”
Hemingway

“Indian Camp” “Hills like White Elephants”

Hemingway
Hemingway
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hkura@ks.kyorin-u.ac.jp 
 
 
<Abstract> 
     When it comes to analyzing literature, linguistic theory is rarely adopted but literary theory 
has been mainly adapted to the examination and evaluation of a work of literature or its aspect. The 
objective of this paper is to analyze Ernest Hemingway’s short story, “Indian Camp,” from linguistic 
aspects in order to reconsider Hemingway’s typical prose style which has been considered and 
praised as “muscular,” “sharp and simple prose,” and “hard-boiled.” Then I point out that the notion 
of linguistics may be able to help us to read and interpret literature through my analysis.   

 
 
 
1.  

 

 
 
2.  

 
(1966)

(1966)

 
 
These qualities of these early stories which attracted most attention to Hemingway, 
and which seemed to mark his work as his own and no other’s, were the rigorous 
objectivity with which they were told, their complete lack of “thinking,” and the 
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unbelievably sharp and simple prose.(Young 1966: 181) 
 

(1966)

 
 
3. “Indian Camp”  

(“Indian Camp,” 1925)
1

 

“see”  “watch” “look at”
 

 
Nick held the basin for his father. It all took a long time.  

His father picked the baby up and slapped it to make it breath and handed it to 
the old woman. 

   “See, it’s a boy, Nick,” he said. “How do you like being an interne?” 
  Nick said, “All right.” He was looking away so as not to see what his father was 

doing. 
  “There. That gets it,” said his father and put something into the basin. 
  Nick didn’t look at it. 
  “Now,” his father said, “there’s some stitches to put in. You can watch this or not, 

Nick just as you like. I’m going to sew up the incision I made.” 
  Nick did not watch. His curiosity had been gone for a long time. (17) 

 

(something)  

                                            
1 “Indian Camp” “Big Two Hearted River”

 

文学と言語学の狭間でヘミングウェイを読む―揺れ動く解釈と登場人物の心理―

－304－



 
 “watch”

 
 
“Those must boil,” he said, and began to scrub his hands in the basin of hot water with 
a cake of soap he had brought from the camp. Nick watched his father’s hands 
scrubbing each other with the soap. While his father washed his hands very carefully 
and thoroughly, he talked. (17) 
 

 “Nick watched his father’s hands scrubbing each other with the soap”

“Nick did not 
watch.”

 

 
 

There was no need of that. Nick standing in the door of the kitchen, had a good 
view of the upper bunk where his father, the lamp in one hand, tripped Indian’s head 
back. (18) 
 

“have a view”

 
 “feel”

 
 
They were seated in the boat, Nick in the stern, his father rowing. The sun was coming 
up over the hills. A bass jumped, making a circle in the water. Nick trailed his hand in 
the water. It felt warm in the sharp chill of the morning. 
   In the early morning on the lake sitting in the stern of the boat with his father 
rowing, he felt quite sure that he would never die. (19) 
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“felt”  “warm”  ”sharp”  “chill”
“felt” , 

“quite sure” ”never”  “would”

 
 
4.  

 

 
 

 
Beegel, S. F. (ed.) 1989. Hemingway’s Neglected Short Fiction. Alabama: Alabama University Press. 
Benson, J. J. 1969. Hemingway: The Writer’s Art of Self-Defense. Minneapolis: Minnesota 

University Press.   
Flora, J. M. 1989. Ernest Hemingway: A Study of the Short Fiction. Boston: Twayne. 
Hemingway, E. 1996. In Our Times. New York: Scribner. 
Leech, G. N. and M. H. Short. 1981. Style in Fiction: A Linguistic Introduction to English Fictional 

Prose. London: Longman. 
Short, Mick. 1996. Exploring the Language of Poems, Plays and Prose. London: Longman. 
Smith, Paul. (ed.) 1989. A Reader’s Guide to the Short Stories of Ernest Hemingway. Boston: G.K. 

Hall & Co. 
Young, P. 1966. Ernest Hemingway: A Reconsideration. University Park: Pennsylvania State 

University Press. 

文学と言語学の狭間でヘミングウェイを読む―揺れ動く解釈と登場人物の心理―
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<Abstract > 
Ernest Hemingway’s style is often described as being “hard-boiled.” The readers of his stories however can 
imagine the feelings of the characters through the text. In the present study, I analyze two of his short 
stories, “Indian Camp” and “Hills like White Elephants,” using cognitive linguistic findings on viewpoint 
and subjectivity. Investigating each text from the perspective of “who sees what” and “who hears what,” I 
claim that the text of “Hills like White Elephants” enables the readers to more easily imagine the subtleties 
of the heart of the characters than those of “Indian Camp.”  

 
 
 
11. Heminway  

Hemingway

Hemingway
subjectivity

1 
Hemingway “Indian Camp” “Hills like White Elephants”

 
Hemingway

 

1985: 7

                                                   
1 “subjectivity”

“subjectivity”  
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22.  

Langacker (2008) 
Langacker (2008: 535-536) 

Langacker (2008) 

 
Langacker Rubba (1996) Sanders and 

Redeker (1996) Rubba (1996) 
this here

Sanders and Redeker (1996) 
“implicit perspective” 4

 

  
come this   Hemingway

1

 

 (2009) 
Hemingway

“Indian Camp” “Hills like White Elephants”

 
 

33. ““Indian Camp” “Hills like White Elephants”  
“Indian Camp” “Hills like White Elephants” (i)

(ii) (iii)

 
33.1 ““Indian Camp” 

“Indian Camp”

視座と〈見え〉からHemingway作品に迫る
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1 another rowboat
2

Nick heard
quite a way ahead moved further ahead quick choppy strokes

cold working 
very hard

Nick 
asked Nick said

they found
They walked up from 

the beach through a meadow following the young Indian they went into the woods and followed a trail

They came around a bend

a dog came out barking Ahead were the lights of the shanties
“Indian Camp”

 

‘There. That gets it,’ said his father and put something into the basin.
something

It felt warm in the 
sharp chill of the morning he [=Nick] felt quite sure that he would never die

It felt … he felt quite sure …
 

“Indian Camp” Nick 
said his father said 7 14

2

“Indian Camp”
Hemingway

 
33.2 ““Hills like White Elephants” 

“Hills like White Elephants”
On this side

The hills across the valley of the Ebro … the station Close against 
the side of the station … the bar The American and the girl with him

Zoom-in
It was very hot and the express from 

Barcelona would come in forty minutes.
The girl was looking off at the line of hills

                                                   
2 Nick said said Nick Nick asked asked Nick his father said said his father

the doctor he  
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{The girl / she} {was looking / looked} ~ 6 3

 (2005: 8 ) 
 

the man said he asked  He did 
not say anything. the girl said she said said the girl asked the girl
The girl did not say anything. 10 18

“Hills like White Elephants”
Would you please please please please please please please 

stop talking?

 

“Do you feel better?” he asked. “I feel fine,” she said. “There’s nothing wrong with me. I feel fine.”
“Hills like White Elephants” “Indian Camp”

 
 

44. Hemingway  
Ernest Hemingway “Indian Camp” “Hills like White Elephants”

“Indian 
Camp”

Hemingway
“Hills like White Elephants”

“Hills like White Elephants” “Indian Camp”
 

 
 

. 2005.  . 
Langacker, Ronald W. 2008. Cognitive Grammar: A Basic Introduction. Oxford: Oxford University Press.  

. 1985.  . 
Rubba, Jo. 1996. “Alternate Grounds in the Interpretation of Deictic Expressions.” In Gilles Fauconnier and 

Eve Sweetser (eds.), Space, Worlds, and Grammar, 227-261. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 
Sanders, José, and Gisela Redeker. 1996. “Perspective and the Representation of Speech and Thought in 

Narrative Discourse.” In Gilles Fauconnier and Eve Sweetser (eds.), Space, Worlds, and Grammar, 
290-317. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 

. 2009.  . 

                                                   
3 {The man / he} looked ~ 4  

視座と〈見え〉からHemingway作品に迫る
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<Abstract> 
Featuring Hemingway's "Indian Camp", this paper talks about two things.  One is about 
Hemingway's reticent style, which leaves many things unsaid and lets readers retrieve the 
unspoken information.  This paper focuses among others on referring expressions with (a) 
modifier(s) in order to bring out the eloquent reticence of Hemingway's style.  The other 
focus of the paper is a mystery embedded in this story.  That is, no conclusive answer has 
been given as to the reason of the Indian husband's suicide.  This paper claims that the 
mystery is so required as to present to the protagonist two unrelated events of life and death, 
and that readers do not have to bother themselves with the reason of the suicide. 

 
 
 

Hemingway "Indian Camp"

 

 
 

 
 "another rowboat", "quick 

choppy strokes",  "all his post-operative exhilaration"  
 
(1) At the lake shore there was another rowboat drawn up.  The two Indians stood waiting. 
   Nick and his father got in the stern of the boat and the Indians shoved it off and one 

of them got in to row.  Uncle George sat in the stern of the camp rowboat. 
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(1) "another rowboat"  

"another" 
2  

(1) 

 (camp) 
 ("the boat") 

 ("the camp 
rowboat")  

 
 
(2)   The two boats started off in the dark.  Nick heard the oarlocks of the other boat 

quite a way ahead of them in the mist.  The Indians rowed with quick choppy strokes.   
 

(2) "quick choppy strokes" 
 "choppy" 

"choppy" 
 

"all his post-operative exhilaration"
 

 
(3)   "I'm terribly sorry I brought you along; Nickie," said his father, all his 

post-operative exhilaration gone.  "It was an awful mess to put you through." 
 

(4)  

"all his post-operative exhilaration"

 
 

表現と省略の構図：“Indian Camp”における文体と物語のなぞ
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(4) He was feeling exalted and talkative as football players are in the dressing room after a 
game. 

"That's one for the medical journal, George," he said.  "Doing a Caesarian with a 
jack-knife and sewing it up with nine-foot, tapered gut leaders." 

 

 
 

 

 
 
(5) "Why did he kill himself, Daddy?" 
 "I don't know, Nick.  He couldn't stand things, I guess." 
 

2005, Meyers 1988
 

 

 

 

 2008
 

 
(6) 
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"Indian Camp"

 
"Indian Camp"

 
 

Meyers Meyers

 

 
 

Meyers, Jeffery.  1988.  Hemingway's Primitivism and "Indian Camp": Hemingway's 
Primitivism and "Indian Camp"  Twentieth Century Literature.  34:2, 211-222.   

.  2005.  
10, 153-166.   

.  2008. 37:1, 66-71.   

表現と省略の構図：“Indian Camp”における文体と物語のなぞ
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 1

 
 
 
 

Abstract  
     We organized this workshop as an experimental one in order to discuss about a social 

contribution of pragmatic study, that is, contribution to the Japanese language education from 
pragmatics and contribution to the pragmatics from Japanese language education.  In the 
workshop, we claimed that we should aim a symbiotic relationship that is the Japanese 
language education and pragmatics research, mutually influence each other sustainably. 
     The workshop was also an attempted experimental for realizing the claim mentioned 
above.  It was composed of three presentations and we described that research on "action of 
listener" need more for pragmatic study and Japanese language education.  

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

2012

p.207
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2006

pp.156-159

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

語用論研究から日本語教育へ、日本語教育から語用論研究へ
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2006

6-1

148-186 .

2012

 

語用論研究から日本語教育へ、日本語教育から語用論研究へ
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Abstract  
     The utterance to which "comment" was added found things for not having only conveyed 
a listener's idea or an opinion to a speaker.  A reaction is not only shown, but I would like to 
show the utterance to which comment were added that it is working on the speaker.  For 
example, it is possible that utterance which makes a partner turn to in the positive direction, 
at the same time, listener as like is also performing encouragement.  I would like only for a 
speaker's utterance not to be important, and for a listener to catch a speaker's utterance how, 
and to show whether it has influenced to it. 

 
 
 

 
2
1

2

2

 
 

;2006,2009
;1988

2012

 
2001

 

2
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2

 
 

2010 5 6

10 10 20
5 5

10 20

15
IC 15

IC

 

2
1

2

1
 

 

1  
B  

160  
A

 
 
1   A ¥ hh ¥[heh heh h 

2   B     [  

3   B .hh 3 . = 

4   B = [   

5   A                           [ :::                   

6     (1.7) 

7   A [h ha .h 

8   B [huh huh huh huh .h 

9 A 160 [ :   

10  B                        [huh huh .h 

11  B .   

12  A .   

 
B

160
9 A

;2003 A
160

160 B

 
9 B 10

A

聞き手が示す共感―聞き手の感想が付け加えられた場合
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11

160
 

B

 

 
 

 

2  
B  
 

1   B  

2  (1.1) (( )) 

3   B  

5   B [h huhu 

6   A [¥ ¥ 

7     (0.8)  

8   B :  

9   A  

10  B h ha 

11 A  

12   (0.4) 

13  B  

 
8 10 B

B

11 A
B

;2004

 
13 B

11 A

B

 

 
 

2
1
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2012  
 

. 61  57-68.  
2006  

 
. 

2009  
   

16 1  12-23. 
2004  

 
 

 
6  249-261. 

2001  
  

 30  51-60.  
2003   

6  
4 8   
260-263. 

1988  
64 

13-26. 
 

  
http://www.meijigakuin.ac.jp/~aug/transsym.htm  

2012 12 3  
 

聞き手が示す共感―聞き手の感想が付け加えられた場合
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Abstract  
As a case study of conversation Japanese learner written, from the point of view of negative politeness 

strategy to partner, it is found a serious matter that the learner is lack of knowledge involved in 

goal-oriented discourse. Specifically, (1) the learner often asks "Why ~?" rather than "What’s the matter 

with you?", and (2) the interactions to build a common understanding of a conversation situation are not 

done, and (3) the attitude of the speaker to opponent, such as "I am worried", is manifested in the turn, etc. 

Conventionally, in the Pragmatic approaches, the description of individual speech function was relatively 

from the speaker side, however considering the application to the educational aspect, the description as 

interaction including the listener parts is desired, to which, the pragmatic approach is expected to 

contribute. 

 
 
 

 

7 3 4
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goal-oriented discourse

Hayashi, 1996.
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1.  

: 
1410.

: 1814.  

Hayashi, Takuo. 1996. Politeness in Conflict  

Management: A Conversation Analysis of 

Dispreferred Message from a Cognitive  

Perspective. Journal of Pragmatics 25, 227-255. 

. 2008. ,

.
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 1 

 
 
 
 

Abstract  
We studied Indonesian (INS) communication strategies (CS) at contact situations with 
Japanese (JNS). We found that INS used back channel, discourse marker, honorific 
language and apology as CS. and  are used by intermediate and advance 
INS.  and  are mainly used by advance INS, where they have more variety of CS. We 
suggest that CS are taught from early stages of Japanese language pedagogy. 
 

CS  
 
 

CS
CS

Faerch&Kasper1983 1984
1981

1993 Canale
1983 CS

2
 

2011

 
INS

JNS
CS

CS

 
 

4 INS JNS

INS
SPOT 

Simple Performance-Oriented Test
INS1

INS2 INS3 INS4
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 2 

80

FUI FUI

 
 

INS
CS

CS

CS  
 

INS a
b

c
3

a  
 

1 
033JNS1 .h : [

, 
034INS1  [

  
035JNS1 ( )

,
, 

036INS1 :: 
 

1 a JNS

2004 INS
INS

b c
INS

 
INS JNS

JNS

JNS FUI INS

JNS3 JNS4 INS3 INS4
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 3 

INS
4  

 
2 

089JNS2
[ ] 

090INS2  [ ] 
091JNS2 : 
092INS2  
093JNS2 (( ))

, 
094INS2  
095JNS2 s  [(hh)] 
096INS2  [ ::] 
097JNS2 (( ))° ?

. -( )°(1.9)  
098INS2 :, 
099JNS2 : 
100INS2 :(0.6) [ ,

hhhhhhhh 
 

INS

2

CS INS
 

 

INS

INS
INS3 INS4

FUI  

3 
076JNS4 :,

, 
077INS4 °  [

?° 
078JNS4  [

 
 

3 INS3
INS4 INS3 INS4

JNS

FUI

JNS3
JNS4 INS3 INS4

FUI INS3
INS4

JNS1 JNS2

 
 

INS4 INS4
JNS4 JNS4

FUI

JNS4

 
 

4 
141JNS4 [ hhhh] hhhh 
142INS4 = hhhhhhhhhhh
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<abstract> 
This study examines semantic and syntactic properties of motion verbs in English and Japanese, focusing 
on walk in English and aruku “walk” in Japanese.  Drawing on Halliday’s (1967a, 1967b, 1968) semantic 
analysis of verb classes and Maruta’s (2000) LCS analysis of motion verbs, differences between walk and 
its Japanese equivalent can be accounted for in terms of causation and reflexivity.  This study also shows 
that Maruta’s semantic analysis of the motion verbs in question can be recast within a syntactic framework 
in terms of the presence of or the absence of a null reflexive verb and a null causative.  

 
 

 
1.  

 

Halliday (1967a, 1967b, 1968)

 
(1) (2)  

 
(1) a. John walked in the park. 

b. John walked to the park. 
   c. John walked his dog in the neighborhood. 
(2) a. John-ga  kooen-de aru-ita.  

John-NOM park-IN  walk-PAST   “John walked in the park.” 
   b. *John-ga kooen-ni/e  aru-ita.  

John-NOM park-TO/TO  walk-PAST   “John walked to the park.” 
   c. *John-ga  inu-o  kinnzyo-de  aru-ita. 

John-NOM dog-ACC neighborhood-IN walk-PAST  “John walked the dog in the neighborhood.” 
 

(1a) (1b) “walk” “in the park” “to the 
park” (1c) “walk”

(1a) (2b)
(2c)

(1) (2)

Halliday (1967a, 1967b, 1968) (1)
(2000) LCS

 
 
2. Halliday(1967a, 1967b, 1968)  
 

Halliday(1967a, 1967b, 1968) transitivity ergativity
transitivity Actor, 

Initiator, Goal ergativity Causer Affected
3 (i) Effective

(ii) Nuclear (iii) 
Descriptive

 
(1) Halliday(1967a, 1967b, 1968) (1a’) (1c’)
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2 
 

 
 
(1a´)  John walked in the park  [Descriptive, middle] 

Actor/Initiator/Causer  Adjunct 
(1b´)  John walked  to the park.   [Descriptive, middle] 
 Actor/Initiator/Causer  Adjunct 
(1c´) John walked    his dog        in the neighborhood. [Descriptive, operative] 

Initiator/Causer  Actor/Affected  Adjunct 
 
(1a) descriptive middle “John”
Actor/Initiator/Causer 3 (1b) descriptive middle
Halliday(1967a, 1967b, 1968) “in the park” “to the park”

Adjunct (1c) descriptive operative
“John” Initiator/Causer “his dog” Actor/Affected

3  
(1a) (1b) Adjunct (3)

(1a) (1b)
(Ayano 2007) (3b) “to the park” (3c) “at the 

station”  
 
 

(3) a. What the students did in the park was walk. 
 b. *What the students did to the park was walk. 
 c. *What the students did at the station was arrive. 
 

(4) HAVE
BE

 
 

(4) a. Hij heeft/*is gelopen. 
he  has/is  run   “He ran.”    

b. Hij is/?heeft naar huis  gelopen. 
He is/has   to  house run  “He has run home.”  (Zaenen 1993:22) 

 
(1b) “walk”

(unaccusative verb (Perlmutter (1978))  
(1b) nuclear

“walk” “John” Goal Affected
 

Halliday (1a) “walk”
Actor Causer (1b) “John” Goal Affected

(1c) Causer Actor Initiator
3

“walk”
 

 
3.  

 
(2000) (1)

日英語の動作動詞文に関する一考察
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3 
 

(2000) (5) Onset Causation
Extended Causation 2  

 
(5)  a. Onset causation (INITIATE): John spun the top. 
 b. Extended causation (CAUSE): John cut the bread. 

 
Onset Causation

Initiator Effector “John spun 
the top”
Extended Causation

“John cut the bread”
 

“run” “walk” Onset Causation
Volitional Initiator (6) “run”

LCS Foley and Van Valin (1984)
 

 
(6) John ran last in the race.  

Vol-Initiator/Effector 
[x=JOHN DO ACT-OF-VOL] INITIATE [x=JOHN RUN] 

 
(1) ”walk” LCS (1´´)  

 
(1a´´) John walked in the park. [x DO ACT-OF-VOL] INITIATE [x WALK] 
(1b´´) John walked to the park. [[x DO ACT-OF-VOL] INITIATE [y WALK]]  

CAUSE [BECOME [y=x <PLACE>]] 
(1c´´) John walked his dog in the neighborhood 
    [[x DO ACT ON y] INITIATE [y WALK] 
 
(1a´´) Volitional Initiator “John” Onset Causation

“John” (1b´´) “John”
“John” “John” “himself”

(7) PLACE STATE  
 

(7) a. We walked ourselves into a state of exhaustion.            (Levin 1993). 
 b. I walked myself weary. 
 

(1c´´)  
(1b´´) (8c)

“open” (Steinbach 2002)  
 
(8)  a. Middle Construction 

Das Buch liest sich leicht 
the book reads RP easily 

b. Reflexive Construction 
Herr Rossi rasiert sich 
Mr. Rossi shaves RP 

c. Anticaustive Construction 
Die Tür öffnet sich 
the door opens RP 

d. Inherent Reflexive Construction 
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4 
 

Herr Rossi erkaältet sich 
Mr. Rossi catches.a.cold RP  

 
 
4.  
 

“walk” (1a) (1b)

(1c)

Bowers(2010) (cf Svenonius
(2004))

(1c) (9a)
(9b) (9)

 
 
(9) a. Taroo-ga  inu-ni   kooen-o aruk-ase-ta. 
   Taroo-NOM dog-DAT park-O  walk-CAUS-PAST 
   “Taroo made the dog walk in the park.” 
 b. Taroo-ga   inu-ni    kooen-o sampo-sase-ta. 
   Taroo-NOM dog-DAT park-O  walk-CAUS-PAST 
   “Taroo made the dog walk in the park.” 
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<Abstract> 
This paper focuses on ergative verbs, which was originally introduced by Halliday (1967-8), in 
English and Japanese in the framework of Systemic Functional Linguistics. Such verbs are analysed 
in both transitive and ergative interpretations. The element functioning as an Actor in the former may 
be treated as a Medium in the latter, which makes it possible to treat logically identical participants 
as the same. With these treatments, Japanese expressions with ergative verbs are investigated to 
show that both interpretations are necessary to describe texts, because there is inconsistency of the 
meanings between uses of the particles accompanying the participants. 

 
 
 

 
M. A. K. Halliday SFL metafunction
realization Halliday (1984

SFL Halliday and 
Matthiessen, 2004  

SFL Halliday 1967a, 1967b, 1968
transitivity 1

transitive interpretation ergative interpretation
 

 
 

SFL ideational metafunction

Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004
Process

Tom closed his eyes Tom Actor closed his eyes
Goal closed Tom’s eyes closed

Tom’s eyes Halliday, 1994, p. 164
 

ergative
Halliday 1967a

Halliday 1994, p. 164
Medium  
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 Tom closed his eyes. 
 Actor Process Goal 
 Agent Process Medium 

 
 Tom’s eyes closed. 

 Actor Process 
 Medium Process 

 
his eyes Tom’s eyes closed

Medium
 

 
 

 

1996
 

 
 

 
   

 Actor / Goal / Actor or Goal  Process 
 Medium Process 

 

Medium
 

日本語の能格動詞に関する一考察：過程構成と主題構造の関係から
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459  
 

    
V 459 37 141 
V 1826 465 365 
V 32 13 25 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 1  a.   
  b. ?  
  c.  
 2  a.   
  b.  
  c. ?  
 3  a. ?  
  b.  
  c.  

 
1a 2a 1b-c

2b-c

1b 2c 1b

1a
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2c
 

1c 2c
3b-c

 

 
 

 
SFL Halliday 1967a, 1967b, 1994; Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004

 
 

 
1 “transitivity” SFL

2000 2000 ”ergative interpretation”
Halliday, 1994/2001  

 
 

Halliday, M.A.K. 1967a. “Notes on Transitivity and Theme in English - Part 1.” Journal of Linguistics 3, 37-81. (Reprinted 
in Halliday, 2005, pp. 5-54). 
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(Reprinted in Halliday, 2005, pp. 55-109). 
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<Abstract> 
This paper suggests how a clause is interpreted from the perspective of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL). 
Based on three clause types (effective, descriptive and nuclear) and two patterns of clause organization (ergative 
and transitive), a clause is analyzed. Through this analysis, the fact that a clause may include semantic ambiguity is 
confirmed, and the way clause interpretation is determined by the three dimensions of context of situation is 
explored. This paper concludes that context of situation has a crucial role in clause interpretation, and may require 
circumstantial elements as obligatory components in a clause.  

 
 
 

 
(Systemic Functional Linguistics)

(ergative) (transitive) Halliday 
(1967, 1968) 3

effective descriptive
nuclear  

/
 

 
 

2

(Halliday 1968: 185)
Halliday (1967, 1968)  

 
(1) John opened the door.  
(2) The door opened.  
(3) She washed the clothes. 
(4) He marched the prisoners.  

 
(1) John the door opened

(Causer) the door opened (Affected)
the door
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(Actor) (Initiator) the door
(Goal) (1)

nuclear (1) (4) 1  
 

1  (adapted from Halliday, 1968) 
(1)  John  opened the door nuclear

 Causer   Affected 
 Actor/ Initiator  Goal 

    
(2) The door  opened  nuclear

 Affected   
 Goal   

    
(3)  She  washed the clothes effective

 Causer   Affected 
 Actor/ Initiator  Goal 

    
(4)  He marched the prisoners descriptive

 Causer   Affected 
 Initiator  Actor 

 
(2) the door (1) the door

nuclear (3) (4) (3)
she washed (Causer) (Actor) (4)

he marched marched
the prisoner (3) she the clothes

effective (4) the prisoner descriptive
 

(3) (4)
/ 2  

 
 

(1) (4) /

 
(5)

1  
 

(5) This gun fires with a very loud report 9:00 PM daily. 
 

コンテクストから見た英語の起動的/他動的解釈の一試案
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2  
 

2 (5)  
1 nuclear  

 This gun  fires with a very loud report 9:00 PM daily 
 Affected    
 Goal    

     
2 effective/ receptive  

 This gun  fires with a very loud report 9:00 PM daily 
 Affected    
 Goal    

     
3 effective/operative  

 This gun  fires (e.g. the bullet) with a very loud report 9:00 PM daily 
 Causer   Affected  
 Actor/ Initiator  Goal  

     
4 descriptive  

 This gun  fires with a very loud report 9:00 PM daily 
 Affected    
 Actor/ Initiator    

 
2 (5) 4 1 the door opened

nuclear

 
2 effective (receptive)

 
3 (operative)

 
4 descriptive fired this gun

 
(5) 1

(context of situation)  
3
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(field)
(tenor) (mode)

 
 

 
 

 
 

3 4
2

 
1

9:00 PM daily
9

(5)
9:00 PM daily 9

 

(9:00 PM daily)
 

 
 

 
(ideational metafunction)

 
 
 

Halliday, M.A.K. 1967. “Notes on Transitivity and Theme in English, Part 1”. Journal of Linguistics 3.1, 37-81.  
Halliday, M.A.K. 1968. “Notes on Transitivity and Theme in English, Part 3”. Journal of Linguistics 4, 179-215. 
Halliday, M.A.K. & C.M.I.M. Matthiessen. 2004. An Introduction to Functional Grammar (3rd ed.) London: 

Arnold.   
2006.  

コンテクストから見た英語の起動的/他動的解釈の一試案
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Interface of Corpus Linguistics and Pragmatics 
Shin’ichiro Ishikawa 

Kobe University 
 
<Abstract> 

One of the striking differences between corpus linguistics and pragmatics is that 
the former usually depends on quantitative analysis, while the latter on qualitative 
analysis. However, two approaches, both of which pay greater attention to language in 
use rather than to language in theory, are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Corpus 
linguistics undoubtedly contributes to sophistication of description of pragmatic 
dimensions of language in use. In this sense, corpus-based pragmatics or CBP seems a 
promising field of research.  

In the current talk, using a balanced corpus of modern Japanese, the author 
reconsidered sentence-final politeness markers of Japanese, which have been 
traditionally analyzed in the field of pragmatics, as a case study exploring the 
interface of corpus linguistics and pragmatics. 
 

Keywords  
Corpus Linguistics, Pragmatics, Japanese Sentence-final Politeness Markers, 
Quantitative Analysis,  
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入 会 案 内

［入会手続きについて］
以下の手続き（１）と（２）をお済ませください。

●手続き（１）
電子メールにて以下の「記入の項目」をご記入の上、

　psj.treasurer -at- gmail.com
　（関西外国語大学国際言語学部・長友俊一郎宛）
　（スパムメール防止のためにこのような表記となっております。）

へお送り下さい。なお、その際、「会費を払い込んだ」かどうかを付け加えていただけ
れば幸いです。メールをいただければ、事務局よりreplyをいたします。なお、今後の
会員の住所・所属変更は、必ず事務局宛にメールでご連絡下さい。

・記入の項目
　○ 名前（ふりがな）
　○ 所属
　○ 教員か学生か団体かの別（教員、大学院生、学部生、非常勤講師、一般、団体など）
　○ 郵便番号及び住所
　○ 電話番号／ Fax番号
　○ E-mail address

●手続き（２）
年会費（一般会員：5,000円、学生会員：4,000円、団体会員：6,000円［平成18年３月21
日運営委員会決定］）を郵便局に備え付けの郵便振り込み用紙で、以下の口座にお振り
込み下さい。また、通信欄には、何年度の年会費かのみを明記ください。

00900-3-130378　　口座名：日本語用論学会

（＊こちらに届く郵便振り込み用紙が、字がかすれて読めない場合がありますので、郵
便振り込み用紙のみでの新入会員申し込みではなく、必ず上記手続き（１）と（２）を
お済ませくださるようお願い申し上げます。）
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　会費振り込みについて、振り込み用紙を使用されない場合は、以下のゆうちょ銀行の
口座へお振り込みください。各銀行のご自分の口座から振り込みができます。なお、そ
の際、こちらへはお名前しか届きませんので、psj.treasurer -at- gmail.com（学会会計
担当）へ、会員番号、振り込み年度と、住所変更などありましたら必ずメールにてお知
らせください。

会費納入先：ゆうちょ銀行
支店名：099店
口座種類：当座
口座番号：130378
口座名義：日本語用論学会

＜個人情報の取り扱いに関する御連絡のお願い＞

　本学会では、この度、学会の更なる発展と会員相互の連絡交流の促進を計ることを念
頭に、会員名簿を作成することになりました。名簿の発行に付きましては、近年、特に
個人情報保護の観点から、様々な問題が指摘されていることは御承知の通りです。そこ
で、本学会でも、これらの情報につきましては、その適正な取扱いの確保と個人の権利
や利益の侵害の防止を図る為、その公表には慎重な取り扱いをさせていただく所存であ
ります。つきましては、新しく本学会に入会希望をお届けの際には、
　　　１．氏名
　　　２．住所
　　　３．所属（身分＜教員、学生、非常勤等＞）
　　　４．電話番号
　　　５．ファックス番号
　　　６．メールアドレス
のうち、項目別に、会員名簿上に掲載を不可とするものがありましたら（また代替の情
報がある場合はその内容を）事務局にメールでご連絡いただきますようお願いします。
特にご指定がなければ、ご氏名、ご所属、メールアドレスのみ公開可とさせていただき
ます。

=　記　=
　『語用論研究』は毎年12月に刊行、Newsletterは毎年４月末と10月末にお送りしてい
ます。会員になられると、『語用論研究』、Newsletter、大会プログラムなどをお送りい
たします。
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日本語用論学会規約

第１章　総則

第１条　本会は「日本語用論学会」（The Pragmatics Society of Japan）と称する。
第２条　本会は語用論ならびに関連諸分野の研究に寄与することを目的とする。
第３条　本会は次の事業を行う。
　　　　１．大会その他の研究集会。
　　　　２．機関誌の発行。
　　　　３．その他必要な事業。
第４条　本会は諸事業を推進するため運営委員会および事務局を置く。
第５条　運営委員会の承認を経て、支部を各地区に置くことができる。

第２章　会員

第６条　本会の会員は一般会員、学生会員、団体会員の３種類とする。
第７条　  会員は、本会の趣旨に賛同し所定の手続きを経て本会に登録された個人及び団

体とする。
第８条　  会員は諸種の会合及び事業の通知を受け、事業に参加することができる。また、

所定の手続きを経て、研究集会で研究発表し、機関誌に投稿することができる。

第３章　役員

第９条　本会に次の役員を置く。任期は２年とし、再選を妨げない。
　　　　会　　　　長　　１名
　　　　副 　 会 　 長　　１名
　　　　事 務 局 長　　１名
　　　　運 営 委 員　　若干名
　　　　会計監査委員　　１名
　　　　また、顧問を置くことがある。
第10条　運営委員会は、会長、副会長、事務局長および運営委員から構成される。
第11条　  会長、副会長、および事務局長は運営委員会で選出され、運営委員は会員より

選出される。
第12条　運営委員会は次の任務を遂行する。
　　　　１．機関誌および会報誌等の編集・刊行にかかわる事項の決定。
　　　　２．大会および研究集会等にかかわる事項の決定。
　　　　３．予算案および収支決算案の作成。
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　　　　４．その他運営委員会が必要と認めた事項。
第13条　  運営委員会の中に次の委員会を置く。委員は運営委員会の議を経て会長が委嘱

し、兼任することができる。各委員会は会務を遂行するために、運営委員会の
承認を得て有給の事務助手を置くことができる。

　　　　１．編集委員会
　　　　２．大会運営委員会
　　　　３．事業委員会
　　　　４．広報委員会
第14条　  各委員会の業務を調整するために代表連絡会議を開く。代表連絡会議は、会長、

副会長、事務局長、編集委員長、大会運営委員長、事業委員長、広報委員長か
ら構成される。

第15条　本会の会則は、会員総会で承認を得るものとする。
第16条　会員の中から会計監査委員を１名選出する。任期は２年とし、１期に限る。

第４章　会議

第17条　  定例会員総会は、年１回会長がこれを招集する。また、必要な場合、臨時会員
総会を招集することができる。

第18条　定例運営委員会は、必要に応じて、年１回以上招集される。

第５章　会計

第19条　本会の運営経費は、会費、寄付金等を以てこれに当てる。
第20条　  事務局は、予算案および収支決算書を作成し、運営委員会の議を経て、会員総

会で承認を得るものとする。ただし、収支決算書は会計監査委員の監査を受け
なければならない。）

第21条　本会の会計年度は、毎年４月１日に始まり、翌年３月31日に終わる。

第６章　事務局

第22条　事務局を事務局長もしくは運営委委員の所属する大学に置く。

第７章　事務局および委員会に関する細則

１  ．事務局は、事務局長、事務局長補佐、会計、会計補佐から構成され、対外折衝、運
営委員会・総会の企画・運営、会員名簿の管理、会費の徴収、会計、機関誌・大会予
稿集等の販売、会員への連絡など、学会の運営にかかわる諸々の業務を担当する。事
務局は、業務を遂行するために、運営委員会の承認を得て有給の事務助手を置くこと
ができる。
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２  ．編集委員会は、委員長、副委員長、委員から構成され、機関誌『語用論研究』の編
集と刊行に関わる業務を担当する。

３  ．大会運営委員会は、委員長、副委員長、委員から構成され、大会企画と大会実行の
二つの業務を担当する。大会企画担当の委員は、ワークショップ、研究発表、シンポ
ジウム、講演等、大会全般を企画・提案し、大会予稿集Program and Abstractsを編
集・刊行する。大会実行担当の委員は、会長から委嘱された大会開催校委員と協力し
て、大会の実行にあたる。

４  ．事業委員会は、委員長、副委員長、委員から構成され、講演会、セミナー等の企画、
運営、実行にあたる。

５  ．広報委員会は、委員長、副委員長、委員から構成され、会報誌・Newsletter、ホー
ムページ等の編集と発行に関わる業務を担当する。

第８章　会長選出に関する細則

１．この細則は、会則第９条と第11条のうち、会長の選出方法と任期について定める。
２  ．会長は、会員の中から、就任時に65歳以下のものを運営委員の投票によって選出す

る。投票は郵送による無記名とする。
３  ．投票の結果、過半数の得票を得た者を会長とする。過半数を得た者がない場合、得

票上位者２名についての決選投票を行う。尚、得票数が同数の場合は、最年長者を会
長とする。

４  ．前条によって決定された会長は、改選の前年度の定例総会において承認を得るもの
とする。

５  ．会長の任期は２年とし、２期までとする。
６  ．会長選挙管理委員は、現会長が運営委員会の中から必要数を選出する。

　附則：この細則は、平成17年10月５日から実施する。

平成10年12月５日（制定）
平成15年12月６日（改正）
平成17年10月５日（改正）
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『大会発表論文集』（Proceedings）執筆規定

（日本語での発表をされた方用）
日本語用論学会では、2005年度より、毎年の大会で発表された論文をと
りまとめ、大会後に、『大会発表論文集』を発行しています。つきましては、
大会の「研究発表」、「ワークショップ発表」、「ポスター発表」で、発表
されました皆様には、以下の要領で原稿を提出していただくことになり
ますので、予め、お知らせいたします。

１．執筆規定

　１．  用紙・枚数：A4用紙、横書き。「研究発表」は８ページ以内、「ワークショップ
発表」、「ポスター発表」は４ページ以内（注：要旨、参考文献を含む）。字数は
自由。

　２．書式：
　　ａ．  余白は上下30mm、左右25mmとする。１行文字数、行数、段組などは自由（た

だし、文字のサイズは極端に小さくしないこと）。
　　ｂ．  原稿の１ページ目には、タイトル、氏名、所属（E-mailアドレスは任意）を記し、

そのあと２行開けて要旨、本文を続ける。
　　ｃ．  「はじめに」または「序論」の節は０．からではなく、１．から始めること。
　　ｄ．  例文の前後は１行、各節の前は１行開ける。
　　ｅ．  注を付ける場合は、巻末とし、本文と参考文献の間にまとめて入れる。
　　ｆ．  参考文献のフォーマットは『語用論研究』の執筆要領に従うこと（本学会のホー

ムページ参照）。

　３．要旨：
　　ａ．  要旨は（日本語での論文も含め）全て英語によるものとし、約100語で書く。
　　ｂ．  要旨は＜Abstract＞とページの左上に記し、原稿の１ページ目には、タイトル・

氏名・所属と要旨を記すこと。

４．キーワード
　　ａ．  要旨の下に【キーワード】：或いは【Keywords】：と明記して、日本語の論文

は日本語で、英語の論文は英語で、５個以内を添えること。
　　ｂ．  キーワードと本文との間は２行アケとすること
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見分けのイメージ（１ページ目）

２．その他の注意事項

　　ａ．  執筆者は、前年度の大会の「研究発表」、「ワークショップ発表」、「ポスター発
表」での報告者に限る。

　　ｂ．  内容は、大会発表に沿ったものとする（但し、必要な修正を施すこと）。
　　ｃ．  使用言語は原則として日本語または英語とする。
　　ｄ．  『プロシーディングズ』に掲載した内容は、さらに発展させて、『語用論研究』

に投稿することができる。その場合は、必ず十分な加筆・修正を施すこと。
　　ｅ．  別のカバーシート用紙（A4）に次の事項を記入して提出すること：
　　・  「研究発表」、「ワークショップ発表」、「ポスター発表」のいずれであるか。
　　・発表論文タイトルと発表者名（日本語）　氏名（ふりがな）
　　・  発表論文タイトルの英語訳と発表者名のローマ字表記。ワークショップ発表の代

表者はワークショップの全体タイトルの英訳も記入のこと。
　　・連絡先：E-mailアドレス

○   「原稿ファイル」及び「個人情報ファイル」を下記宛てに送付する。送付は、１）ファ
イルを添付した電子メールか２）オンラインからの投稿（EasyChair経由）のいずれ
かとする。

タイトル○○○
氏名○○
所属○○

＜要旨＞

【キーワード】：１、２、３、

本文

・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・
・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・
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○ 送付先：
○ 【電子メールによる場合】
○ psj.proceedings-at-gmail.com（『大会論文集』編集委員長 鈴木光代）
　（スパムメール防止のためにこのような表記となっております。）
　  （原稿送付の際は、確実に受信できるように、出来るだけ無料メールアドレスのご使

用をお控えください。）
○ 【オンラインによる場合】
　  http://www.easychair.org/conferences/?conf=sip15から投稿する。投稿にあたって

は、サイトへの登録が必要です。サイトへの登録方法、ならびに、オンラインでの投
稿については、学会ホームページの『語用論研究』（投稿方法）の項で確認してください。
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Request of submitting the manuscripts
for the Proceedings

For participants who presented papers in English
Since 2005, the Pragmatics Society of Japan has been publishing presentations 
given at its Annual Conference for publication in a volume of proceedings. 
The following are instructions for use in preparation of manuscripts by those 
who have presented their work at the Conference as lecture presentations, in 
workshops, or in poster sessions.

Instructions for Preparing Manuscripts

1. Writing requirements
1. Paper and length:

All manuscripts should be submitted on A4 size paper. Manuscripts for lecture 
presentations should be no more than 8 pages in length. Workshop and poster presentations 
should be no longer than 4 pages. Please note that these length restrictions include the 
abstract and the reference list. There is no restriction on the number of words or characters 
per page.

2. Format:
a. Margins: top and bottom, 3 cm; right and left, 2.5 cm.
   Number of lines per page, number of characters per line, and line spacing are not 

restricted (however, extremely small characters should not be used).
b.   The first page of the manuscript should begin with the title, the author’s name, and the 

author’s affiliation (e-mail address optional), followed, after two blank lines, by the 
abstract and the main text.

c.   The introductory section or prefatory remarks should be numbered from 1, not 0.
d.   Examples should be preceded and followed by one blank line. Each new section should 

be preceded by one blank line.
e.   If notes are included, they should be placed at the end, between the main text and the 

reference list.
f.   References should follow the style sheet of Goyoron Kenkyu (Studies in Pragmatics) (see 

the homepage of PSJ).

3. Abstracts:
a.   All abstracts should be written in English and should be about 100 words in length.
b.   The abstract should appear on the first page of the manuscript, after the title, author’s 
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name, and author’s affiliation. The abstract should begin with the word ‘Abstract’ in the 
upper left corner.

4. Keywords:
a.   A maximum of 5 keywords should be given below the abstract, preceded by 

‘【Keywords】’. [Refer to the figure below.]
b.   Main text should be preceded by two blank lines.

2. Other important points
a.   All contributors must have given a lecture presentation, a workshop presentation, or a 

poster presentation at PSJ’s Conference of the Society.
b.   Aside from necessary corrections, manuscript contents should be faithful to the content of 

the presentation actually given at the Annual Meeting.
c.   As a general rule, manuscripts should be written in either Japanese or English.
d.   Extended versions of papers which have appeared in the Proceedings may be submitted 

for review to PSJ’s Journal Goyoron Kenkyu (Studies in Pragmatics). In that case additions 
and corrections should be made to the original manuscript.

e.   On a separate (A4) coversheet, please indicate the following information:
i.   Whether your presentation was a lecture, a workshop, presentation, or a poster 

presentation.
ii.   The title of your paper and your name.
iii.   Your e-mail address

Title
Author’s name

Author’s affiliation

＜Abstract＞

【Keywords】：1, 2, 3,

Main Text

・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・
・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・
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<第16回大会で発表された方へのお知らせ>

第16回『大会発表論文集』（Proceedings）（第９号）
掲載論文原稿執筆のお願い。

　日本語用論学会では、2005年度より、毎年の大会で発表された論文をとりまとめ、大
会後に、『大会発表論文集』を発行しています。つきましては、今年度の大会の「研究
発表」、「ワークショップ発表」、「ポスター発表」で、発表されました皆様には、原稿を
提出していただくことになりますので、予め、お知らせいたします。尚、原稿の提出先
や提出期限等の詳しいことは、追って、HPやニュースレターでもお知らせします。次
号（第９号）の発行は、来年度の大会時となります。

（日本語用論学会　事務局より）
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編集後記

　『日本語用論学会　第15回大会発表論文集』第８号をお届けいたします。日本語用論学会

では、2005年度より、年次大会でのご発表内容を論文集としてとりまとめ、大会後に発行す

ることになりました。今号では、研究発表29件（日本語発表24件、英語発表５件）、ワークショッ

プ発表14件、ポスターセッション11件（日本語発表９件、英語発表２件）、シンポジウム１件、

合計51件のご寄稿をいただきました。『大会発表論文集』創刊号を発行し今年で８年目とな

ります。語用論研究がますます発展することを願っております。なお創刊号からすべて国立

国会図書館（東西）に永久保存されました。第16回大会後は『日本語用論学会　第16回大会

発表論文集』第９号を発行する予定でございますので、どうぞご期待ください。

（『大会発表論文集』編集担当：鈴木光代　森山卓郎）
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